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Welcome
Mechanical Turk is human intelligence in a web service. Mechanical Turk can give you an opinion, or
thousands of opinions. It can provide an intuitive judgement about a set of facts. It can perform research
and give additional information about your data. With Mechanical Turk, your application can ask
questions that only a human being can answer, using a web services interface.

Mechanical Turk posts your application's questions to the Mechanical Turk web site, where they are
found and answered by Mechanical Turk users. Your application then retrieves the answers using the
web service. From your application's perspective, Mechanical Turk behaves like any other asynchronous
web service: Your application submits the request using a programmatic interface, then retrieves the
result of that request from the service at a later time.

The following documentation describes how to use the Mechanical Turk web service.

This manual has the following sections:

• Mechanical Turk Concepts

An introduction to Mechanical Turk concepts, objects and mechanisms, and when and why you would
want to use them.

• Making Requests

How to interact with the Mechanical Turk web service, how to authenticate and send requests, and
how to understand responses.

• API Reference

Reference documentation for the operations, response groups, and messages that make up the
Mechanical Turk web service API.
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Mechanical Turk Concepts
This chapter introduces the concepts of Mechanical Turk, the business objects and mechanisms of the
system, and when and why you would use them.

This chapter has the following sections:

• Overview

A brief introduction to the elements of Mechanical Turk.

• Requesters and Workers

The actors in the system, user accounts, money and payments, the Mechanical Turk web site.

• HITs

All about Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs), how your HITs appear to a Worker, and what kinds of
questions Mechanical Turk can answer.

• HIT Types

How HITs are organized in the system, and how to manage different kinds of work with one account.

• Assignments

How a Worker completes a HIT, how you retrieve the results, how assignments are managed, and
how the Worker gets paid.

• Qualifications

How Mechanical Turk helps you manage Workers to produce the highest quality results for your
HITs.

• Notifications

How Mechanical Turk can communicate events about your HIT activity back to your application.
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Overview

Artificial Artificial Intelligence

In 1769, Hungarian nobleman Wolfgang von Kempelen astonished Europe by building a mechanical
chess-playing automaton that defeated nearly every opponent it faced. A life-sized wooden mannequin,
adorned with a fur-trimmed robe and a turban, Kempelen's "Turk" was seated behind a cabinet and
toured Europe confounding such brilliant challengers as Benjamin Franklin and Napoleon Bonaparte. To
persuade skeptical audiences, Kempelen would slide open the cabinet's doors to reveal the intricate set
of gears, cogs and springs that powered his invention. He convinced them that he had built a machine
that made decisions using artificial intelligence. What they did not know was the secret behind the
Mechanical Turk: a human chess master cleverly concealed inside.

Today, we build complex software applications based on the things computers do well, such as storing
and retrieving large amounts of information or rapidly performing calculations. However, humans still
significantly outperform the most powerful computers at completing such simple tasks as identifying
objects in photographs - something children can do even before they learn to speak.

When we think of interfaces between human beings and computers, we usually assume that the human
being is the one requesting that a task be completed, and the computer is completing the task and
providing the results. What if this process were reversed and a computer program could ask a human
being to perform a task and return the results? What if it could coordinate many human beings to
perform a task?

Amazon Mechanical Turk provides a web services API for computers to integrate "artificial, artificial
intelligence" directly into their processing by making requests of humans. Developers use the Amazon
Mechanical Turk web services API to submit tasks to the Amazon Mechanical Turk web site, approve
completed tasks, and incorporate the answers into their software applications. To the application, the
transaction looks very much like any remote procedure call: The application sends the request, and the
service returns the results. Behind the scenes, a network of humans fuels this artificial, artificial
intelligence by coming to the web site, searching for and completing tasks, and receiving payment for
their work.

Requesters, Workers, the Service, the Web Site

Your application interacts with the Amazon Mechanical Turk web service to ask questions to be
answered by human beings. In Mechanical Turk terms, you are the Requester of information, and your
application is the Requester application. The Workers, the human beings providing the answers, find
and answer your questions using the Mechanical Turk web site (http://mturk.amazon.com/).

Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs)

Each question your application asks is a Human Intelligence Task, or HIT. A HIT contains all of the
information a Worker needs to answer the question, including information about how the question is
shown to the Worker and what kinds of answers would be considered valid.

Each HIT has a reward, an amount of money you pay to the Worker that successfully completes the
HIT.

Assignments

When a Worker finds a HIT to complete, the Worker accepts the HIT. Mechanical Turk creates an
assignment to track the completion of the task and store the answer the Worker submits.
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Mechanical Turk reserves the assignment while the Worker is actively working on it, so no other
Worker can accept it or submit results. If the Worker fails to complete the assignment before the
deadline you specified (the Worker abandons the HIT), or if the Worker chooses not to complete it after
accepting it (the Worker returns the HIT), the assignment is once again made available for other
Workers to accept.

A HIT may have multiple assignments. This is useful for gathering multiple answers to a single question
for comparison, or for collecting multiple opinions. A Worker can only accept a HIT once, so a HIT
with multiple assignments is guaranteed to be performed by multiple Workers.

Approval and Payment

Once a HIT has all of the answers that were requested, or an expiration date you specified has passed,
your application retrieves the assignments with the answer data. If an assignment's answer satisfies the
question, you approve the assignment. You may reject the assignment if the HIT was not completed
successfully.

Mechanical Turk automatically processes payment of the reward to the Worker once the assignment is
approved. The reward is transferred from your Amazon.com account to the Worker's Amazon.com
account. You can deposit or withdraw funds from your Mechanical Turk account at any time using the
Requester web site (http://requester.mturk.amazon.com/).

Qualifications and Quality Control

You can manage which Workers can accept a particular HIT using Qualifications. A Qualification is an
attribute assigned by you to a Worker. It includes a name and a number value. A HIT can include
Qualification requirements that a Worker must meet before they are allowed to accept the HIT.

You create a Qualifiation type to represent a Worker's skill or ability. A Worker discovers your
Qualification type either by browsing HITs that require it, or by browsing Qualification types directly.
The Worker requests a Qualification of the type, and you grant the request with a value.

A Qualification type may include a Qualification test. A Qualification test is a set of questions, similar
to a HIT, that the Worker must answer to request the Qualification. You can grant the request manually
by evaluating the Worker's test answers, or you can include an answer key for the test when they create
the Qualification type. For Qualification types with a test and an answer key, Mechanical Turk processes
Qualification requests automatically, and sets Qualification values as specified by the answer key.

Mechanical Turk provides several system Qualifications that represent a Worker's account history. The
values are updated continuously as the Worker uses the system. A HIT may include Qualification
requirements based on these system Qualifications.
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Requesters and Workers

Requesters

A Requester is a person (or company or organization) who asks questions to Mechanical Turk. As a
Requester, you use a software application to interact with the Amazon Mechanical Turk Service to
submit questions, retrieve answers, and perform other automated tasks. You can use the Requester
Console (http://requester.mturk.amazon.com/) to check the status of your questions, and manage your
account.

To Workers, you are known as the creator of your HITs, and as the creator and maintainer of your
Qualification types. Workers see your name, as specified with your Amazon.com account, on the
Mechanical Turk web site.

You perform actions with the Amazon Mechanical Turk Service by using an AWS Access Key ID and
AWS Secret Key to cryptographically sign each request. You obtain an AWS Access Key ID and AWS
Secret Key by signing in to the Amazon Web Services web site, at http://aws.amazon.com/mturk, using
your Amazon.com account e-mail address and password.

Workers

A Worker is a person who answers questions for Mechanical Turk. A Worker uses the Mechanical Turk
web site (http://mturk.amazon.com/) to find questions, submit answers, and manage his or her account.

To Requesters, a Worker is known as the submitter of a HIT assignment, and as a user requesting a
Qualification. You see the Worker's account ID (an alphanumeric string assigned by the system)
included with assignment data and Qualification requests.

Qualifications represent the Worker's reputation and abilities. A Worker's Qualifications are matched
against a HIT's Qualification requirements to allow or disallow the Worker to accept the HIT. A
Worker's Qualifications cannot be accessed directly by other users.

Mechanical Turk Accounts

Requesters and Workers are Mechanical Turk users, and have Amazon.com accounts. Account
information is managed by Amazon.com, so anyone with an Amazon.com account can use that account's
e-mail address and password to sign in to Mechanical Turk.

Your Amazon.com account holds the money you will pay to Workers as rewards for completing HITs,
as well as the money to pay for Mechanical Turk listing fees. A Worker's Amazon.com account holds
the money the Worker receives from Requesters for completing HITs. You can transfer money to and
from your Amazon.com account at any time using the Requester Console. Workers transfer money using
the Mechanical Turk web site.

Tip

Your Requester application can retrieve your account balance using the GetAccountBalance
operation. You can also view this information using the Requester console.

Statistics and System Qualifications

Mechanical Turk keeps statistics about every user's activity in the system. Workers can view their own
statistics using the Mechanical Turk web site. You can view your own statistics using the Requester
Console.
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HITs can use some Worker statistics as the basis for Qualification requirements. These are known as
system Qualifications.

Tip

Your Requester application can retrieve your statistics using the GetRequesterStatistic
operation.

Contacting Workers

The NotifyWorkers operation lets you send e-mail to Workers who have interacted with you in the
past. Using the Worker ID included with the data the Worker submits to you, you can send a Worker a
message without having to know his or her name or e-mail address.

If you have work in the system, Workers can contact you using the Mechanical Turk web site.
Mechanical Turk relays the message to you by e-mail.
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HITs

Creating HITs

A Human Intelligence Task, or HIT, is a question your application asks, and a Worker answers. Your
application submits a HIT using the CreateHIT operation.

A HIT includes:

• a title

• a description

• keywords, used to help Workers find the HITs with a search

• the amount of the reward

• an amount of time in which the Worker must complete the HIT

• an amount of time after which the HIT will no longer be available to Workers

• the number of Workers needed to submit results for the HIT before the HIT is considered complete

• Qualification requirements

• all of the information required to answer the question

Once created, the HIT becomes browsable and searchable on the Mechanical Turk web site, and can be
accepted and completed by a Worker whose Qualifications match the HIT's Qualification requirements.

The Title, Description, and Keywords

A HIT has a Title, a Description, and Keywords that generally describe the HIT. These values
show at a glance what kind of work is involved in the HIT.

The Mechanical Turk web site includes a search engine for performing keyword searches for HITs.
Search terms can match against a HIT's title, description or keywords.

The Reward

A HIT can have a Reward, an amount of money paid to the Worker once you approve the results the
Worker submitted. This amount is transferred from your account to the Worker's account automatically
once the results are approved.

Tip

A HIT can have a reward of zero dollars, if you like. Remember that a minimum HIT listing fee
will still apply, even if the reward is zero.

Deadlines and Expirations

Once a Worker has chosen a HIT to work on, Mechanical Turk starts a timer to keep track of how long
the Worker has been holding on to the HIT. If the amount of time exceeds the
AssignmentDurationInSeconds of the HIT, Mechanical Turk declares that the Worker has
"abandoned" the HIT, cancels the Worker's assignment, and makes the HIT available for other Workers
to accept. When a new Worker chooses the HIT, the timer starts over.

Mechanical Turk also keeps track of how long the HIT has been in the system, from the moment the
HIT is created. If the HIT's lifetime exceeds the LifetimeInSeconds, the HIT is declared completed,
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whether or not all of the requested answers have been submitted by Workers. The HIT is removed from
the Mechanical Turk web site, and is no longer available for Workers to find and complete.

For more information about the life cycle of a HIT, see Assignments later in this chapter.

Multiple Workers

You can request that more than one Worker ought to complete a HIT by specifying a MaxAssignments
property for the HIT. For more information, see Assignments later in this chapter.

Qualification Requirements

You can specify that only Workers that meet certain requirements are allowed to complete a HIT. Each
QualificationRequirement describes an expression that a score or metric about the Worker must
match for the Worker to be considered "qualified" to complete the HIT. For more information, see
Qualifications later in this chapter.

Questions and Answers

The Question field of a HIT describes what is being asked of the Worker. It includes any information
required to answer the question, such as text or images, as well as a description of the range possible
answers.

Tip

The Mechanical Turk Service passes questions and answers between your Requester
application and Workers. Workers read questions and provide answers using the Mechanical
Turk web site. The format of this data is device-independent, so future Worker interfaces to
Mechanical Turk can be built on platforms with varying capabilities.

Be aware that the Worker interface is not guaranteed to display your questions in a particular
way, nor is it guaranteed to return answers within the ranges you specify in the question form.
Mechanical Turk only ensures that the question and answer data conform to the appropriate
schemas.

You can include several different kinds of data in a HIT question:

• simple text elements, such as paragraphs, headings, and bulleted lists

• blocks of formatted content that contain XHTML markup, such as for tables, formatted text (bold,
italic), and other XHTML features

• links to images, audio and video, which are typically displayed embedded in the HIT display

• links to Java applets and Flash movies (which can be interactive), displayed embedded in the HIT
display

The question form specification may include multiple fields, or "questions." A question can have the
Worker select zero, one or more options from a list (true/false, multiple choice), or it can have the
Worker type in text or a number.

The question form specification may suggest the style of a field, guiding how a question may appear to
the Worker. Multiple choice questions may appear as radio buttons, checkboxes, or a dropdown list,
among others. The suggested style is not guaranteed, since Mechanical Turk may adjust the appearance
to fit the device the Worker is using to see the question.

The specification may also suggest ranges of possible answers for the question. It is up to the device
presenting the question to the Worker to validate the Worker's answers, so the results in the assignment
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are not guaranteed to meet these criteria. Your application should always validate the answers it
receives.

Tip

For more information about the question and answer specification format, see QuestionForm.

Using Your Web Site To Host Questions

If you need more control over the display or logic of how HITs are presented to users than is provided
by the Amazon Mechanical Turk content types, you can create a HIT whose question is hosted on your
own web site.

An "external question" HIT appears to the Worker as a HIT whose question form is a web browser
frame. The Worker's browser loads the contents of the frame directly from a URL you provide when you
create the HIT. This gives you complete control over what appears in the frame, and how the Worker
interacts with the question.

The Worker submits results for your HIT using the form on your web site. Your form then submits this
data back to Amazon Mechanical Turk, where it is stored with the HIT results. Mechanical Turk then
advances the user's browser to another HIT. The result is similar to submitting any other kind of HIT.

Note

Setting up a HIT with an external question requires a web server capable of functioning under
very high load. Similar to images, Java applets and Flash applications, failure to serve files may
prevent the Worker from seeing the data required to complete the task. However, unlike images
and applets, if the web server fails to function for an external HIT, the Worker may not be able
to submit results to Amazon Mechanical Turk at all.

An external HIT can be as simple as a web form in an HTML file. As such, the web server
hosting the external HIT content does not need sophisticated server functionality. For example,
you can create a sophisticated web form for an external HIT using HTML and JavaScript, then
host the HTML file at Amazon S3.

For information about created HITs with external questions, see ExternalQuestion.

The Requester Annotation

Your application can include a RequesterAnnotation for each HIT, a value visible only to you. You
can use this value to associate the HIT data with an identifier internal to your application. The Requester
annotation is returned with other HIT data, such as from a call to the GetHIT operation.
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HIT Types

HIT Types

In many common uses of Mechanical Turk, you will want to ask many questions of the same kind, such
as identifying an object in each of thousands of photos. A single Worker can answer one or many of
these questions. To make it easy for Workers to find your HITs, Mechanical Turk groups similar HITs
together, and Workers search and browse the groups. If a Worker qualifies for HITs in the group, the
Worker may preview a single HIT, then accept it and begin work. When a Worker completes one HIT in
a group, Mechanical Turk shows the Worker another HIT from the same group. Most Workers will
complete many similar HITs in a single session.

Mechanical Turk groups HITs together based on their HIT type. A HIT type is defined by the values for
a set of common properties. Two HITs with identical values for these properties are considered to be of
the same HIT type, and appear in the same group on the Mechanical Turk web site.

Your application can use HIT types to manage different kinds of work. Each HIT type has a HIT type
ID, which your application can use to query for HITs of a particular type. The HIT type ID may also be
used with the CreateHIT operation in place of the common property values, to ensure that the new HIT
will be assigned the same type as other HITs.

Properties of a HIT Type

The HIT properties that define a HIT type are the following:

• Title

• Description

• Keywords

• Reward

• AssignmentDurationInSeconds

• AutoApprovalDelayInSeconds

• a set of zero or more QualificationRequirements

How HIT Types Are Created

You can explicitly register a new HIT type by calling the RegisterHITType operation. This operation
takes values for the common parameters, and returns a HIT type ID for the type that matches the values.
You can create HITs using the new type by calling the CreateHIT operation with the type ID, and
values for the properties specific to the HIT (such as the Question).

You can create a HIT without specifying a HIT type ID by passing values for the common parameters
directly to the call to CreateHIT. If the values match an existing HIT type, the HIT will be given the
existing type. If the values do not match an existing HIT type, a new type is created with those values. In
either case, the HIT type ID is returned with the HIT data in the response from the call to CreateHIT.

Tip

To avoid accidentally passing mismatched values for two HITs that ought to be part of the
same type, register the HIT type using the RegisterHITType operation, then create the HITs
using the HIT type ID.

Properties Specific to a HIT
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HITs of the same HIT type may have differing values for the following properties:

• Question

• MaxAssignments

• LifetimeInSeconds

• RequesterAnnotation
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Assignments

A Worker Accepts a HIT

When your application creates a HIT using the CreateHIT operation, the HIT becomes available for
Workers to find on the Mechanical Turk web site. If a Worker has Qualifications that meet the HIT's
Qualification requirements, the Worker can preview the HIT, then select the "Accept HIT" button to
begin work.

When a Worker accepts a HIT, Mechanical Turk creates an assignment to track the work to completion.
The assignment belongs exclusively to the Worker, and guarantees that the Worker will be allowed to
submit results any time until the HIT's AssignmentDurationInSeconds has elapsed, and still be
eligible for the reward.

The Worker Submits, Returns or Abandons the Assignment

A Worker completes an assignment by entering values into the question form and selecting the "Submit
HIT" button. The results are stored for later retrieval by your application. The Worker continues
working on other HITs, or ends the session.

If a Worker decides not to complete a HIT after accepting it, the Worker may select the "Return HIT"
button. Unless the HIT has expired-- that is, unless the HIT's LifetimeInSeconds has elapsed since
the HIT was created-- the returned HIT becomes available for another qualified Worker to accept. The
returned assignment ends, and is no longer accessible using the Requester API.

If a Worker does not submit results before the assignment's deadline-- that is, before the HIT's
AssignmentDurationInSeconds has elapsed since the Worker accepted the HIT-- the HIT is
considered abandoned. The effect is similar to if the Worker explicitly returned the HIT, except that
abandonments and returns are tracked as separate statistics in the Worker's profile.

Tip

A Worker's HIT return and abandonment rates are tracked by Mechanical Turk as system
Qualifications. You can create HITs that use Qualification requirements based on these
numbers. Abandonments and returns are tracked as separate Qualifications.

Multiple Assignments, HIT Lifetime

By default, a HIT has at most one assignment. When a Worker accepts the HIT, an assignment is
created, and the HIT is no longer available for other Workers to accept. If the Worker returns or
abandons the HIT, the assignment is removed, and the HIT becomes available again.

A HIT can be created to accept multiple assignments by specifying a MaxAssignments parameter
greater than 1 to the CreateHIT operation. Such a HIT will remain available for Workers to accept as
long as the number of assignments, in progress or submitted, is less than MaxAssignments.

A HIT is only available for Workers to accept until the HIT's LifetimeInSeconds elapses, from the
time the HIT was created. Once this time elapses, the HIT expires. Such a HIT is no longer available,
even if the number of assignments is less than MaxAssignments. Workers with assignments in progress
are allowed to continue working on the assignments as long as the AssignmentDurationInSeconds
has not elapsed, even after the HIT expires. If a Worker returns or abandons the HIT after the HIT has
expired, the HIT is not made available to other Workers.

Seeing HITs In Progress
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You can retrieve a list of all of your HITs at any time using the SearchHITs operation.

You can also retrieve the submitted assignments for a HIT at any time using the
GetAssignmentsForHIT operation. If your HIT has multiple assignments and has not expired, but
some of the assignments have been submitted, GetAssignmentsForHIT will return the submitted
assignments.

Forcing a HIT to Expire Early

Normally, a HIT will remain available for Workers to accept as long as MaxAssignments results have
not been submitted and the HIT has not expired (the HIT's LifetimeInSeconds has not elapsed).

You can cause a HIT to expire early by calling the ForceExpireHIT operation. This has the same
effect as the HIT expiring naturally: The HIT becomes no longer available for new Workers to accept.
Assignments in progress are allowed to complete, either with the Worker submitting results, or the
Worker returning or abandoning the assignment. After the HIT has expired, returned or abandoned
assignments are not made available to other Workers.

Tip

ForceExpireHIT is your "stop" button. If you have submitted incorrect data for a HIT, or
otherwise have changed your mind about the HIT, you can force it to expire to prevent Workers
from completing it. You will still be responsible for approving assignments that have already
been submitted, but ForceExpireHIT can minimize the damage.

Whether the HIT expired with a call to ForceExpireHIT, or expired naturally, the HIT can be
made available again with a call to the ExtendHIT operation.

Retrieving and Approving Results

When either all of a HIT's assignments have been submitted by Workers, or the HIT has expired and all
assignments have either been submitted, returned or abandoned, the HIT is considered "reviewable."
Once a HIT is reviewable, the Requester can retrieve and process the results.

The GetReviewableHITs operation returns the HIT IDs for all of your HITs that are reviewable. The
GetAssignmentsForHIT operation takes the ID of a reviewable HIT and returns the completed
assignments, with the answers submitted by Workers. Your application can use these operations to poll
for and retrieve results for HITs.

Once results for an assignment have been retrieved, you approve or reject the assignment. Your
application calls the ApproveAssignment operation to approve the assignment, or the
RejectAssignment operation to reject the assignment.

Note

A call to ApproveAssignment will return an error if the Requester's account does not have
sufficient funds to pay the Worker and the listing fee at the time of the call.

An assignment should always be approved, unless it is clear the Worker did not follow the instructions
in the HIT. The method your application uses to decide if an assignment should be approved will depend
on the nature of your application. For example, you may request 3 assignments for each HIT then check
to see if the results match, and if they do, approve all 3 assignments. If they don't match, have those
results checked by a human operator. In some cases, it may be appropriate to automatically approve all
assignments, then control the quality of answers using Qualification requirements.

Every HIT has an AutoApprovalDelayInSeconds, an amount of time after an assignment is
submitted at which point Mechanical Turk will automatically approve the assignment if it has not
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already been explicitly approved or rejected. If not specified in the call to CreateHIT, this is set to the
maximum, equivalent to 30 days. The maximum value assures that the Worker will get paid even if the
Requester is unavailable. You may wish to specify a shorter auto-approval delay if the Workers are
trusted (such as by having been vetted with Qualification requirements) and to assure Workers that they
will be paid in a timely manner.

When you call the ApproveAssignment operation, Mechanical Turk automatically processes payment
of the reward to the Worker, and payment of the HIT listing fee, using the money in your Amazon.com
account. You will not be charged for the reward, nor for the listing fee, if the results are rejected.

Reviewing HITs

When a HIT becomes reviewable, its assignments are ready for your application to retrieve and process.
Your application can approve or reject assignments, then either dispose of the HIT, or extend it to
collect more assignments. The GetReviewableHITs operation returns the IDs of your HITs that have
the "reviewable" status.

If your application does not want to make an immediate decision about approving or rejecting
assignments, or disposing of or extending the HIT, the application can promote the status of the HIT to
the "reviewing" status. "Reviewing" HITs are not returned by a call to GetReviewableHITs by default,
so your application can continue to poll for "reviewable" HITs while "reviewing" HITs are awaiting
processing. You can promote a HIT to the "reviewing" status using the SetHITAsReviewing
operation.

Tip

The "reviewing" status is useful for answer validation techniques that require waiting for
additional information to approve an answer. For example, you can create a "verification" HIT
based on the answers for a completed HIT that asks a Worker to compare the submitted
answers and verify that they meet the HIT's requirements. Your application can give the
original completed HIT a status of "reviewing" while it waits for the verification HIT to be
completed, and continue to poll for other HITs as they become "reviewable".

Since your task HITs and your verification HITs will have different HIT types, your application
can poll for task and verification results separately by passing the appropriate HIT type IDs to
GetReviewableHITs.

You can retrieve a list of IDs of HITs with the "reviewing" status by calling GetReviewableHITs with
an appropriate value for the StatusMatchOption parameter. You can revert a "reviewing" HIT back
to the "reviewable" status by calling SetHITAsReviewing with an appropriate value for the Revert
parameter.

Tip

There is no need to revert a "reviewing" HIT back to "reviewable" before disposing of or
extending the HIT. If you have decided on the fate of the HIT, you can just call DisposeHIT
or ExtendHIT on the "reviewing" HIT.

Paying the Worker a Bonus

When you approve an assignment a Worker has submitted, Mechanical Turk automatically processes the
payment of the HIT's reward from your account to the Worker's account. By approving the assignment,
you pay the Worker the amount of money specified in the original HIT.

In addition to the HIT reward, you can pay the Worker a "bonus" amount of money by calling the
GrantBonus operation. You might pay a bonus to reward Workers that submit high quality results. You
could use the promise of a bonus payment to encourage Workers to complete your HITs.
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You can grant a bonus to any Worker who has submitted an assignment for one of your HITs, after you
have approved or rejected the assignment. You can grant the bonus any time after you approve or reject
the assignment, until the HIT has been disposed.

Mechanical Turk collects a fee for bonus payments, similar to the HIT listing fee. For information about
Mechanical Turk pricing and fee amounts, see the Mechanical Turk site at Amazon Web Services.

Tip

There is no way to pay a Worker for completing a HIT an amount less than the the reward for
the HIT. When you approve the assignment, the Worker is paid the full HIT reward. Rejecting
an assignment impacts your account statistics as well as the statistics of the Worker, so you
should always approve an assignment if the Worker completed the instructions in the HIT
successfully.

If you want to offer Workers a reward within a range of amounts, you can post the HIT with a
reward equal to the lowest amount in the range, then mention the offer of a bonus payment in
the description of the HIT. For example, to offer a HIT with a reward between $1 and $5, post
the HIT with a reward of $1, then mention in the description that you will pay a bonus of up to
$4.

Disposing of the HIT

Once all assignments have been approved or rejected, your application calls the DisposeHIT operation.
This removes the HIT from the list of HITs returned by GetReviewableHITs, and tells Mechanical
Turk the data is no longer needed.

Extending a HIT

If a HIT has expired, or the maximum number of assignments have all been submitted, the HIT will no
longer be available for Workers to accept. If the HIT has not gathered a satisfactory result, you may
extend either the expiration date or the number of assignments, or both, using the ExtendHIT operation.
With appropriate values, extending the HIT will make it available again.

Disabling a HIT

The DisableHIT operation allows you to completely withdraw a HIT from the system, even before it
has expired. Assignments that have been submitted (but not yet explicitly approved or rejected) will be
approved automatically. Assignments in progress are allowed to complete, then approved automatically
if submitted by the Worker. (Assignments returned or abandoned after the HIT is disabled are simply
discarded.) The HIT and all submitted assignment data are disposed. A disabled HIT cannot be
re-enabled.

Like ForceExpireHIT, disabling a HIT is useful if the HIT's question data is incorrect and would
cause Workers to submit bad results. Because Workers expect to be paid for correctly answering the
question, even if the question is not the one you intended to ask, DisableHIT approves all assignments
that have been submitted, and all assignments in progress that are submitted before their deadline. You
will be charged for these assignments if you disable the HIT.

Tip

DisableHIT is like ForceExpireHIT, but much more drastic. It provides an automatic
method to completely settle a HIT and all of its assignments with one service call.

Assignment data cannot be retrieved until the HIT enters the "reviewable" status, when it is no
longer possible for Workers to submit more results. Because it is only necessary to disable a
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HIT to prevent Workers from submitting results, it is likely you will only wish to disable a HIT
prior to it becoming "reviewable". This means you will not get to see the results for submitted
assignments prior to disabling the HIT.
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Qualifications

Qualifications and Qualification Requirements

A Qualification is a property of a Worker that represents a Worker's skill, ability or reputation. A HIT
can have Qualification requirements that a Worker's Qualifications must meet before the Worker is
allowed to accept the HIT. A requirement can also state that a Worker must meet the requirement to see
the HIT's question data when previewing the HIT.

A Qualification is assigned to a Worker either by a Requester or by the Mechanical Turk system. The
creator and maintainer of a Qualification type is known as the "author" of the type.

A Qualification is assigned to a Worker with a Qualification type and a number value. A Qualification
requirement specifies the type, and a rule that determines if the value meets the requirement. A Worker
can only accept a HIT if all of the HIT's Qualification requirements are met by the Worker's
Qualifications.

Qualification Requests

You can create a new Qualification type for use with your HITs by calling the
CreateQualificationType operation. Once a Qualification type has been created, it is available for
use in a Qualiciation requirement, and can be searched or browsed at the Mechanical Turk web site.

Tip

Any Requester can use any Qualification type for a Qualification requirement, regardless of
who created the type. However, only the author the Qualification type can grant requests for the
type and assign values.

A Worker discovers a Qualification type by browsing HITs that require a Qualification of that type, or
by searching or browsing the Qualification types directly. The Worker can view a description of the
type, and request a Qualfication of the type from the type's author.

By default, a Worker can only request a Qualification for a given type once. The author of the type can
allow a Worker to re-request a Qualification by specifying a value for the RetryDelayInSeconds
parameter when creating the type. If set, the Worker must wait until the delay has elapsed after the first
request before requesting the Qualification again.

Granting Qualification Requests

Your can retrieve pending requests for your types using the GetQualificationRequests operation.
You grant the Qualification, with a number value, using the GrantQualification operation.

Note

There is no way to "reject" a Qualification request. To prevent a Worker who has requested a
Qualification from completing a HIT that requires that Qualification, grant the request with a
value that does not meet the HIT's Qualification requirement.

Note

A Qualification can only be given to a Worker by granting a Qualification request. There is no
way to assign a Qualification to a Worker without the Worker first requesting the Qualification.

Qualification Tests
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A Qualification type may include a Qualification test, a set of questions similar to a HIT that a Worker
must answer when requesting the Qualification. The test answers are returned with the request from a
call to GetQualificationRequests. The author of the type can use the answers to determine the
value to assign when granting the request.

The Qualification type may also include an answer key for the test, with answers and score values for
each question in the test. In addition to score values for each matching answer, the answer key can
specify how the Qualification value is calculated from the sum of the scores. For example, the
Qualification value may be a percentage of correct answers.

Note

If a Qualification test has an answer key, the test may only contain multiple choice questions.
An answer key cannot grade questions with free-text answers.

Tip

For more information on answer keys, see AnswerKey.

Updating and Retrieving Qualification Scores

After you have granted a Qualification to a Worker and the Worker has completed a HIT for you, you
can update the Worker's Qualification score with the UpdateQualificationScore operation. The
operation requires the Worker's user ID, which is included in the assignment data the Worker submits
for your HITs. You can use this operation to revoke a qualifying score if the Worker is not performing to
expectations, or promote a score if the Worker has earned it with good results.

You can query a user's Qualification score for a type you created using the GetQualificationScore
operation.

Note

If your Qualification type has a Qualification test, an answer key, and allows test retakes, a
Worker who has been granted the Qualification can take the test again to get a new score, even
if you have updated the score since it was first granted. To query a user's current score, use the
GetQualificationScore operation. You can configure the ability to retake a Qualification
test when you create the Qualification type.

Updating a Qualification Type's Test

It is sometimes useful to make modifications to a Qualification type's test, to improve the accuracy of
the resulting Qualification scores, or to replace old test questions with new ones. You can replace the
test for a Qualification type using the UpdateQualificationType operation.

The UpdateQualificationType operation can also be used to replace an automatically graded test
(with an answer key) with a manually graded one (without an answer key), and vice versa. It can also be
used to change the test duration, the amount of time the Worker has to complete the test.

Deactivating a Qualification Type

Once you create a Qualification type, you are responsible for granting Qualification requests for the type
(or having requests granted automatically using a Qualification test and answer key). You can
temporarily deactivate a Qualification type by using the UpdateQualificationType operation to
update the status of the type. The type can be activated again with the same operation.

An inactive Qualification type cannot be requested by a Worker. It does not appear on the Mechanical
Turk web site, and does not appear in search results. While the type is inactive, a HIT that requires a
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Qualification of the type cannot be created. Workers with Qualifications of the type will continue to
have those Qualifications, and will continue to qualify for existing HITs that require the Qualification.

System Qualifications

Mechanical Turk maintains a special set of Qualifications that represent a Worker's history and
reputation. The system assigns these Qualifications to every user, and continuously updates their values
as Workers use the system. HITs may have Qualification requirements based on system Qualifications.

HITs may also have a Qualification requirement based on the Worker's location, according to the
mailing address given to Mechanical Turk by the Worker. This allows HITs to be restricted to Workers
that reside in specific countries, such as for tasks that can only be performed in certain locations, or for
HITs that need to be performed by Workers that reside in the same country as the Requester for tax
purposes.

Tip

For a list of system Qualifications and more information about locale-based Qualification
requirements, see QualificationRequirement.

Searching Qualification Types

The SearchQualificationTypes operation returns Qualification types whose names or descriptions
match a search query. The results are similar to what is returned when performing such a search on the
Mechanical Turk web site or Requester Console, except that system Qualifications may also be included
in results.
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Notifications

Tracking Your HITs

After your application creates a HIT, Mechanical Turk manages the events that lead to the HIT's
completion. In many cases, your application only needs to call the GetReviewableHITs operation
periodically until the HIT is returned as a result. The HIT becomes "reviewable" either when all of the
HIT's assignments have been completed by Workers, or the HIT's lifetime has elapsed (the HIT has
expired).

Sometimes it is useful to know more about the events that lead to the HIT becoming reviewable. One
way to watch a HIT and its assignments change state is to call the GetHIT operation periodically,
checking the values of the HITStatus and assignment summary fields. Depending on how up-to-date
you need the information to be, doing this would require downloading the HIT's field data many times,
and most attempts would only tell you that nothing has happened since the last call.

The Mechanical Turk Requester Service provides a better way to keep track of HIT activity. You can set
up notifications for any HIT type, and any of several kinds of events that occur during the HIT life
cycle. When Mechanical Turk detects an event for which you've set up a notification, Mechanical Turk
will attempt to notify you--or your application--that the event took place.

Setting Notifications

Notifications are specified as part of a HIT type. You can create or modify notifications for a HIT type
with the SetHITTypeNotification operation. The operation accepts a notification specification, as
the Notification parameter.

The HIT type must already exist before you can give it a notification specification. You can create a new
HIT type using the RegisterHITType operation. You can determine the HIT type of an existing HIT
by calling the GetHIT operation with the HIT's ID.

You can update, disable or enable a HIT type's notification specification at any time with the
SetHITTypeNotification operation.

Ways To Be Notified

The simplest way to be notified of an event is by e-mail. If you establish a notification for an event using
e-mail as the transport, when the event occurs, Mechanical Turk will send a human-readable e-mail
message to an address you include in the notification specification.

Mechanical Turk can also send notifications directly to your application using a web service call. To
accept notifications, your application must be connected to the Internet, and must be able to accept
HTTP requests. Mechanical Turk can send a notification as either a SOAP web service message, or a
REST-like HTTP request. For more information about developing a HIT notification receptor, see The
Notification Receptor API.

Notifications and Events

Mechanical Turk can notify you when:

• a Worker accepts a HIT

• a Worker abandons an assignment

• a Worker returns an assignment
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• a Worker submits an assignment

• a HIT becomes "reviewable"

• a HIT expires

For example, instead of calling the GetReviewableHITs operation repeatedly to poll for results of a
particular HIT type, you can establish a notification that triggers whenever a HIT of that type becomes
"reviewable". Your application can listen for a SOAP or REST request that indicates when a HIT of the
type is ready for review.

Notifications and Reliability

A notification message is only sent once. If your application is not available when the notification is
sent, the notification is not sent a second time.

A notification message for an event is sent within several minutes of the event occurring. If many events
occur in a short period of time, Mechanical Turk will send a single notification message that describes
multiple events.

You can test your application's ability to receive notifications using the
SendTestEventNotification operation. When you call this operation, Mechanical Turk will send a
test notification according to the notification specification you provide.

Notifications and Security

For a notification sent as a SOAP or REST message, the message includes a signature, similar to the
Signature parameter your application uses when sending requests to the Mechanical Turk Requester
Service. Mechanical Turk uses your AWS secret key to sign notification messages. Your application can
verify that the notification came from Mechanical Turk by generating a signature value from the other
notification message fields using your AWS secret key, then comparing the result to the signature found
in the message.

For more information about developing a HIT notification receptor, see The Notification Receptor API.
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Making Requests
This chapter describes how to interact with the Mechanical Turk Service, how to authenticate and send
requests, and how to understand responses.

This chapter has the following sections:

• Making SOAP Requests

How to call the service using the SOAP interface.

• Making REST Requests

How to call the service using the REST interface.

• AWS Request Authentication

How to use your AWS Access Key ID and Secret Access Key to sign your requests, so the service
knows who you are.

• Understanding Responses

How to interpret responses from the service.
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Making SOAP Requests
This article explains how to make a SOAP request to the Mechanical Turk web service.

Using SOAP

The Mechanical Turk web service supports the SOAP message protocol for calling service operations
over an HTTP connection. The easiest way to use the SOAP interface with your application is to use a
SOAP toolkit appropriate for your platform. SOAP toolkits are available for most popular programming
languages and platforms.

The service's Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) file describes the operations and the format
and data types of their requests and responses. Your SOAP toolkit interprets the WSDL file to provide
your application access to the operations. For most toolkits, your application calls a service operation
using routines and classes provided or generated by the toolkit.

The location of the WSDL file is discussed in the section, WSDL and Schema Locations.

Using Operation Parameters With SOAP

The API reference in this guide describes the parameters for each operation and their values. You may
find it useful to refer to the WSDL file directly to see how the parameters will appear in the XML of the
request generated by your toolkit, and understand how your toolkit will make the operations available to
your application code.

The Structure of a Request Message

A SOAP request is an XML data structure generated by your SOAP toolkit and sent to the service. As
described by the service WSDL, the root element of this structure is named after the operation, and
contains the parameter data for the request.

The root element contains the AWSAccessKeyId, Timestamp, and Signature used to authenticate the
request as being sent by you. For more information on these values, see AWS Request Authentication.

In addition to the request authentication parameters, the root element contains a Request element,
which contains the parameters of the specific operation being called. For a description of an operation's
parameters, see the appropriate page for the operation in the API reference. The Request element may
also contain a ResponseGroup parameter, which controls how much data is returned by the service for
an operation.

For more information about these parameters and their values, see Common Parameters.

The XML Message for a GetHIT SOAP Request

The following example is the XML for a SOAP message that calls the GetHIT operation. While you
will probably not be building the SOAP message for a service request manually, it is useful to see what
your SOAP toolkit will try to produce when provided with the appropriate values. Many SOAP toolkits
require that you build a request data structure similar to the XML to make a request.

As described above, the GetHIT element contains the parameters common to all requests, and a
Request element that contains the operation-specific HITId parameter, along with the
ResponseGroup.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<soapenv:Envelope

xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
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xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

<soapenv:Body>
<GetHIT

xm-
lns="http://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/AWSMechanicalTurkRequester/2006-06-2
0">

<AWSAccessKeyId>0PAP1H1P8JJVZEXAMPLE</AWSAccessKeyId>
<Timestamp>2005-10-10T00:00:00.000Z</Timestamp>
<Signature>[...]</Signature>
<Request>

<HITId>123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE</HITId>
<ResponseGroup>Minimal,HITDetail</ResponseGroup>

</Request>
</GetHIT>

</soapenv:Body>
</soapenv:Envelope>
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Making REST Requests
This article explains how to make a REST request to the Mechanical Turk web service.

Using REST

The Mechanical Turk web service supports REST requests for calling service operations. REST requests
are simple HTTP requests, using either the GET method with parameters in the URL, or the POST
method with parameters in the POST body. The response is an XML document that conforms to a
schema. You might use REST requests when a SOAP toolkit is not available for your platform, or if
REST requests would be easier to make than a heavier SOAP equivalent.

The location of the schema that describes the responses for the various operations is discussed in the
section, WSDL and Schema Locations.

Using Operation Parameters With REST

The API reference in this guide lists the parameters for each operation. Most parameters can be specified
in a REST request using just the name of the parameter and an appropriate value, with the value
URL-encoded as necessary to make the request a valid URL.

Some parameters have multiple components. For example, a HIT reward is specified as a Reward
parameter, which includes an Amount and a CurrencyCode. In a SOAP request or in a response, this
value would appear as an XML data structure, such as:

<Reward>
<Amount>32</Amount>
<CurrencyCode>USD</CurrencyCode>

</Reward>

In a REST request, the components are specified as separate parameters. The name of each component
parameter is the main parameter name (such as "Reward"), a dot, a sequence number, a dot, and the
component name (such as "Amount"). The above example would appear in a REST request as follows:

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
[...]
&Reward.1.Amount=32
&Reward.1.CurrencyCode=USD

For parameters that can be specified more than once in a single request, each parameter name includes a
number to make it clear which values belong to each parameter. Parameters with single values simply
use the name, a dot, and a number:

...&ParameterName.1=valueOne&ParameterName.2=valueTwo...

Parameters with component values use the name of the main parameter, followed by a dot, the number, a
dot, and the component name. For example, a request for the CreateHIT operation can specify more
than one QualificationRequirement for the HIT being created. The value of the
QualificationRequirement parameter is a structure with three components,
QualificationTypeId, Comparator, and Value. In an XML message, this structure looks like this:

<QualificationRequirement>
<QualificationTypeId>789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE</QualificationTypeId>
<Comparator>GreaterThan</Comparator>
<Value>18</Value>

</QualificationRequirement>
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A single QualificationRequirement is specified in a REST request as follows:

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
[...]
&QualificationRequirement.1.QualificationTypeId=789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE
&QualificationRequirement.1.Comparator=GreaterThan
&QualificationRequirement.1.Value=18

Multiple QualificationRequirement values are specified as follows:

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
[...]
&QualificationRequirement.1.QualificationTypeId=789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE
&QualificationRequirement.1.Comparator=GreaterThan
&QualificationRequirement.1.Value=18
&QualificationRequirement.2.QualificationTypeId=231FOOYBARW00EXAMPLE
&QualificationRequirement.2.Comparator=GreaterThan
&QualificationRequirement.2.Value=75

Parameters Specific to REST Requests

In addition to the parameters found in request data structures, REST requests have additional parameters
to indicate the name of the service and the version of the API. (SOAP requests have this information
embedded in the SOAP URL.) For more information about these parameters and their values, see
Common Parameters. For more information about service versions, see WSDL and Schema Locations.

Sample REST Request

The following example is a REST request (GET method) that calls the GetAccountBalance operation.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=GetAccountBalance
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
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AWS Request Authentication
Request authentication is the process of verifying the identity of the sender of a request. In the context of
Amazon Web Services (AWS) requests, authentication is the process by which AWS can confirm that a
request came from a registered user, as well as the identity of that registered user.

To enable authentication, each request must carry information about the identity of the request sender.
The request must also contain additional information that AWS can use to verify that the request can
only have been produced by the sender identified. If the request passes this verification test it is
determined to be “authentic” and AWS has sufficient information to verify the identity of the sender.

Verifying the identity of the sender of a request is important, as it ensures that only those requests made
by the person or party responsible for the AWS account specified in the request are accepted and
allowed to interact with AWS services. In this manner, request authentication allows Amazon to track
the usage of AWS services on a per request basis. This enables Amazon to charge and bill AWS
subscribers for use of AWS paid (not free) services.

AWS Accounts

To access Amazon web services, a developer must create an AWS account. AWS accounts are
associated with Amazon.com accounts. To sign in to an AWS account, a developer uses his or her
Amazon.com account e-mail and password.

Upon creating the AWS account, the developer is assigned an Access Key ID (AWSAccessKeyId) and a
Secret Access Key. The Access Key ID, which is associated with the AWS account, is used in requests
to identify the party responsible for the request. However, because an Access Key ID is sent as a request
parameter, it is not secret and could be used by anyone sending a request to AWS. To protect from
impersonation, the request sender must provide additional information that can be used to verify the
sender’s identity and ensure that the request is legitimate. This additional information, a request
signature that is calculated using the Secret Access Key, demonstrates possession of a shared secret
known only to AWS and the sender of the request. A Secret Access Key is a 20-character alphanumeric
sequence generated by AWS.

Types of AWS Requests

There are two types of requests to AWS:

• Anonymous requests. Requests to free services can be made anonymously. Though a valid Access
Key ID must be included in all requests to AWS, no attempt is made to confirm that the request
originated from the party responsible for the AWS account associated with the Access Key ID. In
other words, no authentication is necessary for the request to succeed.

Services to which anonymous requests can be made include: Amazon E-Commerce Service (ECS) 4.0
and Amazon Simple Queue Service (SQS).

• Authenticated requests. Services that want to track service usage, either for the purpose of
calculating usage statistics or to bill for usage, must be able to verify that the identity of the sender of
a request is the person or party responsible for the AWS account. The identity of the sender is verified
by confirming that the Secret Access Key used in the request signature is the Secret Access Key
associated with the Access Key ID included in the request.

Services to which authenticated requests must be made include: Amazon Mechanical Turk Service,
Alexa Web Information Service (AWIS).

To use a service that requires authenticated requests, a signature for each request must be calculated and
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included as the value of the Signature parameter in requests to those services.

Authenticating Requests

Requests to AWS are authenticated by verifying information contained within the request. This
verification is performed using the following information:

Parameter Description

AWSAccessKeyId The sender’s AWS account is identified by the Access Key ID. The Access Key
ID is used to look up the Secret Access Key.

Signature Each request to a web service that requires authenticated requests must contain a
valid request signature, or the request is rejected. A request signature is calcu-
lated using the Secret Access Key assigned to the developer's account by AWS,
which is a shared secret known only to AWS and the developer.

Timestamp The date and time the request was created, represented as a string in UTC. The
format of the value of this parameter must match the format of the XML Schema
dateTime data type.

Summary of AWS Request Authentication

The following steps are the basic steps used in authenticating requests to AWS. It is assumed that the
developer has already registered with AWS and received an Access Key ID and Secret Access Key.

1. The sender constructs a request to AWS.

2. The sender calculates a Keyed-Hashing for Message Authentication code (HMAC), the request
signature using the his or her Secret Access Key and the values of the Service, Operation, and
Timestamp parameters as input.

3. The sender of the request sends the request data, the signature, and Access Key ID (the key-identifier
of the Secret Access Key used) to AWS.

4. AWS uses the Access Key ID to look up the Secret Access Key.

5. AWS generates a signature from the request data and the Secret Access Key using the same
algorithm used to calculate the signature in the request.

6. If the signature generated by AWS matches the one sent in the request, the request is considered to be
authentic. If the comparison fails, the request is discarded, and AWS returns an error response.

Calculating Request Signatures

A request signature, an HMAC, is calculated by concatenating the values of the Service, Operation,
and Timestamp parameters, in that order, and then calculating an RFC 2104-compliant HMAC, using
the Secret Access Key as the "key." The computed HMAC value should be base64 encoded, and is
passed as the value of the Signature request parameter. For more information, please see
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2104.html.

When a request is received, AWS verifies the request signature by computing an HMAC value for the
request and comparing the value of that HMAC with the value in the request. If the computed HMAC
value matches the HMAC value in the request, the identity of the sender is verified and the request is
accepted. If the values do not match the request is rejected, and an error is returned.
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Using REST and SOAP Transactions

Requests can be sent using REST (XML over HTTP) or SOAP. The contents of the request are the
same, only the request format differs.

URL Encoding

The result of the SHA-1 hash is binary data. An encoding must be specified to include this in either a
SOAP or REST request. Both REST and SOAP requests should be Base64 encoded.

However, as the results of Base64 encoding can contain characters that are not legal in a URL, such as
plus signs (+),slashes (/), and equal signs (=), results for REST requests should be URL encoded, as
specified in RFC 1738, section 2.2.

Code Samples for Request Authentication

Calculating an HMAC Request Signature

The following code sample demonstrates how to calculate a request signature to sign authenticated
requests to AWS.

package amazon.webservices.common;

import java.security.SignatureException;

import javax.crypto.Mac;

import javax.crypto.spec.SecretKeySpec;

/**
* This class defines common routines for generating
* authentication signatures for AWS Platform requests.
*/

public class Signature {

private static final String HMAC_SHA1_ALGORITHM = "HmacSHA1";

/**
* Computes RFC 2104-compliant HMAC signature.
*
* @param data
* The data to be signed.
* @param key
* The signing key.
* @return
* The Base64-encoded RFC 2104-compliant HMAC signature.
* @throws
* java.security.SignatureException when signature generation fails
*/
public static String calculateRFC2104HMAC(String data, String key)

throws java.security.SignatureException
{

String result;
try {

// get an hmac_sha1 key from the raw key bytes
SecretKeySpec signingKey = new SecretKeySpec(key.getBytes(),

HMAC_SHA1_ALGORITHM);

// get an hmac_sha1 Mac instance and initialize with the signing
key

Mac mac = Mac.getInstance(HMAC_SHA1_ALGORITHM);
mac.init(signingKey);

// compute the hmac on input data bytes
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byte[] rawHmac = mac.doFinal(data.getBytes());

// base64-encode the hmac
result = Encoding.EncodeBase64(rawHmac);

}
catch (Exception e) {

throw new SignatureException("Failed to generate HMAC : " +
e.getMessage());

}
return result;

}
}

Data Encoding

This sample, provided in support of the previous sample for calculating HMAC signatures, demonstrates
how to perform Base64 encoding of input types in AWS requests.

package amazon.webservices.common;

/**
* This class defines common routines for encoding
* data in AWS Platform requests.
*/

public class Encoding {

/**
* Performs base64-encoding of input bytes.
*
* @param rawData
* Array of bytes to be encoded.
* @return
* The base64-encoded string representation of rawData.
*/
public static String EncodeBase64(byte[] rawData) {

return Base64.encodeBytes(rawData);
}

}

Performing Base64 Encoding and Decoding

This sample demonstrates how to encode and decode to and from Base64 notation. The code for this
sample is not included in this document due to the length of the file. The code, which is public domain,
can be accessed using this link: http://iharder.net/base64.
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Understanding Responses
This article describes the structure of responses from the Mechanical Turk web service.

Response Messages, SOAP and REST

In response to an operation call, the Mechanical Turk web service returns an XML data structure that
contains the results of the call. This data conforms to a schema.

For SOAP requests, this data structure is the SOAP message body of the response. SOAP toolkits
typically convert the response data into structures for use with your programming language, or allow
you to specify your own data bindings.

For REST requests, this data structure is simply the body of the HTTP response. You can use a data
binding method for REST responses, or use an XML parser directly to process the information.

Other than the use of a message envelope in the case of SOAP, the schema for the results is the same for
both SOAP and REST responses. The SOAP WSDL imports an XSD file to define the response
messages, and REST users can access the XSD file directly. For more information, see WSDL and
Schema Locations.

The Structure of a Response

The response message is returned in an XML element named after the operation. For example, the
GetHIT operation returns a response element named GetHITResponse.

This element contains an OperationRequest element, and a "result" element.

OperationRequest

The OperationRequest element contains information about the request. It always contains a
RequestId element, a unique identifier assigned by the service to this specific operation call.

If an operation call is unsuccessful, OperationRequest contains an Errors element, with one or
more Error elements. Each Error includes:

• a Code that identifies the type of error the occurred,

• a Message that describes the error condition in a human-readable form, and

• zero or more Data elements that provide information about the error in a machine-readable form.
Each Data has a Key and a Value.

If the Request response group is specified in the request, OperationRequest includes an Arguments
element that lists all of the parameters that were sent to the operation. It contains one or more Arugment
elements, each with a Name and a Value. For more information about response groups, see Common
Parameters.

The Result Element

The response message always includes a result element, which contains the result data for the operation
call. The name and contents of this element depend on the operation being called. Results are described
for each operation in the API reference.

The result element also contains an IsValid element, with a Boolean value indicating if the request
was valid. If this value is false, the result element usually does not contain anything else.
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If the Request response group is specified in the request, the result element includes the contents of the
request that correspond with the results in the result element. The name of this element depends on the
operation. For example, a call to the GetHIT operation that includes the Request response group will
include a GetHITRequest element along with the results. For more information about response groups,
see Common Parameters.

A Sample Response Message

The following is an example of a response message that could be returned by a call to the GetHIT
operation. For a SOAP request, the message is returned as the response message body, inside a SOAP
envelope. For a REST request, the message is returned directly as the body of the HTTP response.

<GetHITResponse>
<OperationRequest>

<RequestId>XA5TETQ3G6QF7EXAMPLE</RequestId>
</OperationRequest>
<HIT>

<Request>
<IsValid>true</IsValid>

</Request>
<HITId>123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE</HITId>
<CreationTime>2005-10-10T23:59:59.99Z</CreationTime>
[... other fields of the HIT ...]

</HIT>
</GetHITResponse>
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API Reference
This section describes the operations, response groups, error codes, and other parts of the Mechanical
Turk Service API.

This chapter contains the following sections:

• WSDL and Schema Locations

• Common Parameters

• Operations

• Data Structures

• Question and Answer Data

• The Notification Receptor API
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WSDL and Schema Locations
The Mechanical Turk Service can be accessed using the SOAP web services messaging protocol, or
using the REST method of HTTP requests with parameters. The SOAP interface is described by a Web
Services Description Language (WSDL) document. REST requests return messages that conform to an
XML Schema document.

To make it easy to upgrade your application when a new version of schemas are released, all schemas
have a version number. The version number appears in the URL of a schema file, and in a schema's
target namespace. The API schemas (the WSDL and request/response messages) and the data structure
schemas (question and answer values) use separate version numbers. The latest versions are as follows:

Type of Schema Latest Version

The API: WSDL and message schemas 2006-06-20

The QuestionForm, QuestionFormAnswers and
AnswerKey schemas

2005-10-01

The ExternalQuestion schema 2006-07-14

The formatted content XHTML subset 2006-07-14

The notifications receptor API 2006-05-05

The WSDL and Message Schema Locations

The WSDL for a given version of the Mechanical Turk Service API can be found at a URL that
corresponds to the API version. For example, the WSDL for the 2006-06-20 version of the API can be
found here:

http://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/AWSMechanicalTurk/2006-06-20/AWSMechanicalTurkRequester.wsdl

The XML Schema for the messages of a given version of the Mechanical Turk Service API can be found
at a URL that corresponds to the API version. For example, the XML Schema for the 2006-06-20
version of the API can be found here:

http://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/AWSMechanicalTurk/2006-06-20/AWSMechanicalTurkRequester.xsd

The Data Structure Schema Locations

The Mechanical Turk Service has several parameters and return values that contain XML data. The
XML content must validate against the appropriate XML schema. For more information, see
QuestionForm, QuestionFormAnswers, and AnswerKey.

Note

The API version number and the data structure version number are not related. The two sets of
schemas may have new releases at different times, and may have different version numbers.
For example, an application using the 2006-06-20 version of the API may create HITs using
the 2005-10-01 version of the QuestionForm schema. (There may not be a "2006-06-20"
version of the QuestionForm schema.)

Your application may use any supported version of the data schemas with any supported
version of the API. A data structure returned by the service will include a namespace that
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corresponds to the relevant schema.

The 2005-10-01 version of the QuestionForm schema can be found here:

http://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/AWSMechanicalTurkDataSchemas/2005-10-01/QuestionForm.xsd

The 2005-10-01 version of the QuestionFormAnswers schema can be found here:

http://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/AWSMechanicalTurkDataSchemas/2005-10-01/QuestionFormAnswers.xsd

The 2005-10-01 version of the AnswerKey schema can be found here:

http://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/AWSMechanicalTurkDataSchemas/2005-10-01/AnswerKey.xsd

The 2006-07-14 version of the ExternalQuestion schema can be found here:

http://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/AWSMechanicalTurkDataSchemas/2005-07-14/ExternalQuestion.xsd

Note

To conform to a schema, XML content must use namespace declarations that match the target
namespace for the schema. The target namespace is declared at the top of the schema, as the
"targetNamespace" attribute of the "xs:schema" element.

The schemas for QuestionForm, QuestionFormAnswers, and AnswerKey use namespace URIs
similar to the URL at which the schema file can be found, including the service version. For
example:

<QuestionForm
xm-

lns="http://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/AWSMechanicalTurkDataSchemas/2
005-10-01/QuestionForm.xsd"

>
[...]

</QuestionForm>

If the service returns an error message about data not validating against the schema, make sure
your namespace declaration matches the target namespace specified in the schema.

The Formatted Content XHTML Subset

HITs and Qualification tests can include blocks of content formatted with XHTML tags in their
instructions and question data. To include text and markup for formatted content in a web service
request, you specify it as XML CDATA inside a FormattedContent element, part of the
QuestionForm data structure.

Amazon Mechanical Turk validates formatted content by converting the text and markup in the CDATA
block into an XML document, then validating it against a schema. For more information about how this
XML document is produced, see Formatted Content: XHTML, "How XHTML Formatted Content Is
Validated".

The 2006-07-14 version of the schema used to validate formatted content can be found here:

http://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/AWSMechanicalTurkDataSchemas/2006-07-14/FormattedContentXHTMLSubset.xsd

The Notifications Receptor WSDL Location

The WSDL for a given version of the notification receptor API can be found at a URL that corresponds
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to the API version. For example, the WSDL for the 2006-06-20 version of the API can be found here:

http://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/AWSMechanicalTurk/2006-06-20/AWSMechanicalTurkRequesterNotification.wsdl

For more information about building a notification receptor web service, see The Notification Receptor
API.

Service API Versions

When a new version of the service API is released, previous versions are supported for a limited time to
allow applications to continue to function until they are upgraded. The version of a service API is
specified as a date, such as 2006-06-20.

The version of the API can be found in the URLs of the WSDL and schema files. It can also be found in
the targetNamespace of the WSDL and schema files.

You can retrieve the WSDL or schema files for previous versions of the API by replacing the version
date in the URL with the desired version. For example, to retrieve the WSDL for API version
2005-10-01:

http://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/AWSMechanicalTurk/2005-10-01/AWSMechanicalTurkRequester.wsdl

For information about which versions of the API are supported, visit the Amazon Web Services web site
at http://aws.amazon.com/mturk.

Accessing a Specific Service Version

For your application to use a specific version of the service API, the service needs to be told which
version is being used with each request.

For SOAP requests, the Mechanical Turk Service determines which API version you are using based on
the namespace in your request message, which is determined by the WSDL you are using with your
application. SOAP requests always include this information, and SOAP toolkits determine the
namespace automatically from the WSDL.

For REST requests, you must explicitly request the version to use by including the Version parameter
in your request. The Version parameter ensures that the service does not return response elements that
your application is not designed to handle.

Here is an example REST request that includes the Version parameter:

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=GetHIT
&HITId=123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE

The "Default" Version

Older AWS services supported requests that did not specify an API version. This behavior is still
supported for legacy reasons, but its use is discouraged.

When the Mechanical Turk Service receives a REST request without a Version parameter, the service
will use the latest version. If your application does not specify the Version in each request, when a new
version of the API is released, your application will start using the new version automatically. Because
new versions of the API may be incompatible with applications expecting to use an older version,
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specifying an explicit Version parameter with each request is strongly recommended.

A similar legacy feature exists for SOAP: A request for the WSDL or a schema file using a URL that
does not include the version number will return the file for the latest version of the API. Using
WSDL/schema URLs that include the API version number is strongly recommended.
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Common Parameters

Introduction

The Mechanical Turk Service accepts a set of parameters in the request common to every operation.
Each required parameter must be included in a request for the request to be successful.

Parameters common to all operations are explained here. For more information about the parameters for
a specific operation, see the description of the operation elsewhere in this API reference.

Common Request Parameters

The following parameters may be included in every request to the Mechanical Turk Service. Required
parameters must be included with each request for the request to succeed.

Name Description Type Value

AWSAccessKey-
Id The Requester's Access Key ID.

Every call to an AWS web service
must include an Access Key ID, a
unique identifier that corresponds to an
Secret Access Key and an
Amazon.com account. This identifies
the application using the service for
billing, metering, and tracking pur-
poses.

For the Mechanical Turk Service, the
Access Key ID must be associated with
the Requester's Amazon.com account.
This account will be used to pay for
HITs, and to identify the Requester on
the web site. The Requester can sign in
to the Requester Console (ht-
tp://requester.mturk.amazon.com/)
with this account to fund the account
and track activity.

To get an Access Key ID and an Secret
Access Key, visit the Amazon Web
Services web site at ht-
tp://aws.amazon.com/mturk. Be sure to
log in with your Requester account e-
mail and password.

Required
A valid Access Key ID

Service
For REST requests, the name of the
Amazon Web Services service being
called. For the Mechanical Turk Ser-
vice, this name is always AWSMechan-
icalTurkRequester.

For SOAP requests, the name of the
service is part of the SOAP entry point,

Required
AWSMechanical-
TurkRequester
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Name Description Type Value

and does not need to be specified in the
request.

Operation
For REST requests, the name of the
operation being called. For example, to
call the CreateHIT operation, specify
an Operation parameter of Create-
HIT.

For your convenience, the description
of this parameter is repeated for each
operation in this API reference.

For SOAP requests, the operation
name is part of the SOAP message
structure provided by your SOAP
toolkit, and is not part of the request.

Required
An operation name

Signature
The signature for this request, an en-
crypted string calculated from elements
of the request and the AWS access key
that corresponds to your AWS Access
Key ID. For information on how to cal-
culate a Signature, see AWS Re-
quest Authentication.

Required
A signature string that
matches this request

Timestamp
The current time on your system.

This value is included to validate
against the Signature. It is not used
for any other purpose.

Required
A dateTime in the Co-
ordinated Universal Time
(Greenwich Mean Time)
time zone, such as
2005-01-31T23:59:59
Z

ResponseGroup
A list of response groups, delimited by
commas. Response groups specify
what data is returned by the service for
an operation, to control the volume and
content of the response.

Most operations in the Mechancial
Turk Service use two possible response
groups: Minimal and Request. Min-
imal provides the results of the opera-
tion call. Request echos the content of
the original request. By default, the
service will return data for just the
Minimal response group.

Operations that return a HIT data struc-
ture have additional response groups,
and different defaults. See HIT for
more information.

Optional
A list of response groups,
delimited by commas.
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Name Description Type Value

For example, to request that the Re-
quest response group be included in
the response in addition to Minimal,
specify a ResponseGroup of: Minim-
al,Request

Version
For REST requests, specifies what ver-
sion of the API to use.

For information about API versioning,
see WSDL and Schema Locations.

If not specified, the latest version of
the API will be used. Because new ver-
sions of the API may be incompatible
with applications expecting to use an
older version, specifying the Version
parameter with REST requests is
strongly recommended.

Optional
The version of the ser-
vice API to use

Validate
If specified, instructs the service to not
perform the operation, and only return
information about whether or not the
request is valid.

If not specified, the service will ex-
ecute the requested operation.

Optional
true. (To execute the
operation, omit the Val-
idate parameter.)

Credential
This parameter is reserved for future
use. It appears in the Mechanical Turk
Service schema for purposes internal to
the service. You do not need to specify
this parameter in your requests.

Unused
(Reserved for future use.)
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Operations
The Mechanical Turk Service API consists of web service operations for every task the service can
perform. This section describes each operation in detail.

• ApproveAssignment

• CreateHIT

• CreateQualificationType

• DisableHIT

• DisposeHIT

• ExtendHIT

• ForceExpireHIT

• GetAccountBalance

• GetAssignmentsForHIT

• GetHIT

• GetQualificationRequests

• GetQualificationScore

• GetQualificationType

• GetReviewableHITs

• GetRequesterStatistic

• GrantBonus

• GrantQualification

• Help

• NotifyWorkers

• RegisterHITType

• RejectAssignment

• SearchHITs

• SearchQualificationTypes

• SendTestEventNotification

• SetHITAsReviewing

• SetHITTypeNotification

• UpdateQualificationScore

• UpdateQualificationType

ApproveAssignment

Description

The ApproveAssignment operation approves the results of a completed assignment.

Approving an assignment initiates two payments from the Requester's Amazon.com account: the
Worker that submitted the results is paid the reward specified in the HIT, and Mechanical Turk fees are
debited. If the Requester's account does not have adequate funds for these payments, the call to
ApproveAssignment will return an exception, and the approval will not be processed.

Sample Request: Using ApproveAssignment (REST)
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The following example of a call to the ApproveAssignment operation approves an assignment
identified by its assignment ID.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=ApproveAssignment
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&AssignmentId=123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE456RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

ApproveAssignment accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are
required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the ApproveAssignment operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
ApproveAssignment operation, set
the Operation parameter to Ap-
proveAssignment.

Required
ApproveAssignment

AssignmentId
The assignment ID. The assignment
must correspond to a HIT created by
the Requester for the call to Approve-
Assignment to succeed.

Required
A valid assignment ID

Responses

A successful request for the ApproveAssignment operation will return with no errors. The response
will include an ApproveAssignmentResult element, which contains the Request (if the Request
response group is specified). The operation returns no other data.

CreateHIT

Description

The CreateHIT operation creates a new HIT. The new HIT is made available for Workers to find and
accept on the Mechanical Turk web site.

Once a HIT has been created, it cannot be deleted. A HIT may be removed from the web site using the
DisableHIT operation, but Workers that have already accepted the HIT will still be allowed to submit
results to claim rewards. See DisableHIT for more information.

Most fields of a HIT cannot be changed after the HIT has been created. The ExtendHIT operation can
increase the maximum number of assignments (MaxAssignments) and the expiration date
(LifetimeInSeconds).
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HIT Types

Most uses of Mechanical Turk involve submitting many HITs that are similar, differing only in the
details of the questions they are asking. To present these HITs in a convenient way, Mechanical Turk
groups together HITs that have identical values for a set of common properties. These properties define
a HIT type.

The HIT properties that define a HIT type are the following:

• Title

• Description

• Keywords

• Reward

• AssignmentDurationInSeconds

• AutoApprovalDelayInSeconds

• a set of zero or more QualificationRequirements

You can register a new HIT type by calling the RegisterHITType operation with values for the HIT
type properties. RegisterHITType returns a HIT type ID that refers to the properties, and corresponds
with every HIT of that type.

You can use the HIT type ID to create a HIT of that type by calling the CreateHIT operation with the
ID, along with values for the properties that are not part of the HIT type (such as the HIT's Question
data).

To create a HIT without a HIT type ID, you can call the CreateHIT operation with the values of the
HIT type properties themselves. If a HIT type already exists with the given values, the new HIT is
assigned the existing HIT type ID. If a HIT type does not exist for those values, a new HIT type is
created. In either case, the HIT type ID is returned with the HIT data in the response from the
CreateHIT operation.

Note

There are two ways to call the CreateHIT operation: with the HIT type ID, or with the
common property values. If the HITTypeId parameter is specified, CreateHIT assumes the
syntax with a HIT type ID is what is intended. If you accidentally provide both a HIT type ID
and values for the common properties, the common property values will be ignored.

For more information about HIT types, see HIT Types.

Sample Request: Using CreateHIT With a HIT Type ID (REST)

The following example of a call to the CreateHIT operation creates a simple HIT, using an explicit
HIT type ID.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=CreateHIT
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&HITTypeId=T100CN9P324W00EXAMPLE
&Question=[URL-encoded question data]
&LifetimeInSeconds=604800
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The Question parameter takes a block of XML data as its value. See the QuestionForm data structure
and the ExternalQuestion data structure for more information.

Sample Request: Using CreateHIT Without a HIT Type ID (REST)

The following example of a call to the CreateHIT operation creates a simple HIT with some properties,
letting Mechanical Turk determine the HIT type ID from the property values.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=CreateHIT
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&Title=Location%20and%20Photograph%20Identification
&Description=Select%20the%20image%20that%20best%20represents...
&Reward.1.Amount=5
&Reward.1.CurrencyCode=USD
&Question=[URL-encoded question data]
&AssignmentDurationInSeconds=30
&LifetimeInSeconds=604800
&Keywords=location,%20photograph,%20image,%20identification,%20opinion

The Question parameter takes a block of XML data as its value. See the QuestionForm data structure
and the ExternalQuestion data structure for more information.

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

CreateHIT accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are required. See
Common Parameters for more information.

Calling CreateHIT With a HIT Type ID

The following parameters are specific to calling the CreateHIT operation with an explicit HIT type ID:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
CreateHIT operation, set the Opera-
tion parameter to CreateHIT.

Required
CreateHIT

HITTypeId
The HIT type ID.

Required
A valid HIT type ID

Question
The data the person completing the
HIT will use to produce the results.

The value of this parameter is an XML
data structure. See the QuestionForm
data structure and the ExternalQuestion
data structure for more information.

The XML Question data must not be
larger than 64 kilobytes (65,536 bytes)
in size, including whitespace.

Required
XML data for the ques-
tion, a QuestionForm
data structure or an Ex-
ternalQuestion data
structure
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Name Description Type Value

LifetimeIn-
Seconds An amount of time after which the HIT

will no longer be available for users to
accept. After the HIT's lifetime has
elapsed, the HIT will no longer appear
in HIT searches, even if not all of the
HIT's assignments have been accepted.

LifetimeInSeconds must be an in-
teger between 30 (30 seconds) and
31536000 (365 days).

Required
A number of seconds, as
a positive integer

MaxAssign-
ments The number of times the HIT can be

accepted and completed before the HIT
becomes unavailable. Each Worker can
complete a HIT only once, so multiple
assignments are guaranteed to be com-
pleted by multiple Workers.

If not specified, the HIT will have a
MaxAssignments of 1. Only one user
can accept the HIT at a time. Once the
HIT is complete, it is no longer avail-
able for other users to accept.

MaxAssignments must be between 1
and 1000000000 (1 billion).

Optional
A positive integer

RequesterAn-
notation An arbitrary data field. The Re-

questerAnnotation parameter lets
your application attach arbitrary data to
the HIT for tracking purposes. For ex-
ample, the RequesterAnnotation
could be an identifier internal to the
Requester's application that corres-
ponds with the HIT.

A HIT's RequesterAnnotation is
only visible to the Requester that cre-
ated the HIT. It is not shown to the
Worker, or any other Requester.

The RequesterAnnotation may be
different for each HIT you submit. It
will not affect how your HITs are
grouped.

The RequesterAnnotation must not
be longer than 255 characters.

Optional
A string

Calling CreateHIT Without a HIT Type ID
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The following parameters are specific to calling the CreateHIT operation without a HIT type ID,
letting Mechanical Turk determine the HIT type from the property values:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
CreateHIT operation, set the Opera-
tion parameter to CreateHIT.

Required
CreateHIT

Title
The title of the HIT.

A title should be short and descriptive
about the kind of task the HIT con-
tains. On the Mechanical Turk web
site, the HIT title appears in search res-
ults, and everywhere the HIT is men-
tioned.

Required
A string, up to 128 char-
acters in length

Description
A general description of the HIT.

A description includes detailed inform-
ation about the kind of task the HIT
contains. On the Mechanical Turk web
site, the HIT description appears in the
expanded view of search results, and in
the HIT and assignment screens. A
good description gives the user enough
information to evaluate the HIT before
accepting it.

Though the description is displayed
while a Worker completes the HIT, the
Question data should include the
complete instructions for completing
the HIT. The Worker may not know to
look for instructions in the HIT's de-
scription.

The description must be less than 2,000
characters in length.

Required
A string

Question
The data the person completing the
HIT will use to produce the results.

The value of this parameter is an XML
data structure. See the QuestionForm
data structure and the ExternalQuestion
data structure for more information.

Required
XML data for the ques-
tion, a QuestionForm
data structure or an Ex-
ternalQuestion data
structure

Reward
The amount of money the Requester
will pay a user for successfully com-
pleting the HIT.

The value is a Price data structure. For
more information, see the Price Data

Required
A Price data structure
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Name Description Type Value

Structure.

Assignment-
DurationIn-
Seconds

The amount of time a user has to com-
plete the HIT after accepting it.

If a user does not complete their as-
signment in the specified duration, the
assignment is considered abandoned. If
the HIT is still active (its lifetime has
not elapsed), the assignment becomes
available for other users to find and ac-
cept.

AssignmentDurationInSeconds
must be between 30 (30 seconds) and
31536000 (365 days).

Required
A number of seconds, as
a positive integer

LifetimeIn-
Seconds An amount of time after which the HIT

will no longer be available for users to
accept. After the HIT's lifetime has
elapsed, the HIT will no longer appear
in HIT searches, even if not all of the
HIT's assignments have been accepted.

LifetimeInSeconds must be an in-
teger between 30 (30 seconds) and
31536000 (365 days).

Required
A number of seconds, as
a positive integer

Keywords
One or more words or phrases that de-
scribe the HIT, separated by commas.
Searches for words similar to a HIT's
keywords are more likely to return the
HIT in the search results.

The complete string of keywords, in-
cluding commas and spaces, must be
fewer than 1,000 characters.

Optional
A string

MaxAssign-
ments The number of times the HIT can be

accepted and completed before the HIT
becomes unavailable. Each Worker can
complete a HIT only once, so multiple
assignments are guaranteed to be com-
pleted by multiple Workers.

If not specified, the HIT will have a
MaxAssignments of 1. Only one user
can accept the HIT at a time. Once the
HIT is complete, it is no longer avail-
able for other users to accept.

MaxAssignments must be between 1
and 1000000000 (1 billion).

Optional
A positive integer
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Name Description Type Value

AutoAp-
provalDelay-
InSeconds

An amount of time after an assignment
for the HIT has been submitted, after
which the assignment will be con-
sidered "approved" automatically un-
less the Requester explicitly rejects it.

If not specified, the auto-approval
delay is set to the maximum value of
30 days (2592000 seconds). In most
cases, the Requester will be able to re-
trieve and approve answers directly be-
fore the auto-approval delay elapses.
The maximum value assures that the
Worker will get paid even if the Re-
quester is unavailable.

A Requester may wish to specify a
shorter auto-approval delay if the
Workers are trusted (such as by having
been vetted with high Qualification re-
quirements) and to assure Workers that
they will be paid in a timely manner.

There is no way to automatically reject
results. To reject results, the Requester
must explicitly call the Rejec-
tAssignment method.

Once an assignment has been ap-
proved, it cannot be rejected, and pay-
ment cannot be reversed.

AutoApprovalDelayInSeconds
must be between 3600 (1 hour) and
2592000 (30 days).

Optional
A number of seconds, as
a positive integer

Qualifica-
tionRequire-
ment

A condition that a Worker's Qualifica-
tions must meet before the Worker is
allowed to accept and complete the
HIT.

The condition specifies that the Worker
must have a Qualification of a particu-
lar Qualification type, and that its value
must compare to the requirement's
value in the specified way: equal to,
not equal to, less than, less than or
equal to, greater than or equal to, or
greater than.

A HIT may have between zero and ten
(10) Qualification requirements. All re-
quirements must be met by a Worker's
Qualifications for the Worker to accept
the HIT.

Optional
A Qualification require-
ment data structure
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Name Description Type Value

All of a HIT's Qualification require-
ments must be based on Qualification
types with an "active" status. If any re-
quirement is based on a Qualification
type with an "inactive" status, the call
to CreateHIT will fail.

The value of this element is a Qualific-
ation requirement data structure. For
more information, see the Qualifica-
tionRequirement Data Structure.

RequesterAn-
notation An arbitrary data field. The Re-

questerAnnotation parameter lets
your application attach arbitrary data to
the HIT for tracking purposes. For ex-
ample, the RequesterAnnotation
could be an identifier internal to the
Requester's application that corres-
ponds with the HIT.

A HIT's RequesterAnnotation is
only visible to the Requester that cre-
ated the HIT. It is not shown to the
Worker, or any other Requester.

The RequesterAnnotation may be
different for each HIT you submit. It
will not affect how your HITs are
grouped.

The RequesterAnnotation must not
be longer than 255 characters.

Optional
A string

Responses

A successful request for the CreateHIT operation will have a HIT element in the response.

The HIT element contains the newly created HIT data. For a description of the HIT data structure as it
appears in responses, see the HIT Data Structure.

CreateQualificationType

Description

The CreateQualificationType operation creates a new Qualification type.

The user who creates a Qualification type is the "author" for the type. Qualifications of the type are
statements by the author about the recipient of the Qualification.

A Qualification type may include a Qualification test, a set of questions a Worker must answer to
request the Qualification. The type may also include an answer key for the test. Qualification requests
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for types with answer keys are granted automatically by Mechanical Turk, using a value calculated from
the answer key and the Worker's test answers. If the Qualification type does not have a test, or does not
have an answer key, the author is responsible for polling for and granting Qualification requests. (See
GetQualificationRequests.)

Once a Qualification type has been created, it cannot be deleted. The author can disable the
Qualification type by calling the UpdateQualificationType operation, to prevent Workers from
taking the Qualification test, and to prevent Requesters from creating HITs that use the type in a
requirement.

An author may create an unlimited number of Qualification types.

Sample Request: Using CreateQualificationType (REST)

The following example of a call to the CreateQualificationType operation creates a Qualification
type.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=CreateQualificationType
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&Name=EnglishWritingAbility
&Description=The%20ability%20to%20write%20and%20edit%20text...
&QualificationTypeStatus=Active

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

CreateQualificationType accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters
are required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the CreateQualificationType operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
CreateQualificationType opera-
tion, set the Operation parameter to
CreateQualificationType.

Required
CreateQualifica-
tionType

Name
The name of the Qualification type.
The type name is used to represent the
Qualification to Workers, and to find
the type using a Qualification type
search.

The name of a Qualification type must
be unique across all of the Qualifica-
tion types created by this author. To
other users, a Qualification type is
known by its author and its name.

Required
A string

Description Required
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Name Description Type Value

A long description for the Qualification
type. On the Mechanical Turk web site,
the long description is displayed when
a user examines a Qualification type.

The description must be less than or
equal to 2,000 characters in length.

A string

Keywords
One or more words or phrases that de-
scribe the Qualification type, separated
by commas. A type's Keywords make
the type easier to find using a search.

The complete string of keywords, in-
cluding commas and spaces, must be
less than or equal to 1,000 characters in
length.

Optional
A string

RetryDelayIn-
Seconds An amount of time after taking the

Qualification test a user must wait be-
fore the user can take it again. A user
may wish to take a Qualification test
multiple times if they were not granted
the Qualification from a previous at-
tempt, or if the test offers a gradient
score and the user would like a better
score.

If RetryDelayInSeconds is not spe-
cified, then retries are disabled. A user
can request a Qualification of this type
only once, even if the user has not been
granted the Qualification.

Optional
A number of seconds, as
a non-negative integer

Qualifica-
tion-
TypeStatus

The initial status of the Qualification
type. A Qualification type's status de-
termines if users can apply to receive a
Qualification of this type, and if HITs
can be created with requirements based
on this type.

If a Qualification type is Active, a
user can take a Qualification test to re-
ceive the Qualification, and HITs can
include requirements based on the
type. If the Qualification-
TypeStatus is Inactive, users may
not apply for the Qualification, and
newly created HITs may not use the
type for their requirements.

If a type becomes Inactive, HITs
created while the type was Active that

Required
Active | Inactive
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Name Description Type Value

have not yet expired may continue to
be accepted by Workers whose Quali-
fications meet the requirements. Quali-
fication requests that were submitted
while the type was Active may be
completed and the Qualification gran-
ted by the author. However, the author
may have no need to grant such re-
quests if the type is being disabled.

Test
The questions for a Qualification test a
user must answer correctly to obtain a
Qualification of this type.

The value of this parameter is an XML
data structure. See the QuestionForm
data structure for more information.
(Note: A Qualification test cannot use
an "external question" like a HIT can.)

A Qualification test is optional. If
omitted, a user may request the Quali-
fication without answering any ques-
tions. The Qualification author spe-
cifies the value of the Qualification in
the call to GrantQualification.

If Test is specified, TestDuration-
InSeconds must also be specified.

Optional
XML data for the Quali-
fication test, a Question-
Form data structure

AnswerKey
The answers to the Qualification test
specified in the Test parameter.

If an answer key is provided for a test,
Mechanical Turk will process requests
for the Qualification automatically, as-
signing the user a Qualification with a
value calculated from the answer key
and the answers submitted by the user.

The value of this parameter is an XML
data structure. See the AnswerKey data
structure for more information.

The answer key is optional. If an an-
swer key is not provided with a test,
Qualification requests must be pro-
cessed manually by the Qualification
author. The user's test answers will be
included in the response from the
GetQualificationRequests opera-
tion.

Optional
XML data for the answer
key, an AnswerKey data
structure

TestDuration-
InSeconds An amount of time a user has from re-

Optional
A number of seconds, as
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Name Description Type Value

questing the Qualification to complete
the Qualification test. If the user does
not submit test answers before this dur-
ation has elapsed after requesting the
Qualification, the request is voided.
The user must then wait for the
RetryDelayInSeconds to elapse be-
fore requesting the Qualification again.

If test retries are disabled (if Retry-
DelayInSeconds is not specified)
and the TestDurationInSeconds
elapses before the user submits test an-
swers, the user will not be able to re-
quest the Qualification again, nor will
the user be able to submit test answers.
You may wish to allow retries to en-
sure users are not prevented from re-
ceiving the Qualification unnecessar-
ily.

TestDurationInSeconds is required
if Test is specified.

a positive integer

Responses

A successful request for the CreateQualificationType operation will have a QualificationType
element in the response.

The QualificationType element contains a Qualification type data structure. For a description of this
data structure, see the Qualification Type Data Structure.

DisableHIT

Description

The DisableHIT operation removes a HIT from the Mechanical Turk marketplace, approves all
submitted assignments that have not already been approved or rejected, and disposes of the HIT and all
assignment data.

Assignments for the HIT that have already been submitted, but not yet approved or rejected, will be
automatically approved. Assignments in progress at the time of the call to DisableHIT will be
approved once the assignments are submitted. You will be charged for approval of these assignments.

Caution

As of June 14, 2006, DisableHIT will not work on HITs in the "reviewable" state. For
reviewable HITs, call DisposeHIT to automatically approve un-reviewed assignments and
dispose of the HIT.

DisableHIT completely disposes of the HIT and all submitted assignment data. Assignment results
data cannot be retrieved for a HIT that has been disposed.
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It is not possible to re-enable a HIT once it has been disabled. To make the work from a disabled HIT
available again, create a new HIT.

Only the Requester who created a HIT may disable it.

Sample Request: Using DisableHIT (REST)

The following example of a call to the DisableHIT operation disables a HIT with a given HIT ID.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=DisableHIT
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&HITId=123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

DisableHIT accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are required. See
Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the DisableHIT operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
DisableHIT operation, set the Oper-
ation parameter to DisableHIT.

Required
DisableHIT

HITId
The ID of the HIT, as returned by the
CreateHIT operation.

Required
A valid HIT ID

Responses

A successful request for the DisableHIT operation will have a HIT element in the response.

The HIT element contains a HIT data structure. For a description of the HIT data structure as it appears
in responses, see the HIT Data Structure.

DisposeHIT

Description

The DisposeHIT operation disposes of a HIT that is no longer needed.

Only HITs in the "reviewable" state, with all submitted assignments approved or rejected, can be
disposed. A Requester can call GetReviewableHITs to determine which HITs are reviewable, then
call GetAssignmentsForHIT to retrieve the assignments. Disposing of a HIT removes the HIT from
the results of a call to GetReviewableHITs.
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If DisposeHIT is called on a HIT that is not "reviewable" (that has not expired or has active
assignments), or on a HIT that is "reviewable" but not all of the submitted assignments have been
approved or rejected, the service will return an error.

Tip

To prevent Workers from accepting a HIT that is still available, call the DisableHIT
operation. Active assignments will remain active until they are submitted, returned or
abandoned, but no new assignments will be created.

Only the Requester who created a HIT may dispose it.

Sample Request: Using DisposeHIT (REST)

The following example of a call to the DisposeHIT operation disposes of the HIT with the given HIT
ID.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=DisposeHIT
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&HITId=123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

DisposeHIT accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are required. See
Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the DisposeHIT operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
DisposeHIT operation, set the Oper-
ation parameter to DisposeHIT.

Required
DisposeHIT

HITId
The ID of the HIT, as returned by the
CreateHIT operation.

Required
A valid HIT ID

Responses

A successful request for the DisposeHIT will return with no errors. The response will include a
DisposeHITResult element, which contains the request (if the Request response group is specified).
The operation returns no other data.

ExtendHIT

Description
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The ExtendHIT operation increases the maximum number of assignments, or extends the expiration
date, of an existing HIT.

If a HIT is not assignable (with a status of Unassignable or Reviewable) due to either having
reached its maximum number of assignments or having reached its expiration date, extending the HIT
can make it available again.

To extend the maximum number of assignments, specify the number of additional assignments.

To extend the expiration date, specify an amount of time as a number of seconds. If the HIT has not yet
expired, the new expiration date will be the existing date plus the amount of time specified. If the HIT
has already expired, the new expiration date will be the current time plus the amount of time specified.

Note

If a HIT has a status of Reviewable and the HIT is extended to make it Available, the HIT
will not be returned by GetReviewableHITs, and its submitted assignments will not be
returned by GetAssignmentsForHIT, until the HIT is Reviewable again. Assignment
auto-approval will still happen on its original schedule, even if the HIT has been extended. Be
sure to retrieve and approve (or reject) submitted assignments before extending the HIT, if so
desired.

Only the Requester who created a HIT can extend it.

Sample Request: Using ExtendHIT (REST)

The following example of a call to the ExtendHIT operation extends the expiration date of a HIT by 5
days (432,000 seconds).

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=ExtendHIT
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&HITId=123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE
&ExpirationIncrementInSeconds=432000

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

ExtendHIT accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are required. See
Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the ExtendHIT operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation you would like to call.
To access the ExtendHIT operation,
set the Operation parameter to Ex-
tendHIT.

Required
ExtendHIT

HITId
The ID of the HIT to extend.

Required
A valid HIT ID
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Name Description Type Value

MaxAssign-
mentsIncre-
ment

The number of assignments by which
to increment the HIT's MaxAssign-
ments. If the HIT was previously un-
available because the maximum num-
ber of Workers had accepted the HIT
and submitted results, the HIT will be-
come available again until the new
maximum has been reached, or the ex-
piration date has passed.

Optional
A positive integer

ExpirationIn-
crementIn-
Seconds

The amount of time to extend the ex-
piration date, in seconds. If the HIT has
not yet expired, this amount is added to
the HIT's expiration date. If the HIT
has expired, the new expiration date is
the current time plus this value.

Optional
A number of seconds, as
a positive integer

Responses

A successful request for the ExtendHIT operation will return with no errors. The response will include
an ExtendHITResult element, which contains the Request (if the Request response group is
specified). The operation returns no other data.

ForceExpireHIT

Description

The ForceExpireHIT operation causes a HIT to expire immediately, as if the HIT's
LifetimeInSeconds had elapsed.

The effect is identical to the HIT expiring on its own: The HIT no longer appears on the Mechanical
Turk web site, and no new Workers are allowed to accept the HIT. Workers who have accepted the HIT
prior to expiration are allowed to complete it or return it, or allow the assignment duration to elapse
(abandon the HIT). Once all remaining assignments have been submitted, the expired HIT becomes
"reviewable", and will be returned by a call to GetReviewableHITs.

Tip

Unlike DisableHIT, ForceExpireHIT does not have any effect on assignments. If
assignments have been submitted for the HIT, your application will still need to approve or
reject them before disposing of the HIT.

Sample Request: Using ForceExpireHIT (REST)

The following example of a call to the ForceExpireHIT operation causes a HIT to expire.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Operation=ForceExpireHIT
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
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&HITId=123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

ForceExpireHIT accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are
required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the ForceExpireHIT operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation you would like to call.
To access the ForceExpireHIT oper-
ation, set the Operation parameter to
ForceExpireHIT.

Required
ForceExpireHIT

HITId
The ID of the HIT, as returned by the
CreateHIT operation.

Required
A valid HIT ID

Responses

A successful request for the ForceExpireHIT operation will return with no errors. The response will
include a ForceExpireHITResult element, which contains the request (if the Request response group
is specified). The operation returns no other data.

GetAccountBalance

Description

The GetAccountBalance operation retrieves the amount of money your Amazon Mechanical Turk
account, as well as the amount of money "on hold" pending the completion of transfers from your bank
account to your Amazon account.

Sample Request: Using GetAccountBalance (REST)

The following example of a call to the GetAccountBalance operation retrieves the Requester's
account balance.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=GetAccountBalance
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.
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GetAccountBalance accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are
required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the GetAccountBalance operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
GetAccountBalance operation, set
the Operation parameter to GetAc-
countBalance.

Required
GetAccountBalance

Responses

A successful request for the GetAccountBalance operation will have a GetAccountBalanceResult
element in the response.

The GetAccountBalanceResult element contains the following elements:

Name Description Value

AvailableBalance
Your current Amazon Mechanical Turk ac-
count balance. The value is a Price data struc-
ture. For more information, see the Price Data
Structure.

A Price data structure

OnHoldBalance
The amount of pending bank transfers to your
Amazon Mechanical Turk account. The value
is a Price data structure. For more informa-
tion, see the Price Data Structure.

GetAssignmentsForHIT

Description

The GetAssignmentsForHIT operation retrieves completed assignments for a HIT. You can use this
operation to retrieve the results for a HIT.

You can get assignments for a HIT at any time, even if the HIT is not yet "reviewable". If a HIT
requested multiple assignments, and has received some results but has not yet become "reviewable", you
can still retrieve the partial results with GetAssignmentsForHIT.

Once you have retrieved the results, you can call ApproveAssignment to initiate payment to the
Worker for an assignment. You can call RejectAssignment if you have evaluated the results and
determined that they inadequately answer the questions asked by the HIT.

GetAssignmentsForWorker can return submitted assignments awaiting approval, or it can return
assignments that have already been approved or rejected. The AssignmentStatus parameter controls
which set of assignments for a HIT are returned.

Only the Requester who created the HIT can retrieve its assignments.
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Results are sorted and divided into numbered "pages," and a single page of results is returned by the
operation. Sorting and pagination can be controlled with parameters to the operation.

Sample Request: Using GetAssignmentsForHIT (REST)

The following example of a call to the GetAssignmentsForHIT operation retrieves five assignments
for a HIT, using the default sort order (SubmitTime, ascending).

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=GetAssignmentsForHIT
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&HITId=123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE
&PageSize=5
&PageNumber=1

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

GetAssignmentsForHIT accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are
required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the GetAssignmentsForHIT operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation you would like to call.
To access the GetAssignments-
ForHIT operation, set the Operation
parameter to GetAssignments-
ForHIT.

Required
GetAssignments-
ForHIT

HITId
The ID of the HIT whose completed
assignments are to be returned.

Required
A valid HIT ID

Assignment-
Status The status of the assignments to return.

If not specified, all assignments that
have been submitted, including those
that have been approved or rejected,
will be returned.

Optional
Submitted | Approved
| Rejected

SortProperty
The field on which to sort the results
returned by the operation.

If SortProperty is not specified, the
set of assignments is sorted by Sub-
mitTime.

Optional
AcceptTime | Submit-
Time | Assignment-
Status

SortDirection
The direction of the sort used with the

Optional
Ascending | Descend-
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Name Description Type Value

field specified by SortProperty.

If SortDirection is not specified,
the results will be sorted by the field in
ascending order.

ing

PageSize
The number of assignments to include
in a "page" of results. The complete
sorted result set is divided into pages of
this many assignments.

PageSize must be a number between
1 and 100. If the PageSize parameter
is not specified, a default size of 10
elements is used.

Optional
A positive integer

PageNumber
The page of results to return. Once the
assignments have been filtered, sorted,
and divided into pages of size PageS-
ize, the page corresponding to Pa-
geNumber is returned as the results of
the operation.

If the PageNumber parameter is not
specified, a default page number of 1
will be used.

Optional
A positive integer

Responses

A successful request for the GetAssignmentsForHIT operation will have a
GetAssignmentsForHITResult element in the response.

The GetAssignmentsForHITResult element contains the following elements:

Name Description Value

NumResults
The number of assignments on the page in the
filtered results list, equivalent to the number
of assignments being returned by this call.

A non-negative integer

PageNumber
The number of the page in the filtered results
list being returned.

A positive integer

TotalNumResults
The total number of HITs in the filtered res-
ults list based on this call.

A non-negative integer

Assignment
The assignment. The response will include
one Assignment element for each HIT re-
turned by the query.

An assignment data structure.
For more information on the
data structure of a assign-
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Name Description Value

ment, see the Assignment
Data Structure.

GetHIT

Description

The GetHIT operation retrieves the details of a HIT, using its HIT ID.

Sample Request: Using GetHIT (REST)

The following example of a call to the GetHIT operation gets a HIT specified by a HIT ID.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=GetHIT
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&HITId=123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

GetHIT accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are required. See
Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the GetHIT operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
GetHIT operation, set the Operation
parameter to GetHIT.

Required
GetHIT

HITId
The ID of the HIT to retrieve.

Required
A valid HIT ID

Responses

A successful request for the GetHIT operation will have a HIT element in the response.

The HIT element contains the requested HIT data. For a description of the HIT data structure as it
appears in responses, see the HIT Data Structure.

GetQualificationRequests
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Description

The GetQualificationRequests operation retrieves requests for Qualifications of a particular
Qualification type. The Qualification type author calls this operation to poll for pending requests, and
grants Qualifications based on the requests using the GrantQualification operation.

Only requests for Qualifications that require the author's attention are returned by
GetQualificationRequests. Requests awaiting Qualification test answers, and requests that have
already been granted, are not returned.

Only the author of the Qualification type can retrieve its requests.

Results are sorted and divided into numbered "pages," and a single page of results is returned by the
operation. Sorting and pagination can be controlled with parameters to the operation.

Sample Request: Using GetQualificationRequests (REST)

The following example of a call to the GetQualificationRequests operation retrieves Qualification
requests for a particular Qualification type.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=GetQualificationRequests
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&QualificationTypeId=789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

GetQualificationRequests accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common
parameters are required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the GetQualificationRequests operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
GetQualificationRequests opera-
tion, set the Operation parameter to
GetQualificationRequests.

Required
GetQualificationRe-
quests

Qualifica-
tionTypeId The ID of the Qualification type, as re-

turned by the CreateQualifica-
tionType operation.

If not specified, all requests for all of
the author's Qualification types will be
considered for the results.

Optional
A valid Qualification
type ID

SortProperty
The field on which to sort the results
returned by the operation.

Optional
QualificationTypeId
| SubmitTime
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Name Description Type Value

If SortProperty is not specified, the
set of Qualification requests is sorted
by SubmitTime.

SortDirection
The direction of the sort used with the
field specified by SortProperty.

If SortDirection is not specified,
the results will be sorted by the field in
ascending order.

Optional
Ascending | Descend-
ing

PageSize
The number of Qualification requests
to include in a "page" of results. The
complete sorted result set is divided in-
to pages of this many Qualification re-
quests.

PageSize must be a number between
1 and 100. If the PageSize parameter
is not specified, a default size of 10
elements is used.

Optional
A positive integer

PageNumber
The page of results to return. Once the
Qualification requests have been
filtered, sorted, and divided into pages
of size PageSize, the page corres-
ponding to PageNumber is returned as
the results of the operation.

If the PageNumber parameter is not
specified, a default page number of 1
will be used.

Optional
A positive integer

Responses

A successful request for the GetQualificationRequests operation will have a
GetQualificationRequestsResult element in the response.

The GetQualificationRequestsResult element contains the following elements:

Name Description Value

NumResults
The number of Qualification requests on this
page in the filtered results list, equivalent to
the number of Qualification requests being re-
turned by this call.

A non-negative integer

PageNumber
The number of this page in the filtered results
list.

A positive integer
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Name Description Value

TotalNumResults
The total number of Qualification requests in
the filtered results list based on this call.

A non-negative integer

QualificationRe-
quest The Qualification request. The response will

include one QualificationRequest ele-
ment for each Qualification request returned
by the query.

A Qualification request data
structure. For more informa-
tion, see the Qualification Re-
quest Data Structure.

GetQualificationScore

Description

The GetQualificationScore operation returns the value of a user's Qualification for a given
Qualification type.

To get a user's Qualification, you must know the user's ID. A Worker's user ID is included in the
assignment data returned by the GetAssignmentsForHIT operation.

Only the author (creator) of a Qualification type can query the value of a user's Qualification of that
type.

Sample Request: Using GetQualificationScore (REST)

The following example of a call to the GetQualificationScore operation gets the value of a
Qualification for a given user and Qualification type.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=GetQualificationScore
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&QualificationTypeId=789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE
&SubjectId=AZ3456EXAMPLE

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

GetQualificationScore accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters
are required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the GetQualificationScore operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation you would like to call.
To access the GetQualifica-
tionScore operation, set the Opera-
tion parameter to GetQualifica-

Required
GetQualifica-
tionScore
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Name Description Type Value

tionScore.

Qualifica-
tionTypeId The ID of the Qualification type, as re-

turned by the CreateQualifica-
tionType operation.

Required
A Qualification type ID

SubjectId
The ID of the user whose Qualification
is being updated.

A Worker's user ID is returned with as-
signment data by the GetAssign-
mentsForHIT operation.

Required
A user ID

Responses

A successful request for the GetQualificationScore operation will have a Qualification
element in the response.

The Qualification element contains the following elements:

Name Description Value

Qualification-
TypeId The ID of the Qualification type. A Qualification type ID

SubjectId
The ID of the user possessing the Qualifica-
tion.

A user ID

GrantTime
The date and time the Qualification was first
granted to the user.

A dateTime in the Coordin-
ated Universal Time
(Greenwich Mean Time) time
zone, such as
2005-01-31T23:59:59Z

IntegerValue
The value (score) of the Qualification. An integer

GetQualificationType

Description

The GetQualificationType operation retrieves information about a Qualification type using its ID.

Sample Request: Using GetQualificationType (REST)

The following example of a call to the GetQualificationType operation gets a Qualification type by
its ID.

ht-
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tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=GetQualificationType
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&QualificationTypeId=789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

GetQualificationType accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are
required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the GetQualificationType operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
GetQualificationType operation,
set the Operation parameter to
GetQualificationType.

Required
GetQualification-
Type

Qualifica-
tionTypeId The ID of the Qualification type, as re-

turned by CreateQualification-
Type.

Required
A Qualification type ID

Responses

A successful request for the GetQualificationType operation will have a GetQualificationType
element in the response.

For more information on the data structure of a Qualification type, see the Qualification Type Data
Structure.

GetRequesterStatistic

Description

The GetRequesterStatistic operation retrieves the value of one of several statistics about you (the
Requester calling the operation).

Mechanical Turk keeps track of many statistics about users and system activity. Statistics are calculated
and recorded for each calendar day. GetRequesterStatistic can return data points for each of
multiple days up to the current day, or an aggregate value for a longer time period up to the current day.

A single day's statistic represents the change in an overall value that has resulted from the day's activity.
For example, the NumberAssignmentsApproved statistic reports the number of assignments you have
approved in a given day. If you do not approve any assignments for a day, the value will be 0 for that
day. If you approve fifty assignments that day, the value will be 50.

Similarly, for statistics represent values that both increase and decrease with activity, the day's value will
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be a positive or negative number that represents the change, or 0 if no change. For example,
NumberAssignmentsAvailable reports the number of times Workers can accept an available HIT,
totalled over all available HITs. As you create more HITs, the total goes up. As Workers accept your
HITs, the total goes down. The day's value will be the change in the total for the day. If you created
three HITs (each with a MaxAssignments of 1) in a day, and Workers accepted five of your HITs that
day, then the value of the statistic for that day will be -2.

For GetRequesterStatistic, a calendar day begins at midnight in the Pacific time zone. U.S.
daylight saving time is followed, so a statistic for a day that transitions to and from DST will represent
one less or one more hour of activity.

The following statistics are available:

Name Description Long or
Double?

NumberAssignment-
sAvailable The number of times Workers can accept an available

HIT, totalled over all available HITs. In other words,
creating a HIT with a MaxAssignments of 3 can be
described as creating 3 "available assignments," each
of which enter the "accepted" state when a Worker ac-
cepts the HIT. (Technically, Mechanical Turk does
not create an assignment with an assignment ID until
a Worker accepts a HIT, but the idea is the same.)

Long

NumberAssignment-
sAccepted The number of times Workers have accepted your

HITs.

Long

NumberAssignment-
sPending The total number of assignments for your HITs that

have been submitted by Workers and are awaiting ap-
proval. The total increases and decreases as assign-
ments are submitted by Workers and approved or re-
jected by you.

Long

NumberAssignments-
Approved The number of assignments you have approved.

Long

NumberAssignments-
Rejected The number of assignments you have rejected.

Long

NumberAssignments-
Returned The number of times Workers have returned assign-

ments for your HITs.

Long

NumberAssign-
mentsAbandoned The number of times Workers have abandoned assign-

ments (allowed the deadline to elapse without submit-
ting results) for your HITs.

Long

PercentAssignments-
Approved The percentage of assignments that you have ap-

proved, over all assignments that you have approved
or rejected. The percentage is represented as a decimal
fraction between 0 and 1. The statistic value for a giv-
en day represents a change in the overall percentage
due to activity for that day.

Double

PercentAssignments- The percentage of assignments that you have rejected, Double
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Name Description Long or
Double?

Rejected over all assignments that you have approved or rejec-
ted. The percentage is represented as a decimal frac-
tion between 0 and 1. The statistic value for a given
day represents a change in the overall percentage due
to activity for that day.

TotalRewardPayout
The total amount of the rewards paid for (approved)
assignments. The amount is given in U.S. dollars.

Double

AverageRewardAmount
The change in the average amount of the rewards paid
for (approved) assignments. The amount is given in
U.S. dollars.

Double

TotalRewardFeePay-
out The total amount of the HIT listing fees paid for

(approved) assignments. The amount is given in U.S.
dollars.

Double

TotalFeePayout
The total amount of the HIT listing fees paid for
(approved) assignments and bonus payments. The
amount is given in U.S. dollars.

This statistic is deprecated, and may be removed in a
future version of the API. To get the total amount of
fees paid for rewards and bonuses, get the TotalRe-
wardFeePayout and TotalBonusFeePayout stat-
istics and sum them.

Double

TotalRewardAnd-
FeePayout The total amount of money paid for (approved) as-

signments, including both rewards and fees. The
amount is given in U.S. dollars.

This total does not include fees for bonus payments
made with the GrantBonus operation.

This statistic is deprecated, and may be removed in a
future version of the API. To get the total amount of
money paid for rewards and reward fees, get the
TotalRewardPayout and TotalRewardFeePay-
out statistics and sum them.

Double

TotalBonusPayout
The total amount of the bonuses paid to Workers. The
amount is given in U.S. dollars.

Double

TotalBonusFeePayout
The total amount of the fees paid for bonus payments.
The amount is given in U.S. dollars.

Double

NumberHITsCreated
The number of HITs you created.

Long

NumberHITsCompleted
The total number of your HITs that have been com-

Long
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Name Description Long or
Double?

pleted to their final state of either "disposed" or "dis-
abled."

NumberHITsAs-
signable The number of your HITs with a status of As-

signable.

Note

NumberHITsAssignable can only be quer-
ied as a LifeToDate value. While most stat-
istics change in real time, a day's value for
this statistic is added to the LifeToDate
total at the end of the day.

Long

NumberHITsReview-
able The number of your HITs with a status of Review-

able.

Long

EstimatedRewardLi-
ability The total amount of all of the rewards for HITs and

assignments that have not yet been completed. This
includes the reward for each unclaimed assignment
for HITs that have not yet expired, each assignment in
progress, and each submitted assignment that has not
yet been approved or rejected. This is an estimate, be-
cause it is possible that not all of a HIT's assignments
will be completed before the HIT expires. The amount
is given in U.S. dollars.

Double

EstimatedFeeLiabil-
ity The total amount of all of the HIT listing fees for

HITs and assignments that have not yet been com-
pleted at a given point in time. The amount is given in
U.S. dollars.

Double

EstimatedTotalLiab-
ility The total amount of all of the rewards and fees for

HITs and assignments that have not yet been com-
pleted at a given point in time. The amount is given in
U.S. dollars.

Double

Sample Request: Using GetRequesterStatistic (REST)

The following example of a call to the GetRequesterStatistic operation retrieves the total reward
payout for the thirty days leading up to the current date.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=GetRequesterStatistic
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&Statistic=TotalRewardPayout
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&TimePeriod=ThirtyDays

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

GetRequesterStatistic accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters
are required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the GetRequesterStatistic operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation you would like to call.
To access the GetRequesterStat-
istic operation, set the Operation
parameter to GetRequesterStat-
istic.

Required
GetRequesterStat-
istic

Statistic
The name of the statistic to return.

Required
A statistic name. See the
table above for a list of
statistic names.

TimePeriod
The time period of the statistic to re-
turn.

A statistic can be aggregated over sev-
eral time periods: a one day period, a
seven day period, a thirty day period,
and the lifetime of your account.

TimePeriod is optional. The default is
OneDay.

Optional
OneDay | SevenDays |
ThirtyDays |
LifeToDate

Count
The number of data points to return.
This parameter is only used if
TimePeriod is OneDay.

For example, if you specify a
TimePeriod of OneDay and a Count
of 12, the operation will return 12 data
points for the statistic, one for each of
12 calendar days leading up to the cur-
rent date, including the current day.

Count is optional. The default is 1.

Optional
A positive integer

Responses

A successful request for the GetRequesterStatistic operation will have a GetStatisticResult
element in the response.
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The GetStatisticResult element contains a DataPoint element for each value requested.

Each DataPoint element contains the following elements:

Name Description Value

Date
The date represented by the data point. (For
aggregate values, this is the current date.)

A dateTime in the Coordin-
ated Universal Time
(Greenwich Mean Time) time
zone, such as
2005-01-31T23:59:59Z

LongValue | Doubl-
eValue The value of the statistic over the time period

beginning on the date. The element name and
data type depend on which statistic was re-
quested.

A long or a double, corres-
ponding to the element name

GetReviewableHITs

Description

The GetReviewableHITs operation retrieves the HITs that have a status of Reviewable, or HITs that
have a status of Reviewing, and that belong to the Requester calling the operation.

You can use this operation to determine which of your HITs have results, then retrieve those results with
the GetAssignmentsForHIT operation. Once a HIT's results have been retrieved and the assignments
have been approved or rejected (with ApproveAssignment or RejectAssignment), you can call
DisposeHIT to remove the HIT from the results of a call to GetReviewableHITs.

GetReviewableHITs can limit the query to HITs of a specified HIT type. Every HIT has a type with a
HIT type ID, whether the type was created explicitly with the RegisterHITType operation, or
implicitly when the HIT was created with the CreateHIT operation. See CreateHIT for more
information.

GetReviewableHITs returns either HITs with a status of Reviewable, or HITs with a status of
Reviewing, based on the StatusMatchOption parameter. A reviewable HIT can be given the
"reviewing" status, and reverted back to the reviewable status, with the SetHITAsReviewing
operation. See SetHITAsReviewing for more information.

Results are sorted and divided into numbered "pages," and a single page of results is returned by the
operation. Sorting and pagination can be controlled with parameters to the operation.

Reviewable and Reviewing HITs

A HIT becomes Reviewable when either a number of assignments equal to MaxAssignments have
been submitted by Workers, or the HIT's LifetimeInSeconds has elapsed.

As part of your application's HIT processing routine, the application can switch a HIT's status from
Reviewable to a status called Reviewing. You can switch a HIT between the two status values using
the SetHITAsReviewing. Depending on the StatusMatchOption parameter, the
GetReviewableHITs operation returns either HITs with a status of Reviewable, or HITs with a status
of Reviewing.

The switchable Reviewable/Reviewing status allows you to control which of your completed HITs
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are returned by a call to the GetReviewableHITs operation. Your application could use this to manage
HIT review with multiple simultaneous processes, or postpone approval for a HIT's assignments until
other data is gathered.

Sample Request: Using GetReviewableHITs (REST)

The following example of a call to the GetReviewableHITs operation retrieves five of the Requester's
reviewable HITs, using the default sort order (expiration date, ascending).

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=GetReviewableHITs
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&PageSize=5
&PageNumber=1

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

GetReviewableHITs accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are
required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the GetReviewableHITs operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
GetReviewableHITs operation, set
the Operation parameter to GetRe-
viewableHITs.

Required
GetReviewableHITs

HITTypeId
The ID of the HIT type of the HITs to
consider for the query.

If not specified, all of the Requester's
HITs will be considered for the query.

Optional
A valid HIT type ID

StatusMatch-
Option The status of the HITs to return, either

Reviewable or Reviewing.

If not specified, GetReviewableHITs
will return HITs with a status of Re-
viewable.

Optional
Reviewable | Review-
ing

SortProperty
The field on which to sort the results
returned by the operation.

If SortProperty is not specified, the
set of HITs is sorted by Expiration.

Optional
Title | Reward | Ex-
piration | Creation-
Time

SortDirection
The direction of the sort used with the

Optional
Ascending | Descend-
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Name Description Type Value

field specified by SortProperty.

If SortDirection is not specified,
the results will be sorted by the field in
descending order.

ing

PageSize
The number of HITs to include in a
"page" of results. The complete sorted
result set is divided into pages of this
many HITs.

PageSize must be a number between
1 and 100. If the PageSize parameter
is not specified, a default size of 10
elements is used.

Optional
A positive integer

PageNumber
The page of results to return. Once the
HITs have been filtered, sorted, and di-
vided into pages of size PageSize, the
page corresponding to PageNumber is
returned as the results of the operation.

If the PageNumber parameter is not
specified, a default page number of 1
will be used.

Optional
A positive integer

Responses

A successful request for the GetReviewableHITs operation will have a GetReviewableHITsResult
element in the response.

The GetReviewableHITsResult element contains the following elements:

Name Description Value

NumResults
The number of HITs on this page in the
filtered results list, equivalent to the number
of HITs being returned by this call.

A non-negative integer

PageNumber
The number of this page in the filtered results
list.

A positive integer

TotalNumResults
The total number of HITs in the filtered res-
ults list based on this call.

A non-negative integer

HIT
The HIT. The response will include one HIT
element for each HIT returned by the query.

A HIT data structure. For
more information on the data
structure of a HIT, see the
HIT Data Structure.
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Name Description Value

GrantBonus

Description

The GrantBonus operation issues a payment of money from your account to a Worker. To be eligible
for a bonus, the Worker must have submitted results for one of your HITs, and have had those results
approved or rejected. This payment happens separately from the reward you pay to the Worker when
you approve the Worker's assignment.

You can grant a bonus to any Worker who has submitted an assignment for one of your HITs. You must
first approve or reject the assignment before granting the bonus. GrantBonus requires the Worker's ID
and the assignment ID as parameters to initiate payment of the bonus.

You can grant the bonus any time after you approve or reject the assignment, until the HIT has been
disposed.

You can include a message that explains the reason for the bonus payment, in case the Worker was not
expecting the payment.

Mechanical Turk collects a fee for bonus payments, similar to the HIT listing fee. For information about
Mechanical Turk pricing and fee amounts, see the Mechanical Turk site at Amazon Web Services.

The call to GrantBonus will fail if your account does not have enough funds to pay for both the bonus
and the fees.

Sample Request: Using GrantBonus (REST)

The following example of a call to the GrantBonus operation pays a bonus of $5 to a Worker.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=GrantBonus
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&WorkerId=AZ3456EXAMPLE
&AssignmentId=123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE456RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE
&BonusAmount.1.Amount=5
&BonusAmount.1.CurrencyCode=USD
&Reason=Thanks%20for%20doing%20great%20work!

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

GrantBonus accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are required. See
Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the GrantBonus operation:
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Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation you would like to call.
To access the GrantBonus operation,
set the Operation parameter to
GrantBonus.

Required
GrantBonus

WorkerId
The ID of the Worker being paid the
bonus. The Worker ID is included in
the assignment data returned by a call
to the GetAssignmentsForHIT oper-
ation.

Required
A valid Worker ID

AssignmentId
The ID of the assignment this bonus
payment is regarding. The assignment
ID is included in the assignment data
returned by a call to the GetAssign-
mentsForHIT operation.

Required
A valid assignment ID

BonusAmount
The amount of the bonus to pay.

The value is a Price data structure. For
more information, see the Price Data
Structure.

Required
A Price data structure

Reason
A message explaining the reason for
the bonus payment. This message may
be seen by the Worker receiving the
bonus.

Optional
A string

Responses

A successful request for the GrantBonus operation will return with no errors. The response will include
an GrantBonusResult element, which contains the Request (if the Request response group is
specified). The operation returns no other data.

GrantQualification

Description

The GrantQualification operation grants a user's request for a Qualification.

Only the author of the Qualification type can grant a Qualification request for that type.

Sample Request: Using GrantQualification (REST)

The following example of a call to the GrantQualification operation grants a Qualification to a
user.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
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&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=GrantQualification
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&QualificationRequestId=789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE951RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE
&IntegerValue=95

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

GrantQualification accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are
required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the GrantQualification operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
GrantQualification operation, set
the Operation parameter to
GrantQualification.

Required
GrantQualification

Qualifica-
tionRequestId The ID of the Qualification request, as

returned by GetQualificationRe-
quests.

Required
A valid Qualification re-
quest ID

IntegerValue
The value of the Qualification. The
value must be an integer.

Required
An integer

Responses

A successful request for the GrantQualification operation will return with no errors. The response
will include a GrantQualificationResult element, which contains the Request (if the Request
response group is specified). The operation returns no other data.

Help

Description

The Help operation returns information about the Mechanical Turk Service operations and response
groups. You can use it to facilitate development and documentation of your web site and tools. It is
similar to the Help operation found in other AWS web services.

Sample Request: Using Help (REST)

The following example of a Help operation returns information about the GetReviewableHITs
operation.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
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&Operation=Help
&HelpType=Operation
&About=GetReviewableHITs

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

Help accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are required. See
Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the Help operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
Use the Operation parameter to spe-
cify the name of the operation you
would like to call. To access the Help
operation, set the Operation paramet-
er to Help.

Required Help

HelpType
The kind of help, either Operation
for help with an operation, or Respon-
seGroup for help with a response
group.

Required Operation | Respon-
seGroup

About
The name of the operation or response
group for which to return help. See
Common Parameters for more inform-
ation about response groups.

Required A valid Mechanical Turk
Service operation name
or response group name

Responses

A successful request for the Help operation will have an Information element in the response.
Information will contain either an OperationInformation element or a
ResponseGroupInformation element, depending on the HelpType requested.

An OperationInformation element contains a Name element with the name of the operation, a
Description element with a description of the operation, RequiredParameters and
AvailableParameters elements with Parameter elements that list the required and optional
parameters to the operation, and DefaultResponseGroups and AvailableResponseGroups
elements with ResponseGroup elements that list the default and available response groups for the
operation.

A ResponseGroupInformation element contains a Name element with the name of the response
group, a ValidOperations element with Operation elements that list the operations that return data
for the group, and an Elements element with Element elements that list the elements provided by the
group. An element is specified as a slash-delimited element path to the element in a response.

NotifyWorkers

Description
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The NotifyWorkers operation sends e-mail to one or more Workers, given the recipients' Worker IDs.

Worker IDs are included in the assignment data returned by GetAssignmentsForHIT. You can send
e-mail to any Worker who has ever submitted results for a HIT you created that you have approved or
rejected.

The e-mail sent to Workers includes your e-mail address as the "reply-to" address, so Workers can
respond to the e-mail. You can change the e-mail address for your account using the Requester Console
(http://requester.mturk.amazon.com/) by selecting "Your Account" from the navigation bar.

Up to 100 Worker IDs can be sent the same message with a single call to NotifyWorkers.

Sample Request: Using NotifyWorkers (REST)

The following example of a call to the NotifyWorkers operation sends an e-mail message to three
Workers.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=NotifyWorkers
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&Subject=Thank%20you
&MessageText=Hello!%20Just%20wanted%20to%20say%20thank%20you...
&WorkerId.1=AZ3123EXAMPLE
&WorkerId.2=AZ3456EXAMPLE
&WorkerId.3=AZ3789EXAMPLE

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

NotifyWorkers accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are required.
See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the NotifyWorkers operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation you would like to call.
To access the NotifyWorkers opera-
tion, set the Operation parameter to
NotifyWorkers.

Required
NotifyWorkers

Subject
The subject line of the e-mail message
to send. It can include up to 200 char-
acters.

Required
A string

MessageText
The text of the e-mail message to send.
It can include up to 2,000 characters.

Required
A string

WorkerId
The ID of the Worker to notify, as re-
turned by GetAssignmentsForHIT.

Required
A valid Worker ID
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Name Description Type Value

This parameter may be repeated up to
100 times to specify multiple Workers
to notify.

Responses

A successful request for the NotifyWorkers operation will return with no errors. The response will
include an NotifyWorkersResult element, which contains the Request (if the Request response
group is specified). The operation returns no other data.

RegisterHITType

Description

The RegisterHITType operation creates a new HIT type, a set of HIT properties which can be used to
create new HITs.

A HIT type consists of the following properties of a HIT:

• AutoApprovalDelayInSeconds

• AssignmentDurationInSeconds

• Reward

• Title

• Keywords

• Description

• A set of zero or more QualificationRequirements

Every HIT has a HIT type. Two HITs with identical values for the above properties are considered to be
of the same HIT type. This is true regardless of whether the HIT is created using a registered HIT type,
or whether the HIT was created by specifying the above properties to the call to the CreateHIT
operation.

Every HIT type has a HIT type ID. This is true regardless of whether the HIT type was registered
explicitly using the RegisterHITType operation, or whether the HIT type was created implicitly when
a HIT with the new type was created. RegisterHITType returns the HIT type ID of the registered type.
CreateHIT returns the newly created HIT, which includes the HIT type ID for the HIT. The HIT type
ID for a HIT can always be retrieved with the HIT data, using a call to the GetHIT operation.

Tip

HIT types allow your application to process HITs of different types separately, such as by
passing a HIT type ID to the GetReviewableHITs operation.

HIT types are also used on the Mechanical Turk web site to group similar HITs together. This
makes it easy for a Worker to complete multiple similar HITs in a single session.

Tip

If you register a HIT type with values that match an existing HIT type, the HIT type ID of the
existing type will be returned.
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For more information about creating HITs using HIT types, see the CreateHIT operation.

Sample Request: Using RegisterHITType (REST)

The following example of a call to the RegisterHITType operation registers a new HIT type.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=RegisterHITType
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&Title=Location%20and%20Photograph%20Identification
&Description=Select%20the%20image%20that%20best%20represents...
&Reward.1.Amount=5
&Reward.1.CurrencyCode=USD
&AssignmentDurationInSeconds=30
&Keywords=location,%20photograph,%20image,%20identification,%20opinion

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

RegisterHITType accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are
required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the RegisterHITType operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation you would like to call.
To access the RegisterHITType op-
eration, set the Operation parameter
to RegisterHITType.

Required
RegisterHITType

Title
The title for HITs of this type.

A title should be short and descriptive
about the kind of task the HIT con-
tains. On the Mechanical Turk web
site, the HIT title appears in search res-
ults, and everywhere the HIT is men-
tioned.

Required
A string, up to 128 char-
acters in length

Description
A general description of HITs of this
type.

A description includes detailed inform-
ation about the kind of task the HIT
contains. On the Mechanical Turk web
site, the HIT description appears in the
expanded view of search results, and in
the HIT and assignment screens. A
good description gives the user enough
information to evaluate the HIT before

Required
A string
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Name Description Type Value

accepting it.

Though the description is displayed
while a Worker completes the HIT, the
question data (submitted to Create-
HIT) should include the complete in-
structions for completing the HIT. The
Worker may not know to look for in-
structions in the HIT's description.

The description must be less than 2,000
characters in length.

Reward
The amount of money the Requester
will pay a user for successfully com-
pleting a HIT of this type.

The value is a Price data structure. For
more information, see the Price Data
Structure.

Required
A Price data structure

Assignment-
DurationIn-
Seconds

The amount of time a user has to com-
plete a HIT of this type after accepting
it.

If a user does not complete their as-
signment in the specified duration, the
assignment is considered abandoned. If
the HIT is still active (its lifetime has
not elapsed), the assignment becomes
available for other users to find and ac-
cept.

AssignmentDurationInSeconds
must be between 30 (30 seconds) and
31536000 (365 days).

Required
A number of seconds, as
a positive integer

Keywords
One or more words or phrases that de-
scribe a HIT of this type, separated by
commas. Searches for words similar to
a HIT's keywords are more likely to re-
turn the HIT in the search results.

The complete string of keywords, in-
cluding commas and spaces, must be
fewer than 1,000 characters.

Optional
A string

AutoAp-
provalDelay-
InSeconds

An amount of time after an assignment
for a HIT of this type has been submit-
ted, after which the assignment will be
considered "approved" automatically
unless the Requester explicitly rejects
it.

Optional
A number of seconds, as
a positive integer
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Name Description Type Value

If not specified, the auto-approval
delay is set to the maximum value of
30 days (2592000 seconds). In most
cases, the Requester will be able to re-
trieve and approve answers directly be-
fore the auto-approval delay elapses.
The maximum value assures that the
Worker will get paid even if the Re-
quester is unavailable.

A Requester may wish to specify a
shorter auto-approval delay if the
Workers are trusted (such as by having
been vetted with high Qualification re-
quirements) and to assure Workers that
they will be paid in a timely manner.

There is no way to automatically reject
results. To reject results, the Requester
must explicitly call the Rejec-
tAssignment method.

Once an assignment has been ap-
proved, it cannot be rejected, and pay-
ment cannot be reversed.

AutoApprovalDelayInSeconds
must be between 3600 (1 hour) and
2592000 (30 days).

Qualifica-
tionRequire-
ment

A condition that a Worker's Qualifica-
tions must meet before the Worker is
allowed to accept and complete a HIT
of this type.

The condition specifies that the Worker
must have a Qualification of a particu-
lar Qualification type, and that its value
must compare to the requirement's
value in the specified way: equal to,
not equal to, less than, less than or
equal to, greater than or equal to, or
greater than.

A HIT may have between zero and ten
(10) Qualification requirements. All re-
quirements must be met by a Worker's
Qualifications for the Worker to accept
the HIT.

All of a HIT's Qualification require-
ments must be based on Qualification
types with an "active" status. If any re-
quirement is based on a Qualification
type with an "inactive" status, the call

Optional
A Qualification require-
ment data structure
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Name Description Type Value

to CreateHIT will fail.

The value of this element is a Qualific-
ation requirement data structure. For
more information, see the Qualifica-
tionRequirement Data Structure.

Responses

A successful request for the RegisterHITType operation will have a RegisterHITTypeResult
element in the response.

The RegisterHITTypeResult element contains the following elements:

Name Description Value

HITTypeId
The ID of the newly registered HIT type. A valid HIT type ID

RejectAssignment

Description

The RejectAssignment operation rejects the results of a completed assignment.

Rejecting an assignment indicates that the Requester believes the results submitted by the Worker do not
properly answer the question described by the HIT. The Worker is not paid for a rejected assignment.

Rejecting an assignment does not affect the number of assignments available to other Workers. To make
another assignment available for a HIT, use the ExtendHIT operation. Because a Worker may only
accept a HIT once, the Worker who submitted the rejected results will not be allowed to accept the HIT
again.

Only the Requester who created the HIT can reject assignments for the HIT.

Calling RejectAssignment on an assignment that has not yet been submitted will return an error.

Sample Request: Using RejectAssignment (REST)

The following example of a call to the RejectAssignment operation rejects an assignment identified
by its assignment ID.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=RejectAssignment
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&AssignmentId=123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE456RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE
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Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

RejectAssignment accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are
required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the RejectAssignment operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
RejectAssignment operation, set the
Operation parameter to Rejec-
tAssignment.

Required
RejectAssignment

AssignmentId
The assignment ID. The assignment
must correspond to a HIT created by
the Requester for the call to Rejec-
tAssignment to succeed.

Required
A valid assignment ID

Responses

A successful request for the RejectAssignment operation will return with no errors. The response will
include a RejectAssignmentResult element, which contains the Request (if the Request response
group is specified). The operation returns no other data.

SearchHITs

Description

The SearchHITs operation returns all of a Requester's HITs, on behalf of the Requester.

The operation returns HITs of any status, except for HITs that have been disposed with the DisposeHIT
operation.

Note

Currently, the SearchHITs operation does not accept any search parameters that filter the
results. This operation may be extended with the ability to filter the results in a future version
of the API.

Results are sorted and divided into numbered "pages," and a single page of results is returned by the
operation. Sorting and pagination can be controlled with parameters to the operation.

Sample Request: Using SearchHITs (REST)

The following example of a call to the SearchHITs operation queries all of the HITs for a Requester,
using default values for sorting and pagination.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
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&Operation=SearchHITs
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

SearchHITs accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are required. See
Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the SearchHITs operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation you would like to call.
To access the SearchHITs operation,
set the Operation parameter to
SearchHITs.

Required
SearchHITs

SortProperty
The field on which to sort the results
returned by the operation.

If SortProptery is not specified, the
results are sorted by CreationTime.

Optional
Title | Reward | Ex-
piration | Creation-
Time

SortDirection
The direction of the sort used with the
field specified by SortProperty.

If SortDirection is not specified,
the results will be sorted by the field in
ascending order.

Optional
Ascending | Descend-
ing

PageSize
The number of HITs to include in a
"page" of results. The complete sorted
result set is divided into pages of this
many HITs.

PageSize must be a number between
1 and 100. If the PageSize parameter
is not specified, a default size of 10
elements is used.

Optional
A positive integer

PageNumber
The page of results to return. Once the
HITs have been sorted and divided into
pages of size PageSize, the page cor-
responding to PageNumber is returned
as the results of the operation.

If the PageNumber parameter is not
specified, a default page number of 1
will be used.

Optional
A positive integer
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Responses

A successful request for the SearchHITs operation will have a SearchHITsResult element in the
response.

The SearchHITsResult element contains the following elements:

Name Description Value

NumResults
The number of HITs on this page in the
filtered results list, equivalent to the number
of HITs being returned by this call.

A non-negative integer

PageNumber
The number of this page in the filtered results
list.

A positive integer

TotalNumResults
The total number of HITs in the filtered res-
ults list based on this call.

A non-negative integer

HIT
The HIT. The response will include one HIT
element for each HIT returned by the query.

A HIT data structure. For
more information on the data
structure of a HIT, see the
HIT Data Structure.

SearchQualificationTypes

Description

The SearchQualificationTypes operation searches for Qualification types using the specified
search query, and returns a list of Qualification types.

Results are sorted and divided into numbered "pages," and a single page of results is returned by the
operation. Sorting and pagination can be controlled with parameters to the operation.

Sample Request: Using SearchQualificationTypes (REST)

The following example of a call to the SearchQualificationTypes operation performs a simple text
query for Qualification types.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=SearchQualificationTypes
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&Query=English

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.
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SearchQualificationTypes accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common
parameters are required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the SearchQualificationTypes operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
SearchQualificationTypes opera-
tion, set the Operation parameter to
SearchQualificationTypes.

Required
SearchQualifica-
tionTypes

Query
A text query against all of the search-
able attributes of Qualification types.

If Query is not specified, the complete
set of all Qualification types is con-
sidered for the results.

Optional
A string

SortProperty
The field on which to sort the results
returned by the operation.

There is only one possible value for
SortProperty for Qualification
types: Name. This is the default.

Optional
Name

SortDirection
The direction of the sort used with the
field specified by SortProperty.

If SortDirection is not specified,
the results will be sorted by the field in
descending order.

Optional
Ascending | Descend-
ing

PageSize
The number of Qualification types to
include in a "page" of results. The
complete sorted result set is divided in-
to pages of this many Qualification
types.

PageSize must be a number between
1 and 100. If the PageSize parameter
is not specified, a default size of 10
elements is used.

Optional
A positive integer

PageNumber
The page of results to return. Once the
Qualification types have been filtered,
sorted, and divided into pages of size
PageSize, the page corresponding to
PageNumber is returned as the results
of the operation.

If the PageNumber parameter is not
specified, a default page number of 1
will be used.

Optional
A positive integer
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Name Description Type Value

MustBeRe-
questable If true, only Qualification types that a

user can request through the Mechanic-
al Turk web site, such as by taking a
Qualification test, will be returned as
results for the search. Some Qualifica-
tion types, such as those assigned auto-
matically by the system, cannot be re-
quested directly by users.

If false, all Qualification types, in-
cluding those managed by the system,
will be considered for the search.

Required
A Boolean, true or
false

Responses

A successful request for the SearchQualificationTypes operation will have a
SearchQualificationTypesResult element in the response.

The SearchQualificationTypesResult element contains the following elements:

Name Description Value

NumResults
The number of Qualification types on this
page in the filtered results list, equivalent to
the number of types being returned by this
call.

A non-negative integer

PageNumber
The number of this page in the filtered results
list.

A positive integer

TotalNumResults
The total number of Qualification types in the
filtered results list based on this call.

A non-negative integer

Qualification-
Type The Qualification type. The response will in-

clude one QualificationType element for
each Qualification type returned by the query.

For more information on the
data structure of a Qualifica-
tion type, see the Qualifica-
tion Type Data Structure.

SendTestEventNotification

Description

The SendTestEventNotification operation causes Mechanical Turk to send a notification message
as if a HIT event occurred, according to the provided notification specification. This allows you to test
your notification receptor logic without setting up notifications for a real HIT type and trying to trigger
them using the web site.
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When the operation is called, the service sends the test notification immediately. If your test
notification's destination is a web service, Mechanical Turk will wait until your web service has
responded, then return a status report as its response to the call to SendTestEventNotification.
Mechanical Turk will return an appropriate error message if your web service could not be contacted
using the notification specification you provided.

Mechanical Turk always includes a "Ping" event in the notification message sent from a call to
SendTestEventNotification. You can also specify a specific event type to be included in the
message, as if an event of that type occurred.

Sample Request: Using SendTestEventNotification (REST)

The following example of a call to the SendTestEventNotification operation sends a notification
message for a simulated "AssignmentSubmitted" event (as well as a "Ping" event), to be sent to a web
service using the REST transport.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Operation=SendTestEventNotification
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&Notification.1.Destination=http://example.com:8080/mt/notifications.cgi
&Notification.1.Transport=REST
&Notification.1.Version=2006-06-20
&Notification.1.EventType=AssignmentSubmitted
&TestEventType=AssignmentSubmitted

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

SendTestEventNotification accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common
parameters are required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the SendTestEventNotification operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation you would like to call.
To access the SendTestEventNoti-
fication operation, set the Opera-
tion parameter to SendTestEvent-
Notification.

Required
SendTestEventNoti-
fication

Notification
The notification specification to test.
This value is identical to the value you
would provide to the SetHITTypeNo-
tification operation when you want
to establish the notification specifica-
tion for a HIT type.

Required
A Notification data struc-
ture. For more informa-
tion on the data structure
of a notification specific-
ation, see the Notifica-
tion Data Structure.

TestEventType
The event to simulate to test the noti-
fication specification.

Optional
A valid event type. See
the Notification Data
Structure (the Event-
Type element) for a
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Name Description Type Value

complete list of event
type values.

The event specified by
TestEventType will be
included in the test mes-
sage even if the notifica-
tion specification does
not include the event
type. (The notification
specification will not "fil-
ter" out the test event.)

This parameter is option-
al. If not provided, only
the "Ping" event message
will be sent.

Responses

A successful request for the SendTestEventNotification operation will return with no errors. The
response will include a SendTestEventNotification element, which contains the Request (if the
Request response group is specified). The operation returns no other data.

SetHITAsReviewing

Description

The SetHITAsReviewing operation updates a HIT with a status of Reviewable to have a status of
Reviewing, or reverts a Reviewing HIT back to the Reviewable status.

The Reviewable and Reviewing status values for a HIT control which HITs are returned by the
GetReviewableHITs operation. A HIT's status is also returned with a HIT's data, such as by a call to
the GetHIT operation. Your application can manipulate and query these status values as part of the HIT
review process. For example, if verification for a HIT's results is pending further information, the HIT
can be moved to the Reviewing status to prevent it from being returned by subsequent calls to
GetReviewableHITs.

Only HITs with a status of Reviewable can be updated with a status of Reviewing. Similarly, only
Reviewing HITs can be reverted back to a status of Reviewable.

Note

By design, the SetHITAsReviewing operation does not toggle the status value. The default
behavior is to promote a HIT from Reviewable to Reviewing. To revert a Reviewing HIT
back to Reviewable, specify the Revert parameter with a value of true.

When a Reviewable or Reviewing HIT is extended to add more assignments or extend the HIT's
lifetime (with the ExtendHIT operation), the HIT's status changes back to Assignable. When the
extended HIT's new assignments are completed, or when the HIT's new lifetime has expired, the HIT
returns to the Reviewable status, regardless of its status prior to being extended.

Sample Request: Using SetHITAsReviewing (REST)
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The following example of a call to the SetHITAsReviewing operation updates a HIT with a status of
Reviewable to have a status of Reviewing.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=SetHITAsReviewing
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&HITId=123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

SetHITAsReviewing accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters are
required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the SetHITAsReviewing operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation you would like to call.
To access the SetHITAsReviewing
operation, set the Operation paramet-
er to SetHITAsReviewing.

Required
SetHITAsReviewing

HITId
The ID of the HIT whose status is to be
updated.

Required
A valid HIT ID

Revert
If true, update the HIT to have a status
of Reviewable.

The default behavior is to update the
HIT to have a status of Reviewing.

Optional
A Boolean, true or
false

Responses

A successful request for the SetHITAsReviewing operation will return with no errors. The response
will include a SetHITAsReviewingResult element, which contains the Request (if the Request
response group is specified). The operation returns no other data.

SetHITTypeNotification

Description

The SetHITTypeNotification operation creates, updates, disables or re-enables notifications for a
HIT type.

When a HIT type has an active notification, Mechanical Turk will attempt to send a notification message
when a HIT of the type changes state, such as when an assignment is submitted for the HIT. The state
changes to watch and the method of notification are described in the notification specification given to
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SetHITTypeNotification.

If SetHITTypeNotification is called for a HIT type that already has a notification specification, it
replaces the old specification with a new one.

You can also call SetHITTypeNotification to enable or disable notifications for the HIT type,
without having to modify the notification specification itself.

You cannot delete a notification specification for a HIT type, you can only disable it.

Note

Changes to a HIT type's notification specification may take up to five minutes to take effect
after the call to SetHITTypeNotification has been made.

For more information on notifications, see Notifications. For more information on developing a
notification receptor application, see The Notification Receptor API.

Sample Request: Using SetHITTypeNotification (REST)

The following example of a call to the SetHITTypeNotification operation sets the notification
specification for a HIT type to send the Requester e-mail whenever a Worker submits an assignment for
a HIT of the type.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Operation=SetHITTypeNotification
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&HITTypeId=T100CN9P324W00EXAMPLE
&Notification.1.Destination=requester-email@example.com
&Notification.1.Transport=Email
&Notification.1.Version=2006-06-20
&Notification.1.EventType=AssignmentSubmitted

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

SetHITTypeNotification accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters
are required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the SetHITTypeNotification operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation you would like to call.
To access the SetHITTypeNotific-
ation operation, set the Operation
parameter to SetHITTypeNotifica-
tion.

Required
SetHITTypeNotifica-
tion

HITTypeId
The ID of the HIT type whose notifica-
tion specification is being updated, as
returned by RegisterHITType.

Required
A valid HIT type ID

Notification Optional
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Name Description Type Value

The notification specification for the
HIT type.

This parameter is optional. If not spe-
cified, the HIT type's notification spe-
cification (if any) is not modified.

Either Notification or Active
must be specified for the call to
SetHITTypeNotification to suc-
ceed.

A Notification data struc-
ture. For more informa-
tion on the data structure
of a notification specific-
ation, see the Notifica-
tion Data Structure.

Active
If true, notifications will be sent for
HITs of this HIT type, according to the
notification specification. If false,
notifications will not be sent.

This value can be changed for a HIT
type at any time by calling this opera-
tion. You can specify changes to the
active status without specifying a new
notification specification (the Noti-
fication parameter).

This parameter is optional. If omitted,
the active status of the HIT type's noti-
fication specification is unchanged. All
HIT types begin with their notification
specifications in the "active" status.

To change the Active status of a HIT
type's notifications, the HIT type must
already have a notification specifica-
tion, or one must be provided in the
same call to SetHITTypeNotifica-
tion.

Either Notification or Active
must be specified for the call to
SetHITTypeNotification to suc-
ceed.

Optional
A Boolean value, true
or false

Responses

A successful request for the SetHITTypeNotification operation will return with no errors. The
response will include a SetHITTypeNotificationResult element, which contains the Request (if
the Request response group is specified). The operation returns no other data.

UpdateQualificationScore

Description
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The UpdateQualificationScore operation changes the value of a Qualification previously granted
to a user.

To update a user's Qualification, you must know the user's ID. A Worker's user ID is included in the
assignment data returned by the GetAssignmentsForHIT operation.

Only the author (creator) of a Qualification type may update the score of a Qualification of that type.

The user must have already been granted a Qualification of the given Qualification type before the score
can be updated.

Sample Request: Using UpdateQualificationScore (REST)

The following example of a call to the UpdateQualificationScore operation changes the value of a
Qualification of the given type for the given user.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=UpdateQualificationScore
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&QualificationTypeId=789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE
&SubjectId=AZ3456EXAMPLE
&IntegerValue=70

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

UpdateQualificationScore accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common
parameters are required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the UpdateQualificationScore operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation you would like to call.
To access the UpdateQualifica-
tionScore operation, set the Opera-
tion parameter to UpdateQualific-
ationScore.

Required
UpdateQualifica-
tionScore

Qualifica-
tionTypeId The ID of the Qualification type, as re-

turned by the CreateQualifica-
tionType operation.

Required
A Qualification type ID

SubjectId
The ID of the user whose Qualification
is being updated.

A Worker's user ID is returned with as-
signment data by the GetAssign-
mentsForHIT operation.

Required
A user ID

IntegerValue Required
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Name Description Type Value

The new value for the Qualification. An integer

Responses

A successful request for the UpdateQualificationScore will return with no errors. The response
will include an UpdateQualificationScoreResult element, which contains the request (if the
Request response group is specified). The operation returns no other data.

UpdateQualificationType

Description

The UpdateQualificationType operation modifies attributes of an existing Qualification type.

The following aspects of a Qualification type can be updated:

• The type's description (Description)

• The type's status (QualificationTypeStatus)

• The type's Qualification test (Test, TestDurationInSeconds, and optional AnswerKey)

Other attributes, such as the Qualification type's name, cannot be modified after the type has been
created. If you create a Qualification type and decide you do not wish to use it with its immutable
attributes as they were created, update the type with a new QualificationTypeStatus of Inactive,
then create a new type using CreateQualificationType with the desired values.

You can update a Qualification type's test using this operation. The type's test is updated based on the
values specified for the Test, TestDurationInSeconds and AnswerKey parameters. All three
parameters specify the updated test: If you are updating the test for a type, you must specify both of the
Test and TestDurationInSeconds parameters. The AnswerKey parameter is optional; omitting it
specifies that the updated test does not have an answer key.

Note

If you want to update the test duration or answer key for an existing test without changing the
questions, you must specify a Test parameter with the original questions, along with the
updated values.

Only the author of a Qualification type may modify its attributes.

Sample Request: Using UpdateQualificationType (REST)

The following example of a call to the UpdateQualificationType operation changes the
QualificationTypeStatus of a Qualification type.

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
&AWSAccessKeyId=[the Requester's Access Key ID]
&Version=2006-06-20
&Operation=UpdateQualificationType
&Signature=[signature for this request]
&Timestamp=[your system's local time]
&QualificationTypeId=789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE
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&QualificationTypeStatus=Inactive

Request Parameters

A request to the Mechanical Turk Service includes parameters that control its behavior and the data it
returns. Required parameters must be included for the request to succeed.

UpdateQualificationType accepts parameters common to all operations. Some common parameters
are required. See Common Parameters for more information.

The following parameters are specific to the UpdateQualificationType operation:

Name Description Type Value

Operation
The operation to call. To access the
UpdateQualificationType opera-
tion, set the Operation parameter to
UpdateQualificationType.

Required
UpdateQualifica-
tionType

Qualifica-
tionTypeId The ID of the Qualification type to up-

date.

Required
A valid Qualification
type ID

Qualifica-
tion-
TypeStatus

The new status of the Qualification
type.

Optional
Active | Inactive

Description
The new description of the Qualifica-
tion type.

Optional
A string

Test
The questions for a Qualification test a
user must answer correctly to obtain a
Qualification of this type.

The value of this parameter is an XML
data structure. See the QuestionForm
data structure for more information.

If omitted, the Qualification type's test
is unchanged. If the Qualification type
does not have a test and one is
provided by an update, the type will
henceforth have a test.

There is no way to remove a test from
a Qualification type that has one.

Optional
XML data for the Quali-
fication test, a Question-
Form data structure

AnswerKey
The answers to the Qualification test
specified in the Test parameter.

If an answer key is provided for a test,
Mechanical Turk will process requests
for the Qualification automatically, as-
signing the user a Qualification with a
value calculated from the answer key
and the answers submitted by the user.

Optional
XML data for the answer
key, an AnswerKey data
structure
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Name Description Type Value

The value of this parameter is an XML
data structure. See the AnswerKey data
structure for more information.

If an updated Test is provided, but no
AnswerKey is specified, the new test
will not have an answer key. Requests
for a Qualification whose type has a
test but no answer key must be granted
manually.

If you are updating the AnswerKey,
you must provide the Test parameter,
even if the test has not changed.

TestDuration-
InSeconds An amount of time a user has from re-

questing the Qualification to complete
the Qualification test. If the user does
not submit test answers before this dur-
ation has elapsed after requesting the
Qualification, the request is voided.
The user must then wait for the
RetryDelayInSeconds to elapse be-
fore requesting the Qualification again.

The TestDurationInSeconds para-
meter is required if the Test parameter
is specified.

If you are updating the TestDura-
tionInSeconds, you must provide
the Test parameter, even if the test has
not changed.

Optional
A number of seconds, as
a positive integer

Responses

A successful request for the UpdateQualificationType operation will have a QualificationType
element in the response.

The QualificationType element contains a Qualification type data structure. For a description of this
data structure, see the Qualification Type Data Structure.
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Data Structures
The Mechanical Turk Service API uses several common data structures in its operation request and
response structures. For easy reference, these structures are documented in separate articles. See their
corresponding operations for more information.

• Assignment

• HIT

• Price

• QualificationRequest

• QualificationRequirement

• QualificationType

• Notification

Assignment

Description

The Assignment data structure represents a single assignment of a HIT to a Worker. The assignment
tracks the Worker's efforts to complete the HIT, and contains the results for later retrieval.

The Assignment data structure is used as a response element for the following operation:

• GetAssignmentsForHIT

Sample: GetAssignmentsForHIT

The following example of an Assignment data structure could be returned by the
GetAssignmentsForHIT operation. GetAssignmentsForHIT returns zero or more Assignment
elements for a "reviewable" HIT.

<Assignment>
<AssignmentId>123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE456RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE</AssignmentId>
<WorkerId>AZ3456EXAMPLE</WorkerId>
<HITId>123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE</HITId>
<AssignmentStatus>Submitted</AssignmentStatus>
<Deadline>2005-12-01T23:59:59Z</Deadline>
<AcceptTime>2005-12-01T12:00:00Z</AcceptTime>
<SubmitTime>2005-12-07T23:59:59Z</SubmitTime>
<Answer>

&lt;QuestionFormAnswers&gt;
[XML-encoded Answer data]

&lt;/QuestionFormAnswers&gt;
</Answer>

</Assignment>

Elements

The Assignment structure may contain the following elements.

Name Description Value

AssignmentId
A unique identifier for the assignment. An as- A valid assignment ID
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Name Description Value

signment is created and given a unique ID
when a Worker accepts a HIT. It retains this
ID forever, even if the Worker returns it by
calling ReturnAssignment, or abandons it
by allowing the deadline to pass without sub-
mitting results.

WorkerId
The user ID of the Worker that accepted the
HIT.

A valid user ID

HITId
The ID of the HIT, as returned by Create-
HIT.

A valid HIT ID

AssignmentStatus
The status of the assignment. Submitted | Approved |

Rejected

AutoApprovalTime
If results have been submitted, AutoAp-
provalTime is the date and time the assign-
ment's results will be considered "approved"
automatically if they have not already been
explicitly approved or rejected by the Re-
quester. This value is derived from the auto-
approval delay specified in the HIT by the
Requester.

This value is omitted from the assignment if
results have not yet been submitted.

A dateTime in the Coordin-
ated Universal Time
(Greenwich Mean Time) time
zone, such as
2005-01-31T23:59:59Z

AcceptTime
The date and time the assignment was accep-
ted by the Worker.

A dateTime in the Coordin-
ated Universal Time
(Greenwich Mean Time) time
zone, such as
2005-01-31T23:59:59Z

SubmitTime
If results have been submitted by the Worker,
SubmitTime is the date and time the assign-
ment was submitted.

This value is omitted from the assignment if
results have not yet been submitted by the
Worker.

A dateTime in the Coordin-
ated Universal Time
(Greenwich Mean Time) time
zone, such as
2005-01-31T23:59:59Z

ApprovalTime
If results have been submitted by the Worker
and approved or rejected by the Requester,
ApprovalTime is the date and time the Re-
quester approved or rejected the results.

This value is omitted from the assignment if
results have not yet been approved or rejected
by the Requester.

A dateTime in the Coordin-
ated Universal Time
(Greenwich Mean Time) time
zone, such as
2005-01-31T23:59:59Z
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Name Description Value

Deadline
The date and time of the assignment's dead-
line. If results are not submitted prior to this
deadline, the assignment is considered "aban-
doned," and the HIT may become available
for other Workers to accept (if the HIT has
not expired). Results will not be accepted
after the assignment has passed the deadline.

This value is derived from the HIT's deadline
specification and the date and time the Work-
er accepted the HIT.

A dateTime in the Coordin-
ated Universal Time
(Greenwich Mean Time) time
zone, such as
2005-01-31T23:59:59Z

Answer
The answer data submitted by the Worker via
SubmitAssignment. This element is omitted
if no results have been submitted for this as-
signment.

This value is an XML data structure. See the
QuestionFormAnswers data structure for
more information.

XML data for the answers, a
QuestionFormAnswers data
structure

HIT

Description

The HIT data structure represents a single HIT, including all the information necessary for a Worker to
accept and complete the HIT and claim the reward.

The HIT data structure is used as a response element for the following operations:

• CreateHIT

• DisableHIT

• GetHIT

• GetReviewableHITs

• SearchHITs

HITs and Response Groups

Operations that return a HIT data structure use response groups to determine how much information to
return. As described in Common Parameters, the ResponseGroup parameter specifies which sets of
elements the service should return, as a set of named groups. For example, the Request response group
includes the contents of the operation request in the response.

For the HIT data structure, the Minimal response group returns the HITId. To also return the HIT's
Question data, include the HITQuestion response group. To include the other properties of the HIT,
specify the HITDetail response group. Finally, specify the AssignmentSummary response group to
include information on the number of assignments that are available for Workers to accept, accepted and
pending submission of results, or completed.
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The GetHIT operation returns the HITDetail, HITQuestion and Minimal response groups by
default. The AssignmentSummary response group is off by default.

The SearchHITs operation includes HITDetail, Minimal, and AssignmentSummary as default
response groups. You can also specify HITQuestion with SearchHITs.

CreateHIT and DisableHIT can also return additional HIT fields, but their default is Minimal.

Currently, the GetReviewableHITs operation only supports the Minimal response group. To retrieve
additional HIT data for HITs returned by this operation, use the HIT IDs in the results with GetHIT.

Sample: CreateHIT

The following example of the HIT data structure could be returned by a call to the CreateHIT
operation. CreateHIT returns an element named HIT, that represents the HIT that was created by the
call.

<HIT>
<HITId>123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE</HITId>
<HITTypeId>T100CN9P324W00EXAMPLE</HITTypeId>
<CreationTime>2005-06-30T23:59:59</CreationTime>
<HITStatus>Assignable</HITStatus>
<MaxAssignments>5</MaxAssignments>
<AutoApprovalDelayInSeconds>86400</AutoApprovalDelayInSeconds>
<LifetimeInSeconds>86400</LifetimeInSeconds>
<AssignmentDurationInSeconds>300</AssignmentDurationInSeconds>
<Reward>

<Amount>25</Amount>
<CurrencyCode>USD</CurrencyCode>
<FormattedPrice>$0.25</FormattedPrice>

</Reward>
<Title>Location and Photograph Identification</Title>
<Description>Select the image that best represents...</Description>
<Keywords>location, photograph, image, identification, opinion</Keywords>
<Question>

&lt;QuestionForm&gt;
[XML-encoded Question data]

&lt;/QuestionForm&gt;
</Question>
<QualificationRequirement>

<QualificationTypeId>789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE</QualificationTypeId>
<Comparator>GreaterThan</Comparator>
<Value>18</Value>

</QualificationRequirement>
<HITReviewStatus>NotReviewed</HITReviewStatus>

</HIT>

Elements

The HIT structure may contain the following elements.

Name Description Value

HITId
A unique identifier for the HIT. A HIT is giv-
en a HIT ID when CreateHIT is called, and
it retains that ID forever.

A valid HIT ID

HITTypeId
The ID of the HIT type of this HIT. A valid HIT type ID

CreationTime
The date and time the HIT was created. A dateTime in the Coordin-
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Name Description Value

ated Universal Time
(Greenwich Mean Time) time
zone, such as
2005-01-31T23:59:59Z

Title
The title of the HIT. A string

Description
A general description of the HIT. A string

Keywords
One or more words or phrases that describe
the HIT, separated by commas. Search terms
similar to a HIT's keywords are more likely to
have the HIT in the search results.

A string

HITStatus
The status of the HIT and its assignments.

A HIT with a status of Assignable is ready
to be found and accepted by Workers. A HIT
begins in the Assignable status, and re-
mains Assignable until MaxAssignments
assignments are in progress, or until the HIT's
LifetimeInSeconds has elapsed.

A HIT with a status of Unassignable is no
longer available to be accepted by Workers,
and has one or more assignments in progress.
A HIT remains Unassignable until all as-
signments have been submitted, returned or
abandoned.

A HIT with a status of Reviewable has sub-
mitted results for MaxAssignments assign-
ments, or the HIT's LifetimeInSeconds
has elapsed and all assignments that were in
progress have been submitted, returned or
abandoned. A Requester can retrieve all HITs
with this status using the GetReviewable-
HITs operation. When a HIT is Reviewable,
the Requester can retrieve the results, and ap-
prove or reject the assignments.

A HIT has a status of Reviewing after the
Requester calls the SetHITAsReviewing op-
eration. Only Reviewable HITs can be
moved to this status. The same operation can
move the HIT back to the Reviewing status.

A HIT has a status of Disposed after Dis-
poseHIT has been called for the HIT. Be-
cause a HIT may be removed from the system
at any time after being disposed, calling
GetHIT for a disposed HIT may return the
HIT with this status, or it may return nothing.

Assignable | Unas-
signable | Reviewable |
Reviewing | Disposed
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Name Description Value

Reward
The amount of money the Requester will pay
a user for successfully completing the HIT.

The value is a Price data structure. For more
information, see the Price Data Structure.

A Price data structure

LifetimeIn-
Seconds An amount of time after which the HIT will

no longer be available for users to accept. The
HIT becomes unavailable even if the reques-
ted number of assignments, specified by
MaxAssignments, has not yet been fulfilled.

The initial LifetimeInSeconds value is
specified as a parameter to CreateHIT.
When the HIT is created, the HIT's life be-
gins, and this value begins counting down.
When the HIT data is returned by the service,
such as from a call to GetHIT, the Life-
timeInSeconds value represents how much
time remains until the HIT expires from the
time the operation call is complete.

A number of seconds, as a
positive integer

AssignmentDura-
tionInSeconds The length of time a user has to complete the

HIT after accepting it.

If a user does not complete the assignment in
the specified duration, the assignment is con-
sidered abandoned. If the HIT is still active (it
has not expired), the assignment becomes
available for other users to find and accept.

A number of seconds, as a
positive integer

MaxAssignments
The number of times the HIT can be accepted
and completed before the HIT becomes un-
available. Each Worker can complete a HIT
only once, so multiple assignments are guar-
anteed to be completed by multiple Workers.

If not specified, the value is 1.

A positive integer

AutoAp-
provalDelayIn-
Seconds

An amount of time after an assignment for the
HIT has been submitted by the Worker after
which the results ought to automatically be
considered "approved" by the Requester.

A number of seconds, as a
positive integer

QualificationRe-
quirement A condition that a Worker's Qualifications

must meet before the Worker is allowed to ac-
cept the HIT.

The condition specifies that the Worker must
have a Qualification of a particular Qualifica-
tion type, and that its value must compare to

A Qualification requirement
data structure
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Name Description Value

the requirement's value in the specified way:
equal to, not equal to, less than, less than or
equal to, greater than or equal to, or greater
than.

A HIT may have between zero and ten Quali-
fication requirements. All requirements must
be met by a Worker's Qualifications for the
Worker to accept the HIT.

The value of this element is a Qualification
requirement data structure. For more informa-
tion, see the QualificationRequirement Data
Structure.

Question
The data the Worker completing the HIT will
use to produce the results. This value is an
XML data structure. See the QuestionForm
data structure and the ExternalQuestion data
structure for more information.

XML data for the question, a
QuestionForm data structure
or an ExternalQuestion data
structure

RequesterAnnota-
tion An arbitrary data field for use by the Re-

quester that created the HIT. This field is only
visible to the creator of the HIT.

A string

NumberOfSimilar-
HITs The number of HITs whose fields are identic-

al to this HIT, other than the Question field.
See the documentation for the CreateHIT
operation for a description of HIT similarity.

A non-negative integer

HITReviewStatus
If a HIT is submitted that violates Mechanical
Turk's policies for appropriate content, a
Mechanical Turk user can request that a HIT
be reviewed by an administrator. HITRe-
viewStatus indicates whether the HIT has
not been reviewed, has been marked for re-
view by a user, or has been reviewed by an
administrator and deemed appropriate or in-
appropriate.

NotReviewed | MarkedFor-
Review | ReviewedAppro-
priate | ReviewedInap-
propriate

NumberofAssign-
mentsPending The number of assignments for this HIT that

are currently in progress by Workers. These
assignments have been accepted by Workers,
but have not yet been submitted or returned or
abandoned.

This element is returned only if the Assign-
mentSummary response group is specified.

A non-negative integer

NumberofAssign-
mentsAvailable The number of assignments for this HIT that

are available for Workers to accept. Up to this
A non-negative integer
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Name Description Value

many Workers can accept the HIT before the
HIT expires.

This element is returned only if the Assign-
mentSummary response group is specified.

NumberofAssign-
mentsCompleted The number of assignments for this HIT that

have been submitted. This is the number of
Workers that have submitted results for this
HIT, which is also the number of result sets
that can be retrieved by calling the Ge-
tAssignmentsForHIT operation.

This element is returned only if the Assign-
mentSummary response group is specified.

A non-negative integer

Price

Description

The Price data structure represents an amount of money in a given currency.

The Price data structure is used as a parameter for the following operations:

• CreateHIT

In a call to CreateHIT, the Amount and CurrencyCode elements must be specified.
FormattedPrice is only used in responses sent by the service.

The Price data structure is used in the HIT data structure.

Sample: CreateHIT

The following example of a Price data structure could be passed in to a call to CreateHIT. CreateHIT
accepts parameters that describe the HIT being created, including the reward the Worker will be paid for
completing the HIT successfully. For CreateHIT, the parameter name is Reward, and the value is a
Price data structure.

In a SOAP request, the Price data structure is specified as the Reward parameter in XML:

<Reward>
<Amount>0.32</Amount>
<CurrencyCode>USD</CurrencyCode>

</Reward>

In a REST request, the components of the Price data structure are specified as separate parameters:

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
[...]
&Reward.1.Amount=0.32
&Reward.1.CurrencyCode=USD
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Elements

The Price structure may contain the following elements.

Name Description Value

Amount
The amount of money, as a number. The
amount is in the currency specified by the
CurrencyCode. For example, with a Cur-
rencyCode of USD, the amount will be in
United States dollars (e.g. 12.75 is $12.75
US).

A number

CurrencyCode
A code that represents the country and units
of the currency. Its value is an ISO 4217 cur-
rency code, such as USD for United States dol-
lars.

Currently, only USD is supported.

An ISO 4217 currency code,
such as USD

FormattedPrice
A textual representation of the price, using
symbols and formatting appropriate for the
currency. Symbols are represented using the
Unicode character set.

You do not need to specify Formatted-
Price in a request. It is only provided by the
service in responses, as a convenience to your
application.

A string

QualificationRequest

Description

The QualificationRequest data structure represents a request a user has made for a Qualification.

The QualificationRequest data structure is used as a response element for the following operations:

• GetQualificationRequests

Sample: GetQualificationRequests

The following example of a QualificationRequest data structure could be returned by the
GetQualificationRequests operation. This operation returns the requests for Qualifications of a
Qualification type to the author of the type. The author will use these Qualification requests to grant the
Qualifications using the GrantQualification operation.

<QualificationRequest>
<QualificationRequestId>789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE951RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE</Qualificati
onRequestId>

<QualificationTypeId>789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE</QualificationTypeId>
<SubjectId>AZ3456EXAMPLE</SubjectId>
<Test>
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&lt;QuestionForm&gt;
[XML-encoded question data]

&lt;/QuestionForm&gt;
</Test>
<Answer>

&lt;QuestionFormAnswers&gt;
[XML-encoded answer data]

&lt;/QuestionFormAnswers&gt;
</Answer>
<SubmitTime>2005-12-01T23:59:59Z</SubmitTime>

</QualificationRequest>

Elements

The QualificationRequest structure may contain the following elements.

Name Description Value

QualificationRe-
questId The ID of the Qualification request, a unique

identifier generated when the request was
submitted. The Qualification type author re-
trieves these IDs using the GetQualifica-
tionRequests operation.

A valid Qualification request
ID

Qualification-
TypeId The ID of the Qualification type the user is

requesting, as returned by CreateQuali-
ficationType.

A valid Qualification type ID

SubjectId
The ID of the user requesting the Qualifica-
tion. This ID corresponds to the WorkerId
returned with assignment results when the
user performs a HIT.

A valid user ID

Test
The contents of the Qualification test that was
presented to the user, if the type has a test and
the user has submitted answers. This value is
identical to the QuestionForm associated with
the Qualification type at the time the user re-
quests the Qualification.

A Qualification request includes a copy of the
test as it appeared at the time the Qualifica-
tion was requested. The test for a Qualifica-
tion type can be changed at any time (using
the UpdateQualificationType operation),
so this allows you to know for sure which test
the user saw.

This value is an XML data structure. See the
QuestionForm data structure for more inform-
ation.

XML data for the answer, a
QuestionForm data structure

Answer
The user's answers for the Qualification type's
test, if the type has a test and the user has sub-
mitted answers.

XML data for the answer, a
QuestionFormAnswers data
structure
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Name Description Value

This value is an XML data structure. See the
QuestionFormAnswers data structure for
more information.

SubmitTime
The date and time the Qualification request
had a status of Submitted.

This is either the time the user submitted an-
swers for a Qualification test, or the time the
user requested the Qualification if the Quali-
fication type does not have a test.

A dateTime in the Coordin-
ated Universal Time
(Greenwich Mean Time) time
zone, such as
2005-01-31T23:59:59Z

QualificationRequirement

Description

The QualificationRequirement data structure describes a Qualification a Worker must have before the
Worker is allowed to accept a HIT. A requirement may optionally state that a Worker must have the
Qualification to preview the HIT's question data.

The QualificationRequirement data structure is used as a parameter for the following operations:

• CreateHIT

• RegisterHITType

The QualificationRequirement data structure is used in the HIT data structure.

Custom Qualifications and System Qualifications

A Qualfication requirement can be based on a Qualification you assign to Workers. You create the type
using the CreateQualificationType operation, then grant requests for the Qualification
automatically using a Qualification test and answer key submitted with the Qualification type, or
manually with the GrantQualification operation. CreateQualificationType returns a
QualificationTypeId, which you can use with the QualificationRequirement data structure to
identify the type of Qualification the Worker is required to have to accept a HIT. Either the Qualification
test or your call to GrantQualification determines a Qualification value, which is compared to the
requirement in the HIT to determine the Worker's eligibility.

Mechanical Turk supplies several values of its own that describe a Worker's account activity. These
values can also be used as Qualification requirements for your HITs. Every Worker has a value for each
system Qualification, and these values are updated continuously as the Worker uses the system.

To include a requirement for a system-assigned Qualification, use the Qualification type ID that
corresponds to the value you wish to use. The following system Qualification types are available:

Name QualificationTypeId Description

Work-
er_PercentAssignmentsSub
mitted

00000000000000000000
The percentage of assignments the Worker
has submitted, over all assignments the
Worker has accepted. The value is an in-
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Name QualificationTypeId Description

teger between 0 and 100.

Work-
er_PercentAssignmentsAba
ndoned

00000000000000000070
The percentage of assignments the Worker
has abandoned (allowed the deadline to
elapse), over all assignments the Worker
has accepted. The value is an integer
between 0 and 100.

Work-
er_PercentAssignmentsRet
urned

000000000000000000E0
The percentage of assignments the Worker
has returned, over all assignments the
Worker has accepted. The value is an in-
teger between 0 and 100.

Work-
er_PercentAssignmentsApp
roved

000000000000000000L0
The percentage of assignments the Worker
has submitted that were subsequently ap-
proved by the Requester, over all assign-
ments the Worker has submitted. The
value is an integer between 0 and 100.

Work-
er_PercentAssignmentsRej
ected

000000000000000000S0
The percentage of assignments the Worker
has submitted that were subsequently re-
jected by the Requester, over all assign-
ments the Worker has submitted. The
value is an integer between 0 and 100.

Worker_Locale 00000000000000000071
The location of the Worker, as specified in
the Worker's mailing address. See below
for more information about the locale
Qualification.

The Locale Qualification

You can create a Qualification requirement based on the Worker's location. The Worker's location is
specified by the Worker to Mechanical Turk when the Worker creates his account.

To create a Qualification requirement based on the Worker's location, specify:

• a QualificationTypeId of 00000000000000000071

• a Comparator of EqualTo or NotEqualTo

• a LocaleValue data structure that corresponds to the desired locale

The LocaleValue data structure contains a Country value, which is specified as an ISO 3166 country
code. For example, the code "US" refers to the United States of America, as in the following locale data
structure:

<LocaleValue>
<Country>US</Country>

</LocaleValue>
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Note

Currently, a locale Qualification requirement can only be based on the Worker's country. A
future version of the API may allow you to create Qualification requirements using other
aspects of the Worker's location.

Note

Because a Worker must meet all of a HIT's Qualification requirements to qualify for the HIT,
you cannot specify more than one locale Qualification requirement. There is no way to allow
Workers of different locales to qualify for a single HIT.

Sample: CreateHIT

The following example of a QualificationRequirement data structure could be passed in to a call to
CreateHIT. CreateHIT accepts parameters that describe the HIT being created, including one or more
Qualification requirements.

In a SOAP request, the QualificationRequirement data structure is specified as the
QualificationRequirement parameter in XML:

<QualificationRequirement>
<QualificationTypeId>789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE</QualificationTypeId>
<Comparator>GreaterThan</Comparator>
<IntegerValue>18</IntegerValue>

</QualificationRequirement>

In a REST request, the components of the QualificationRequirement data structure are specified as
separate parameters. To specify more than one QualificationRequirement in a REST request,
increment the sequence number in the parameter name for each value:

ht-
tp://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?Service=AWSMechanicalTurkRequester
[...]
&QualificationRequirement.1.QualificationTypeId=789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE
&QualificationRequirement.1.Comparator=GreaterThan
&QualificationRequirement.1.IntegerValue=18
&QualificationRequirement.2.QualificationTypeId=237HSIANVCI00EXAMPLE
&QualificationRequirement.2.Comparator=EqualTo
&QualificationRequirement.2.IntegerValue=1

Elements

The QualificationRequirement structure may contain the following elements.

Name Description Value

Qualification-
TypeId The ID of the Qualification type for the re-

quirement.
A valid QualificationType ID

Comparator
The kind of comparison to make against a
Qualification's value.

Two values can be compared to see if one
value is LessThan, LessThanOrEqualTo,
GreaterThan, GreaterThanOrEqualTo,
EqualTo, or NotEqualTo the other.

LessThan | LessThanOrE-
qualTo | GreaterThan |
GreaterThanOrEqualTo |
EqualTo | NotEqualTo |
Exists
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Name Description Value

A Qualification requirement can also test if a
Qualification Exists in the user's profile, re-
gardless of its value.

IntegerValue
The integer value to compare against the
Qualification's value.

IntegerValue must not be present if Com-
parator is Exists.

IntegerValue can only be used if the Quali-
fication type has an integer value (i.e. not
with the locale Qualification).

An integer

LocaleValue
The locale value to compare against the Qual-
ification's value, if the Qualification being
compared is the locale Qualification.

LocaleValue can only be used with the
EqualTo and NotEqualTo comparators.

LocaleValue can only be used if the Quali-
fication type has a locale value (i.e. the locale
Qualification).

A locale data structure. (See
above.)

RequiredTo-
Preview If true, the question data for the HIT will not

be shown when a Worker whose Qualifica-
tions do not meet this requirement tries to pre-
view the HIT. That is, a Worker's Qualifica-
tions must meet all of the requirements for
which RequiredToPreview is true in or-
der to preview the HIT.

If a Worker meets all of the requirements
where RequiredToPreview is true (or if
there are no such requirements), but does not
meet all of the requirements for the HIT, the
Worker will be allowed to preview the HIT's
question data, but will not be allowed to ac-
cept and complete the HIT.

The default is false.

A Boolean value, true or
false

QualificationType

Description

The QualificationType data structure represents a Qualification type, a description of a property of a
Worker that must match the requirements of a HIT for the Worker to be able to accept the HIT. The type
also describes how a Worker can obtain a Qualification of that type, such as through a Qualification test.
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The QualificationType data structure is used as a response element for the following operations:

• CreateQualificationType

• GetQualificationType

• SearchQualificationTypes

• UpdateQualificationType

Sample: GetQualificationType

The following example of the QualificationType data structure could be returned by a call to the
GetQualificationType operation. GetQualificationType returns a
GetQualificationTypeResult element, which contains a QualificationType element.

<QualificationType>
<QualificationTypeId>789RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE</QualificationTypeId>
<CreationTime>2005-01-31T23:59:59Z</CreationTime>
<Name>EnglishWritingAbility</Name>
<Description>The ability to write and edit text...</Description>
<Keywords>English, text, write, edit, language</Keywords>
<QualificationTypeStatus>Active</QualificationTypeStatus>
<RetryDelayInSeconds>86400</RetryDelayInSeconds>
<IsRequestable>true</IsRequestable>

</QualificationType>

Elements

The QualificationType structure may contain the following elements.

Name Description Value

Qualification-
TypeId A unique identifier for the Qualification type.

A Qualification type is given a Qualification
type ID when CreateQualificationType
is called, and it retains that ID forever.

A valid Qualification type ID

CreationTime
The date and time the Qualification type was
created.

A dateTime in the Coordin-
ated Universal Time
(Greenwich Mean Time) time
zone, such as
2005-01-31T23:59:59Z

Name
The name of the Qualification type. The type
name is used to identify the type, and to find
the type using a Qualification type search.

A string

Description
A long description for the Qualification type. A string

Keywords
One or more words or phrases that describe
the Qualification type, separated by commas.
A type's Keywords make the type easier to
find using a search.

A string

Qualification-
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Name Description Value

TypeStatus
The status of the Qualification type. A Quali-
fication type's status determines if users can
apply to receive a Qualification of this type,
and if HITs can be created with requirements
based on this type.

If a Qualification type is Active, a user may
take a Qualification test to receive the Quali-
fication, and HITs may include requirements
based on the type. If the Qualification-
TypeStatus is Inactive, users may not ap-
ply for the Qualification, and newly created
HITs may not use the type for their require-
ments. If a type becomes Inactive, HITs
created while the type was Active and have
not yet expired may continue to be accepted
by Workers whose Qualifications meet the re-
quirements.

Active | Inactive

RetryDelayIn-
Seconds An amount of time a user must wait after tak-

ing the Qualification test before the user can
take it again. A user may wish to take a Qual-
ification test multiple times if the user was not
granted the Qualification from a previous at-
tempt, or if the test offers a gradient score and
the user would like a better score.

If RetryDelayInSeconds is not specified,
then retries are disabled. A user may only re-
quest a Qualification of this type once, even if
they have not been granted the Qualification.

A number of seconds, as a
positive integer

Test
The questions for a Qualification test associ-
ated with this Qualification type that a user
can take to obtain a Qualification of this type.

This value is an XML data structure. See the
QuestionForm data structure for more inform-
ation. (Note: A Qualification test cannot use
an "external question" like a HIT can.)

XML data for the Qualifica-
tion test, a QuestionForm data
structure

TestDurationIn-
Seconds An amount of time a user has from requesting

the Qualification to complete the Qualifica-
tion test. If the user does not submit test an-
swers before this duration has elapsed after
requesting the Qualification, the user must
wait for the RetryDelayInSeconds to
elapse before requesting the Qualification
again. If retries are disabled and the duration
elapses, the user will not be able to request
the Qualification again, nor will the user be
able to submit test answers for the request.

A number of seconds, as a
positive integer
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Name Description Value

AnswerKey
The answers to the Qualification test specified
in the Test parameter.

If an answer key is provided for a test, Mech-
anical Turk will process requests for the
Qualification automatically, assigning the
user a Qualification with a value that corres-
ponds to the percentage of answers that match
the answer key.

This value is an XML data structure. See the
AnswerKey data structure for more informa-
tion.

The answer key is optional. If an answer key
is not provided with a test, Qualification re-
quests must be processed manually by the
Qualification author. The user's test answers
will be included in the response from the
GetQualificationRequests operation.

Test must be specified if AnswerKey is
present.

XML data for the answer key,
an AnswerKey data structure

IsRequestable
This will be true if the Qualification type is
one a user can request through the Mechanic-
al Turk web site, such as by taking a Qualific-
ation test. This will be false for Qualifica-
tions assigned automatically by the system.

A Boolean, true or false

Notification

Description

The Notification data structure describes a HIT event notification for a HIT type. If a HIT type has a
notification specification for a kind of event, when a HIT of the type has the specified event, Mechanical
Turk sends a notification message according to the specification.

The specification includes the types of events being watched, the e-mail address or HTTP URL of the
destination of the message, which transport to use (e-mail, SOAP or REST), and which version of the
notification message schemas to use (for SOAP and REST messages).

The Notification data structure is used as a parameter for the following operations:

• SetHITTypeNotification

• SendTestEventNotification

Example

The following example notification specification says that when a HIT (of the HIT type whose
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notifications specification this is) has an assignment returned or abandoned by a Worker, the web
service application at the given URL should be notified with a REST-style web service call, using the
2006-06-20 version of the notification message schema.

<Notification>
<Destination>http://example.com:8080/mt/notifications.cgi</Destination>
<Transport>REST</Transport>
<Version>2006-06-20</Version>
<EventType>AssignmentAbandoned</EventType>
<EventType>AssignmentReturned</EventType>

</Notification>

Elements

The Notification structure may contain the following elements. When the structure is used in a request,
elements described as "required" must be included for the request to succeed.

Name Description Type Value

Destination
The destination for notification mes-
sages. For e-mail notifications, this is
an e-mail address. For web service
(SOAP or REST) notifications, this is
the URL end point for your applica-
tion's notification receptor.

Required
For e-mail notifications,
a valid e-mail address.
For SOAP or REST noti-
fications, a valid HTTP
URL.

Transport
The method Mechanical Turk will use
to send the notification.

For Email, Destination is expected
to be an e-mail address. For SOAP or
REST, Destination is expected to be
the URL of your application.

Required
Email | SOAP | REST

Version
The version of the notification WSDL/
schema to use for SOAP or REST noti-
fications. For more information about
schema versions, see Elements of a
Notification Message.

Required
A version identifier

EventType
The events that should cause notifica-
tions to be sent.

Multiple event types can be specified
by repeating the EventType element.

The Ping event type only applies to
the SendTestEventNotification
operation. It is not a valid event type
for a notification specification associ-
ated with a HIT type.

Required
AssignmentAccepted |
AssignmentAbandoned
| AssignmentReturned
| AssignmentSubmit-
ted | HITReviewable |
HITExpired | Ping
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Question and Answer Data
The questions and answers that Mechanical Turk passes between Requesters and Workers are XML
documents that conform to schemas. These documents are passed to the service and returned by the
service as parameter values.

• Using XML Parameter Values

• QuestionForm

• Formatted Content: XHTML

• QuestionFormAnswers

• AnswerKey

• ExternalQuestion

Using XML Parameter Values

The QuestionForm, QuestionFormAnswers, and AnswerKey data structures are used as parameter
values in service requests, and as return values in service resposnes. Unlike other data structures
described in this API reference, these XML structures are not part of the service API directly, but rather
are used as string values going in and out of the service. This article describes the encoding methods
needed to use XML data as parameter and return values.

XML Data as a Parameter

For SOAP requests, XML data in a parameter value must appear in the request XML escaped. Characters
that are part of XML syntax, such as ampersands (&) and angle brackets (<>), must be replaced with the
corresponding XML character entities in the parameter value. Most SOAP toolkits will automatically
escape data set as the string value of the parameter.

The following is a fragment of a QuestionForm data structure, escaped with XML character entities:

&lt;QuestionForm xmlns="..."&gt;
&lt;Overview&gt;

&lt;Text&gt;
Musicals by Rodgers &amp;amp; Hart...

&lt;/Text&gt;
&lt;Overview&gt;
...

&lt;/QuestionForm&gt;

For REST requests, the data must be URL encoded to appear as a single parameter value in the request.
(This is true for all REST parameter values.) Characters that are part of URL syntax, such as question
marks (?) and ampersands (&), must be replaced with the corresponding URL character codes.

Note

XML data in REST requests should only be URL encoded, not XML escaped.

In service responses, this data will be XML escaped.

Namespaces for XML Parameter Values

XML data in parameter values must have a namespace specified for all elements. The easiest way to do
this is to include an xmlns attribute in the root element equal to the appropriate namespace.
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The namespace for a QuestionForm, QuestionFormAnswers, or AnswerKey element is identical to
the URL of the corresponding schema document, including the version date. While XML namespaces
need not be URLs according to the XML specification, this convention ensures that the consumer of the
value knows which version of the schema is being used for the data.

For the locations of the schema documents, as well as instructions on how to include the version date in
the URL, see WSDL and Schema Locations.

QuestionForm

Description

The QuestionForm data format describes one or more "questions" for a HIT, or for a Qualification test.
It contains instructions and data to be used in answering the questions, and a set of one or more form
fields, which are rendered as a web form for a Worker to fill out and submit.

Tip

For information about creating HITs that use your own web site in a frame instead of questions,
see the ExternalQuestion data structure.

A QuestionForm is a string value that consists of XML data. The XML data must conform to the
QuestionForm schema. See WSDL and Schema Locations for the location of this schema. For more
information about using XML data as a parameter or return value, see Using XML Parameter Values.

Note

The "answer specification" for a question influences how the Worker sees the question at the
Mechanical Turk web site. It also tells Mechanical Turk to perform some validation of the data
submitted via the web form. Neither the requested display nor validation of the answers are
guaranteed by the Mechanical Turk Service. When your application retrieves the answer data, it
should check that the data sufficiently answers the question.

The QuestionForm data structure is used as a parameter value for the following operations:

• CreateHIT

• CreateQualificationType

The QuestionForm data structure is a value in a HIT data structure, and a value in a QualificationType
data structure.

All elements in a QuestionForm belong to a namespace whose name is identical to the URL of the
QuestionForm schema document for the version of the API you are using.

The Structure of a QuestionForm

The top-most element of a QuestionForm data structure is a QuestionForm element. The element
contains an optional Overview element, and one or more Question elements.

<QuestionForm xmlns="[the QuestionForm schema URL]">
<Overview>

[...]
</Overview>
<Question>

[...]
</Question>
<Question>
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[...]
</Question>
[...]

</QuestionForm>

The Overview element describes instructions and information presented separately from the set of
questions. It can contain any kind of informational content, as described below. If omitted, no overview
text will be displayed above the questions.

Each Question element can contain the following elements:

Name Description Type Value

QuestionIden-
tifier An identifier for the question. This

identifier is used to associate the
Worker's answers with the question in
the answer data.

Required
An alphanumeric string

DisplayName
A name for the question, displayed as a
prominent heading. It is optional.

Optional
A string

IsRequired
This is true if the Worker must
provide an answer for this question to
successfully submit the form. If not
specified, the default is false.

Optional
A Boolean value, either
true or false

QuestionCon-
tent The instructions and data specific to

this question, such as the text of the
question. It can contain any kind of in-
formational content, as described be-
low.

Required
A content structure, as
described below

AnswerSpe-
cification A structure describing the field type

and possible values for the answer to
this question. This controls how the
form field is rendered, and describes
which values are valid answers for this
question.

Required
An answer specification
structure, as described
below

For example:

<Question>
<QuestionIdentifier>my_question_id</QuestionIdentifier>
<DisplayName>My Question</DisplayName>
<IsRequired>true</IsRequired>
<QuestionContent>
[...]

</QuestionContent>
<AnswerSpecification>
[...]

</AnswerSpecification>
</Question>

The Structure of Content
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The Overview element and the QuestionContent elements of a QuestionForm can contain
information of several kinds. For example, you might include a paragraph of text and an image in your
HIT's overview.

Each kind of information is specified with a corresponding element. These elements can appear in any
number, in any order. The content elements are rendered in the order they appear in the containing
element.

The following kinds of information can be included in content:

• Title, a text heading

• Text, a paragraph of text

• List, a bulleted list

• Binary, either a static image, an audio clip, or a video clip

• Application, either a Java applet or a Flash movie

• FormattedContent, text with detailed formatting information specified using XHTML tags

Title

A Title element specifies a string to be rendered as a title or heading.

<Title>The Next Move</Title>

Text

A Text element specifies a block of text to be rendered as a paragraph. Only plain text is allowed.
HTML is not allowed. If HTML characters (such as angle brackets) are included in the data, they will be
displayed as is in the web form.

<Text>What is the best next move for "X" in this game of Tic-Tac-Toe?</Text>

List

A List element displays a bulleted list of items. Items are specified using one or more ListItem
elements inside the List, each of which can contain text.

<List>
<ListItem>It must be a valid move.</ListItem>
<ListItem>"X" cannot resign.</ListItem>

</List>

Binary

A Binary element specifies non-textual data of some kind, such as an image, audio or video. It contains
a MimeType element, a DataURL element, and a AltText element.

MimeType element specifies the type of the data, using Type and SubType elements. The supported
types are image, audio, and video. SubType specifies the format of the item, such as gif.

The data itself is specified with a DataURL element, which contains a valid HTTP URL that refers to the
data.

Finally, a AltText element specifies what text should appear if the data cannot be rendered in the
browser.
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<Binary>
<MimeType>

<Type>image</Type>
<SubType>gif</SubType>

</MimeType>
<DataURL>http://tictactoe.amazon.com/game/01523/board.gif</DataURL>
<AltText>The game board, with "X" to move.</AltText>

</Binary>

Application

An Application element specifies an embedded application, such as a Java applet or a Flash movie. It
contains either a JavaApplet element or a Flash element.

You can specify zero or more parameters to pass to your Java applet or Flash application when it is
opened in the web page. For a HIT, in addition to the parameters you specify, Mechanical Turk will
include two parameters specific to the HIT: a hitId parameter, equal to the ID of the HIT, and
assignmentId, equal to the ID of the assignment if the Worker has accepted the HIT, or equal to
ASSIGNMENT_ID_NOT_AVAILABLE if the Worker is only previewing the HIT.

JavaApplet includes the following elements:

• AppletPath, the URL path to the directory that contains Java classes for the applet.

• AppletFilename, the name of the class file containing the applet code, which is located in the path
specified by AppletPath

• Width and Height, the size of the bounding box for the applet

• zero or more ApplicationParameter elements, each containing a Name and a Value, as
parameters to be passed to the applet when it starts up

Flash includes the following elements:

• FlashMovieURL, the URL of the Flash movie file

• Width and Height, the size of the bounding box for the Flash movie

• zero or more ApplicationParameter elements, each containing a Name and a Value, as
parameters to be passed to the Flash movie when it starts up

<Application>
<JavaApplet>

<AppletPath>http://tictactoe.amazon.com/applets/</AppletPath>
<AppletFilename>GameViewer.class</AppletFilename>
<Width>400</Width>
<Height>300</Height>
<ApplicationParameter>
<Name>game_id<Name>
<Value>01523</Value>

</ApplicationParameter>
</JavaApplet>

</Application>

FormattedContent

For finer control over the display of your HIT information, you can specify a FormattedContent
element. Formatted content is a block of text with formatting information specified using XHTML tags.
For example, you can use XHTML tags to specify that certain words appear in a boldface font, or to
include a table in your HIT information.

Only a limited subset of XHTML is supported. For more information on the creating and validating
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XHTML formatted content, see Formatted Content: XHTML.

The value of the FormattedContent element must be specified as an XML CDATA block. CDATA
tells the web service that the XHTML elements are not part of the QuestionForm data schema. For
example, the following describes a paragraph of formatted text:

<FormattedContent><![CDATA[
<p>This is a paragraph with <b>bold text,</b>
<i>italic text,</i> and <b><i>bold italic text</i></b>.</p>

]]></FormattedContent>

The Answer Specification

The AnswerSpecification element describes the format and possible values for answers to a
question. It contains either a FreeTextAnswer element, which describes a text field, or a
SelectionAnswer element, which describes a multiple choice field.

FreeTextAnswer

A FreeTextAnswer describes a text field, and constraints on its possible values. It contains an optional
Constraints element, an optional DefaultText element, and an optional
NumberOfLinesSuggestion element.

Note

A Qualification test that is to be graded automatically using an answer key cannot have any
free-text questions. An answer key can only match multiple-choice questions, and cannot match
free-text fields.

The optional Constraints element describes constraints on the possible values that are accepted in the
text field. The mechanism presenting the question to the Worker (such as the Mechanical Turk web site)
may use these constraints to render the question and validate the answer, though this is not guaranteed.

If the Constraints element contains an IsNumeric element, then the value the Worker enters must be
a number. IsNumeric is an empty element with two optional attributes: minValue specifies a
minimum number value, and maxValue specifies a maximum.

If the Constraints element contains a Length element, then the value the Worker enters must be of a
length within the given range. Length is an empty element with two optional attributes: minLength
specifies a minimum number of characters, and maxLength specifies a maximum.

If no constraints are specified, any value is accepted for the field.

An optional DefaultText element specifies a default value for the field. This value appears in the form
when it is rendered, and is accepted as the answer if the Worker does not change it. The default is an
empty value.

An optional NumberOfLinesSuggestion element specifies how tall the form field should be, if
possible. The field may or may not be rendered as a text box with this many lines, depending on the
device the Worker is using to see the form. The default is a one-line text box.

<FreeTextAnswer>
<Constraints>

<Length minLength="2" maxLength="2" />
</Constraints>
<DefaultText>C1</DefaultText>

</FreeTextAnswer>
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SelectionAnswer

A SelectionAnswer describes a multiple-choice question. The Worker can select zero, one or
multiple items from a set list as the answer to the question. SelectionAnswer contains optional
MinSelectionCount and MaxSelectionCount elements to restrict the number of options that make
up a valid answer, an optional StyleSuggestion element to recommend a particular kind of
multiple-choice display, and a Selections element that lists the options.

Optional MinSelectionCount and MaxSelectionCount elements specify a minimum number of
selections, and a maximum number of selections, respectively. MinSelectionCount can be from 0 up
to the number of selections, and defaults to 1. MaxSelectionCount can be from 1 up to the number of
selections, and defaults to 1.

An optional StyleSuggestion element specifies what style of multiple-choice form field to use when
displaying the question to the Worker. The styles radiobutton and dropdown can be used if
MaxSelectionCount is 1 (the default), as they restrict the user to selecting zero or one items from the
list. The styles checkbox, list, combobox, and multichooser allow for multiple selections, though
they can also be restricted using MaxSelectionCount. The field may or may not use the suggested
style, depending on the device the Worker is using to see the form.

The Selections element contains one or more Selection elements, one for each possible answer in
the set. A Selection element contains an SelectionIdentifier, a unique alphanumeric string that
will be in the answer data if this selection is chosen, and either a Text element or a Binary element
containing the content of the option. Text specifies a string, and Binary specifies binary data. See the
explanation of content, above, for more information on the Binary element.

A Selections element may optionally contain an OtherSelection element, which specifies a text
field to display below the selection list, allowing the Worker to enter an alternate answer that does not
appear in the list of selections. The contents of OtherSelection are similar to FreeTextAnswer,
described above.

Note

A Qualification test that is to be graded automatically using an answer key cannot have an
OtherSelection field for a multiple choice question. An answer key can only match
multiple-choice questions, and cannot match free-text fields.

<SelectionAnswer>
<StyleSuggestion>radiobutton</StyleSuggestion>
<Selections>

<Selection>
<SelectionIdentifier>C1</SelectionIdentifier>
<Text>C1 (northeast)</Text>

</Selection>
<Selection>
<SelectionIdentifier>C2</SelectionIdentifier>
<Text>C2 (east)</Text>

</Selection>
<Selection>
<SelectionIdentifier>A3</SelectionIdentifier>
<Text>A3 (southwest)</Text>

</Selection>
<Selection>
<SelectionIdentifier>C3</SelectionIdentifier>
<Text>C3 (southeast)</Text>

</Selection>
</Selections>

</SelectionAnswer>

Example
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The following is an example of a complete QuestionForm data structure. Remember that to pass this
structure in as a value of a parameter to an operation, XML characters must be escaped as character
entities. (See Using XML Parameter Values for more information.)

<QuestionForm xmlns="[the QuestionForm schema URL]">
<Overview>

<Title>Game 01523, "X" to play</Title>
<Text>
You are helping to decide the next move in a game of Tic-Tac-Toe. The

board looks like this:
</Text>
<Binary>
<MimeType>

<Type>image</Type>
<SubType>gif</SubType>

</MimeType>
<DataURL>http://tictactoe.amazon.com/game/01523/board.gif</DataURL>
<AltText>The game board, with "X" to move.</AltText>

</Binary>
<Text>
Player "X" has the next move.

</Text>
</Overview>
<Question>

<QuestionIdentifier>nextmove</QuestionIdentifier>
<DisplayName>The Next Move</DisplayName>
<IsRequired>true</IsRequired>
<QuestionContent>
<Text>

What are the coordinates of the best move for player "X" in this
game?

</Text>
</QuestionContent>
<AnswerSpecification>
<FreeTextAnswer>

<Constraints>
<Length minLength="2" maxLength="2" />

</Constraints>
<DefaultText>C1</DefaultText>

</FreeTextAnswer>
</AnswerSpecification>

</Question>
<Question>

<QuestionIdentifier>likelytowin</QuestionIdentifier>
<DisplayName>The Next Move</DisplayName>
<IsRequired>true</IsRequired>
<QuestionContent>
<Text>

How likely is it that player "X" will win this game?
</Text>

</QuestionContent>
<AnswerSpecification>
<SelectionAnswer>

<StyleSuggestion>radiobutton</StyleSuggestion>
<Selections>

<Selection>
<SelectionIdentifier>notlikely</SelectionIdentifier>
<Text>Not likely</Text>

</Selection>
<Selection>

<SelectionIdentifier>unsure</SelectionIdentifier>
<Text>It could go either way</Text>

</Selection>
<Selection>

<SelectionIdentifier>likely</SelectionIdentifier>
<Text>Likely</Text>

</Selection>
</Selections>

</SelectionAnswer>
</AnswerSpecification>
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</Question>
</QuestionForm>

Formatted Content: XHTML

When you create a HIT or a Qualification test, you can include various kinds of content to be displayed
to the Worker on the Amazon Mechanical Turk web site, such as text (titles, paragraphs, lists), media
(pictures, audio, video) and browser applets (Java or Flash).

You can also include blocks of formatted content. Formatted content lets you include XHTML tags
directly in your instructions and your questions for detailed control over the appearance and layout of
your data.

You include a block of formatted content by specifying a FormattedContent element in the
appropriate place in your QuestionForm data structure. You can specify any number of
FormattedContent elements in content, and you can mix them with other kinds of content.

The following example uses other content types (Title, Text) along with FormattedContent to
include a table in a HIT:

<Text>
This HIT asks you some questions about a game of Tic-Tac-Toe
currently in progress. Your answers will help decide the next move.

</Text>
<Title>The Current Board</Title>
<Text>

The following table shows the board as it currently stands.
</Text>
<FormattedContent><![CDATA[
<p align="center">
<table border="1">

<tr>
<td></td>
<td align="center">1</td>
<td align="center">2</td>
<td align="center">3</td>

</tr>
<tr>

<td align="right">A</td>
<td align="center"><b>X</b></td>
<td align="center">&nbsp;</td>
<td align="center"><b>O</b></td>

</tr>
<tr>

<td align="right">B</td>
<td align="center">&nbsp;</td>
<td align="center"><b>O</b></td>
<td align="center">&nbsp;</td>

</tr>
<tr>

<td align="right">C</td>
<td align="center">&nbsp;</td>
<td align="center">&nbsp;</td>
<td align="center"><b>X</b></td>

</tr>
<tr>

<td align="center" colspan="4">It is <b>X</b>'s turn.</td>
</tr>

</table>
</p>
]]></FormattedContent>

For more information about describing the contents of a HIT or Qualification test, see the QuestionForm
data structure.
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Using Formatted Content

As you can see in the example above, formatted content is specified in an XML CDATA block, inside a
FormattedContent element. The CDATA block contains the text and XHTML markup to display in
the Worker's browser.

Only a subset of the XHTML standard is supported. For a complete list of supported XHTML elements
and attributes, see the table below. In particular, JavaScript, element IDs, class and style attributes,
and <div> and <span> elements are not allowed.

XML comments (<!-- ... -->) are not allowed in formatted content blocks.

Every XHTML tag in the CDATA block must be closed before the end of the block. For example, if you
start an XHTML paragraph with a <p> tag, you must end it with a </p> tag within the same
FormattedContent block.

Note

The tag closure requirement means you cannot open an XHTML tag in one
FormattedContent block and close it in another. There is no way to "wrap" other kinds of
question form content in XHTML. FormattedContent blocks must be self-contained.

XHTML tags must be nested properly. When tags are used inside other tags, the inner-most tags must be
closed before outer tags are closed. For example, to specify that some text should appear in bold italics,
you would use the <b> and <i> tags as follows:

<b><i>This text appears bold italic.</i></b>

But the following would not be valid, because the closing </b> tag appears before the closing </i> tag:

<b><i>These tags don't nest properly!</b></i>

Finally, formatted content must meet other requirements to validate against the XHTML schema. For
instance, tag names and attribute names must be all lowercase letters, and attribute values must be
surrounded by quotes.

For details on how Amazon Mechanical Turk validates XHTML formatted content blocks, see "How
XHTML Formatted Content Is Validated," below.

Supported XHTML Tags

FormattedContent supports a limited subset of the XHTML 1.0 ("transitional") standard. The
complete list of supported tags and attributes appears in the table below. Notable differences with the
standard include:

• JavaScript is not allowed. The <script> tag is not supported, and anchors (<a>) and images (<img>)
cannot use javascript: targets in URLs.

• CSS is not allowed. The <style> tag is not supported, and the class and style attributes are not
supported. The id attribute is also not supported.

• XML comments (<!-- ... -->) are not supported.

• URL methods in anchor targets and image locations are limited to the following: http://
https:// ftp:// news:// nntp:// mailto:// gopher:// telnet://

Other things to note with regards to supported tags and attributes:
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• In addition to the attributes listed, the title attribute is supported for all tags, and the dir and lang
attributes are supported for all tags except <br>.

• The alt attribute is required for <area> and <img> tags.

• <img> tags also require a src attribute.

• <map> tags require a name attribute.

The following table lists the supported tags and attributes:

Tag Attributes

a accesskey charset coords href hreflang name rel rev
shape tabindex target type

area alt coords href nohref shape target

b

big

blockquote cite

br

center

cite

code

col align char charoff span valign width

colgroup align char charoff span valign width

dd

del cite datetime

dl

em

font color face size

h1 align

h2 align

h3 align

h4 align

h5 align

h6 align

hr align noshade size width

i

img align alt border height hspace ismap longdesc src usemap
vspace width

ins cite datetime
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Tag Attributes

li type value

map name

ol compact start type

p align

pre width

q cite

small

strong

sub

sup

table align bgcolor border cellpadding cellspacing frame rules
summary width

tbody align char charoff valign

td abbr align axis bgcolor char charoff colspan headers
height nowrap rowspan scope valign width

tfoot align char charoff valign

th abbr align axis bgcolor char charoff colspan headers
height nowrap rowspan scope valign width

thead align char charoff valign

tr align bgcolor char charoff valign

u

ul compact type

How XHTML Formatted Content Is Validated

When you create a HIT or a Qualification test whose content uses FormattedContent, Amazon
Mechanical Turk attempts to validate the formatted content blocks against a schema. If the formatted
content does not validate against the schema, the operation call will fail and return an error.

To validate the formatted content, Mechanical Turk takes the contents of the FormattedContent
element (the text and markup inside the CDATA), then constructs an XML document with an
appropriate XML header, <FormattedContent> as the root element, and the text and markup as the
element's contents (without the CDATA). This document is then validated against a schema.

For example, consider the following FormattedContent block:

...
<FormattedContent><![CDATA[

I absolutely <i>love</i> chocolate ice cream!
]]></FormattedContent>
...
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To validate this block, Mechanical Turk produces the following XML document:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<FormattedContent xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

I absolutely <i>love</i> chocolate ice cream!
</FormattedContent>

The schema used for validation is called FormattedContentXHTMLSubset.xsd. For information on
how to download this schema, see WSDL and Schema Locations.

You do not need to specify the namespace of the XHTML tags in your formatted content. This is
assumed automatically during validation.

QuestionFormAnswers

Description

The QuestionFormAnswers data format describes answers submitted by a Worker for a HIT, or for a
Qualification test.

A QuestionFormAnswers data structure is a string value that consists of XML data. The XML data
must conform to the QuestionForm schema. See WSDL and Schema Locations for the location of this
schema. For more information about using XML data as parameter or return value, see Using XML
Parameter Values.

Note

Answer data is not guaranteed by the Mechanical Turk Service to conform to the answer
specifications described in a QuestionForm. MTS only guarantees that answer data returned by
the service will conform to the QuestionFormAnswers schema. Your application should
check that the answer data sufficiently answers the question.

The QuestionFormAnswers data structure is used as a response element for the following operations:

• GetAssignmentsForHIT

• GetQualificationRequests

The QuestionFormAnswers data structure is a value in an Assignment data structure, and a value in a
QualificationRequest data structure.

All elements in a QuestionFormAnswers belong to a namespace whose name is identical to the URL
of the QuestionFormAnswers schema document for the version of the API you are using.

The Structure of Answers

A QuestionFormAnswers element contains an Answer element for each question in the HIT or
Qualification test for which the Worker provided an answer. Each Answer contains a
QuestionIdentifier element whose value corresponds to the QuestionIdentifier of a
Question in the QuestionForm. See the QuestionForm data structure for more information about
questions and answer specifications.

If the question expects a free-text answer, the Answer element contains a FreeText element. This
element contains the Worker's answer.

If the question expects a multiple-choice answer, the Answer element contains a
SelectionIdentifier element for each option the Worker selected. If the Worker did not make any
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selections, the Answer will contain zero SelectionIdentifier elements. The identifier corresponds
to the SelectionIdentifier for the selection provided in the answer specification for the question.

If the multiple-choice question includes an OtherSelection field, and the Worker enters data into this
field, that data appears in the Answer in an OtherSelectionText element. If the Worker both selects
an option from the list and provides text in this field, both values will be present in the answer.

The answer data will always conform to the answer specification provided in the HIT question, or in the
Qualification test question.

Example

The following is an example of a complete QuestionFormAnswers data structure. Remember that this
value will be returned as a single return value, XML escaped in the response.

<QuestionFormAnswers xmlns="[the QuestionFormAnswers schema URL]">
<Answer>

<QuestionIdentifier>nextmove</QuestionIdentifier>
<FreeText>C3</FreeText>

</Answer>
<Answer>

<QuestionIdentifier>likelytowin</QuestionIdentifier>
<SelectionIdentifier>notlikely</SelectionIdentifier>

</Answer>
</QuestionFormAnswers>

AnswerKey

Description

The AnswerKey data structure specifies answers for a Qualification test, and a mechanism to use to
calculate a score from the key and a Worker's answers.

An AnswerKey data structure is a string value that consists of XML data. The XML data must conform
to the AnswerKey schema. See WSDL and Schema Locations for the location of this schema. For more
information about using XML data as parameter or return value, see Using XML Parameter Values.

The AnswerKey data structure is used as a parameter for the following operations:

• CreateQualificationType

The AnswerKey data structure is used as a return value for the following operations:

• GetQualificationType

The AnswerKey data structure is a value in a Qualification type data structure.

All elements in a AnswerKey belong to a namespace whose name is identical to the URL of the
AnswerKey schema document for the version of the API you are using.

The Structure of an Answer Key

An answer key is contained in a AnswerKey element. This element contains a Question element for
each question in the Qualification test, and an optional QualificationValueMapping element that
describes how to calculate the Qualification value from the answer key and the Worker's answers.
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Question

A Question element contains a QuestionIdentifier element, which identifies the question for this
answer. This value corresponds to a QuestionIdentifier in the QuestionForm.

A Question element has one or more AnswerOption elements, one for each combination of selections
in the multiple-choice question that affects the Worker's test score.

Each AnswerOption contains one or more SelectionIdentifier elements that correspond to
identifiers for the selections in the QuestionForm. It also contains an AnswerScore element, a number
that is added to the Worker's test score if the Worker's answer matches this option. The Worker must
select all of the selections specified by the SelectionIdentifier elements, and no others, to earn the
score.

Tip

An AnswerScore for an AnswerOption may be negative.

The Question may have an optional DefaultScore, a number that is added to the Worker's test score
if none of the answer options exactly match the Worker's answer for the question. DefaultScore is
optional, and defaults to 0.

<AnswerOption>
<SelectionIdentifier>apples</SelectionIdentifier>
<AnswerScore>10</AnswerScore>

</AnswerOption>

QualificationValueMapping

The Question may have an optional QualificationValueMapping element that describes how to
calculate the Worker's overall score from the scores of the Worker's answers. It contains either a
PercentageMapping element, a ScaleMapping element, or a RangeMapping element.

If no QualificationValueMapping is specified, the sum of the scores of the answers is used as the
Qualification value.

<QualificationValueMapping>
...

</QualificationValueMapping>

A PercentageMapping specifies a maximum score for the test, as a MaximumSummedScore element.
The Qualification value is calculated as the sum of the scores of the selected answers, divided by the
maximum, multiplied by 100 and rounded to the nearest integer to produce a percentage.

...
<PercentageMapping>

<MaximumSummedScore>15</MaximumSummedScore>
</PercentageMapping>

A ScaleMapping specifies a multiplier, as a decimal value in a SummedScoreMultiplier element.
The Qualification value is calculated as the sum of the scores of the selected answers, multiplied by the
multiplier.

...
<ScaleMapping>

<SummedScoreMultiplier>3</SummedScoreMultiplier>
</ScaleMapping>
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A RangeMapping assigns specific Qualification values to ranges of total test scores. It contains one or
more SummedScoreRange elements, each of which specify an InclusiveLowerBound element, an
InclusiveUpperBound element, and a QualificationValue that becomes the Qualification value
if the sum of the scores of the selected answers falls within the specified range. Finally, the
RangeMapping includes a single OutOfRangeQualificationValue, which specifies the
Qualification value if the sum of the scores of the selected answers do not fall within a specified range.

Note

Ranges cannot overlap. If ranges overlap, the behavior is undefined.

...
<RangeMapping>

<SummedScoreRange>
<InclusiveLowerBound>5</InclusiveLowerBound>
<InclusiveUpperBound>7</InclusiveUpperBound>
<QualificationValue>5</QualificationValue>

</SummedScoreRange>
<SummedScoreRange>
<InclusiveLowerBound>8</InclusiveLowerBound>
<InclusiveUpperBound>10</InclusiveUpperBound>
<QualificationValue>10</QualificationValue>

</SummedScoreRange>
<OutOfRangeQualificationValue>0</OutOfRangeQualificationValue>

</RangeMapping>

Example

The following is an example of a complete QuestionForm data structure. Remember that to pass this
structure in as a parameter to an operation, XML characters must be escaped as character entities.

<AnswerKey xmlns="[the AnswerKey schema URL]">
<Question>

<QuestionIdentifier>nextmove</QuestionIdentifier>
<AnswerOption>
<SelectionIdentifier>D</SelectionIdentifier>
<AnswerScore>5</AnswerScore>

</AnswerOption>
</Question>
<Question>

<QuestionIdentifier>favoritefruit</QuestionIdentifier>
<AnswerOption>
<SelectionIdentifier>apples</SelectionIdentifier>
<AnswerScore>10</AnswerScore>

</AnswerOption>
</Question>
<QualificationValueMapping>

<PercentageMapping>
<MaximumSummedScore>15</MaximumSummedScore>

</PercentageMapping>
</QualificationValueMapping>

</AnswerKey>

ExternalQuestion

Description

Instead of providing a QuestionForm data structure that tells Mechanical Turk how to display your
questions and collect answers, you can host the questions on your own web site using an "external"
question.

A HIT with an external question displays a web page from your web site in a frame in the Worker's web
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browser. Your web page displays a form for the Worker to fill out and submit. The Worker submits
results using your form, and your form submits the results back to Mechanical Turk. Using your web
site to display the form gives your web site control over how the question appears and how answers are
collected.

To use an external question with a HIT, you provide a ExternalQuestion data structure as the value
of the Question parameter. As with the QuestionForm data structure, an ExternalQuestion is a
string value that consists of XML data. This data must conform to the ExternalQuestion schema. See
WSDL and Schema Locations for the location of this schema. For more information about using XML
data as a parameter or return value, see Using XML Parameter Values.

Note

You can only use an external question as the question of a HIT. You cannot use an external
question with a Qualification test.

The ExternalQuestion data structure is used as a parameter value for the following operations:

• CreateHIT

The ExternalQuestion data structure is a value in a HIT data structure.

All elements in a ExternalQuestion belong to a namespace whose name is identical to the URL of
the ExternalQuestion schema document for the version of the API you are using.

The ExternalQuestion Data Structure

The ExternalQuestion data structure has a root element of ExternalQuestion.

The ExternalQuestion element contains the following elements:

Name Description Type Value

ExternalURL
The URL of your web form, to be dis-
played in a frame in the Worker's web
browser.

Mechanical Turk will append two para-
meters to this URL: hitId and as-
signmentId. See below for more in-
formation.

Required
A valid URL

FrameHeight
The height of the frame, in pixels.

Required
A number of pixels

Example

The following is an example of a complete ExternalQuestion data structure. Remember that to pass
this structure in as the value of a parameter to an operation, XML characters must be escaped as
character entities. (See Using XML Parameter Values for more information.)

<ExternalQuestion xmlns="[the QuestionForm schema URL]">
<ExternalURL>http://tictactoe.amazon.com/gamesurvey.cgi?gameid=01523</Externa
lURL>

<FrameHeight>400</FrameHeight>
</ExternalQuestion>
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The External Form

When a Worker attempts to complete a HIT with an external question, the external web site is loaded
into a frame in the middle of the screen. The web page at that URL should display a form for the Worker
to fill out, and all the information the Worker will need to complete the HIT.

The Frame's URL and Parameters

The URL used for the frame is the ExternalURL of the question with two parameters appended: the
hitId and the assignmentId. These parameters are appended CGI-style: The full URL has a question
mark (?) before the first parameter, and an ampersand (&) between each parameter, with each parameter
consisting of a name, an equal sign (=), and a value. Other parameters already present in this style in
ExternalURL are preserved, so the final URL will only have one question mark, and all parameters will
be separated by ampersands.

For example, consider an ExternalURL of:

http://tictactoe.amazon.com/gamesurvey.cgi?gameid=01523

With this ExternalURL, the full URL used for the page in the frame could be as follows:

http://tictactoe.amazon.com/gamesurvey.cgi?gameid=01523
&hitId=123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE
&assignmentId=123RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE456RVWYBAZW00EXAMPLE

Preview Mode

Your external question will be displayed when a Worker previews the HIT on the Amazon Mechanical
Turk web site, before the Worker has clicked the "Accept HIT" button. When the HIT is being
previewed, the URL will have a special value for the assignmentId:
ASSIGNMENT_ID_NOT_AVAILABLE

When a Worker previews a HIT, your web page should show her everything she will need to do to
complete the HIT, so she can decide whether or not to accept it. The easiest way to do this is to simply
display the form as it would appear when the HIT is accepted. However, you may want to take
precautions to prevent a Worker from accidentally filling out or submitting your form prior to accepting
the HIT.

You can use JavaScript or server-side logic to check the assignmentId parameter, and change the
display the form if the HIT is being previewed (assignmentId=ASSIGNMENT_ID_NOT_AVAILABLE).

If a Worker submits your form before accepting the HIT, and your form attempts to post the data back to
Mechanical Turk, Mechanical Turk will display an error message to the Worker, and the results will not
be accepted.

The Form Action

The form on the external web site must post the result data back to Amazon Mechanical Turk using the
following URL:

http://www.mturk.com/mturk/externalSubmit

The form must include the assignmentId field that was appended to the URL used to access your
form. It should be submitted along with the other form fields submitted by your form, with a name of
assignmentId and the same value as was passed to the form. Be sure to spell the field name as it
appears here, with the same letters uppercase and lowercase.
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Note

The field names assignmentId and hitId are reserved for special purposes. Your form only
needs to submit the assignmentId field. Any data submitted with a field name of "hitId"
will be ignored, and will not appear in the results data for the HIT.

The form can submit data to that URL using either the "GET" or "POST" methods. The data the form
submits should be name-value pairs in the CGI-style:

• Each field appears as the name, an equal sign, and the value. For example: favoriteColor=blue

• Data that appears in the posted URL (using the "GET" method or the form's action URL) is preceded
by a question mark (?), and is delimited by ampersands (&). For example:

ht-
tp://www.mturk.com/mturk/externalSubmit?favoriteColor=blue&favoriteNumber=7
&...

• Data that appears in the HTTP message body (using the "POST" method) has one data pair per line.
For example:

favoriteColor=blue
favoriteNumber=7
...

The easiest way to post the data in the CGI-style is to use an HTML form on the web page, with the
externalSubmit URL as the "action," and either "GET" or "POST" as the "method."

The Answer Data

When the Worker submits your form, the form sends the field data to Mechanical Turk using the
externalSubmit URL, and Mechanical Turk records the field data as the results of the HIT.

When you retrieve the results using the GetAssignmentsForHIT operation, the field data submitted by
your form will appear in the Answer of the Assignment as if each field were a free-text answer. The
QuestionIdentifier element of the answer will be the name of the field, and the FreeText element
will contain the value.

See the QuestionFormAnswers data format for more information about the format of answer data.

Guidelines For Using External Questions

External questions give your application a great deal of power over how Workers submit results for your
HITs. To ensure you get good results for your HITs, you should make sure your web server and web
pages can provide your Workers with a quality experience.

Because external questions depend on your web server for rendering the question form, both while
Workers are previewing HITs and while Workers are completing HITs, your server will need to be
engineered for high availability. The Amazon Mechanical Turk web site gets heavy traffic, so your web
server will need to be able to respond quickly and correctly when receiving many requests in a short
period of time.

Tip

Amazon S3 offers high availability hosting of data, accessible via public URLs. You can host
your external questions as web pages in Amazon S3, and not have to run your own high
availability web server.
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Your web site can do many things inside the frame, but eventually it must cause the Worker's browser to
load the "externalSubmit" URL in the frame with the results in POST data. The easiest way to do this is
with an HTML form whose fields contain the HIT results, with a submit button that the Worker will
click. If an external HIT prevents the Worker from submitting results back to Mechanical Turk using the
"externalSubmit" mechanism, the Worker may not be able to claim rewards or continue doing work
without restarting their session. Amazon Mechanical Turk reserves the right to remove any external
HITs that are not functioning properly.

Tip

Remember that a QuestionForm can contain Java applets, Flash applications, and blocks of
XHTML formatted content. If the capabilities of a QuestionForm meet the needs of your HIT,
using a QuestionForm instead of an ExternalQuestion is the best way to ensure that your HIT
will work correctly.

Finally, please remember that external questions must meet the Amazon Mechanical Turk Participation
Agreement, and otherwise meet Mechanical Turk's standards for appropriate content. Specifically, the
Participation Agreement expressly prohibits the use of Amazon Mechanical Turk for advertising or
solicitation. If your web site typically displays advertising to visitors, please make sure those
advertisements do not appear in your external questions. Amazon Mechanical Turk reserves the right to
remove HITs with inappropriate content.
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The Notification Receptor API
This section describes the way Mechanical Turk sends notification messages to your application, if you
set up notifications for your HIT types using the REST or SOAP transports.

This section contains the following sections:

• Building A Notification Receptor

• Elements of a Notification Message

• The REST Transport

• The SOAP Transport

Building A Notification Receptor

You can tell Mechanical Turk to notify you whenever certain events occur that regard your HITs.
Mechanical Turk can notify you when a Worker accepts, abandons, returns, or submits an assignment,
when a HIT becomes "reviewable", or when a HIT expires, for any HIT of a given HIT type. To set up
notifications for a HIT type, you call the SetHITTypeNotification operation with a HIT type ID and
a notification specification.

Mechanical Turk can send a notification using one of several "transports". The simplest transport is a
human-readable e-mail message sent to an e-mail address that you specify in the notification
specification.

The other notification transports let Mechanical Turk contact your Requester application directly: The
REST transport sends an HTTP request to a URL you specify containing the notification data as
key-value pairs. The SOAP transport sends a SOAP web services request, an HTTP request with XML
data in SOAP-standard envelope, to an "end-point" (URL) that you specify.

To use the REST or SOAP transports, you will need to build an application that can accept HTTP
connections, and collect and process notification messages. This notification receptor application will
need to be operational any time a notification message might be sent in order to receive the message.

Note

Notification messages are only sent once. Notifications are not sent again, even if the HTTP
request returns with an error code or fails for any reason. Your application will need to tolerate
missing some notification messages.

This chapter describes the notification receptor API that your receptor will need to implement to receive
and understand notification messages. For code samples that illustrate how to build a notification
receptor, see the Amazon Web Services Resource Center.

For more information about notifications, see Notifications. For more information about creating,
modifying or disabling notification specifications on HIT types, see the SetHITTypeNotification
operation.

See also the SendTestEventNotification operation, and Notification.

What a Notification Receptor Should Expect

Your notification receptor will receive a notification message when a HIT event occurs that matches an
active notification specification for the HIT type of the HIT, and the specification includes the receptor
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as the message destination.

A notification message may describe one or more events. If multiple events happen in a short period of
time, they may be batched into a single message. Your receptor should expect messages to describe
multiple events.

Your receptor should also expect to receive a "Ping" event at any time. "Ping" events are used for
diagnostic purposes, and do not correspond to any HIT activity. Mechanical Turk will send a "Ping"
notification when you call the SendTestEventNotification operation, and may also send "Ping"
events to check the availability of your receptor at other times.

Elements of a Notification Message

Notification messages sent with either the REST or SOAP transports contain the following elements:

• a Signature and Timestamp that verify the notification message is coming from Mechanical Turk

• the Version of the notification API used for the message

• one or more Event data structures that describe recent activity for HITs of a HIT type

How You Know Mechanical Turk Sent the Message

Similar to how you include a Signature parameter with your requests to the Mechanical Turk
Requester service that proves it is you, and not somebody else, sending the request, Mechanical Turk
includes a Signature with each notification message. The signature value is calculated in the same
way: Mechanical Turk produces a string by concatenating several values from the notification message,
then calculates a Keyed-Hashing for Message Authentication code (HMAC) with the SHA-1 hashing
method using a key known only to your application and Mechanical Turk: your AWS Secret Access
Key.

To verify the signature in a notification message:

1. Produce a string by concatenating the following values:

• the string "AWSMechanicalTurkRequesterNotification" (the "service" name)

• the string "Notify" (the "operation" name)

• the value of the Timestamp parameter included in the notification message

2. Calculate an RFC 2104-compliant HMAC, using your AWS Secret Access Key as the key. This is
the same method you use to sign your requests to Mechanical Turk, and could be performed using
similar code.

3. Base64 encode the HMAC value. (This is also similar to request signing.)

4. Compare the result to the Signature value included in the notification message. A matching value
indicates the notification message is genuine.

For more information about the method used to produce signature values, see AWS Request
Authentication.

The Notification API Version

Similar to how a REST request sent to the Mechanical Turk Requester service must include a Version
parameter to indicate which version of the service API the client is expecting to use, a notification
message also contains a Version parameter. This version string will be identical to the version included
in the notification specification for the HIT type.
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For notifications sent over the SOAP transport, the version will be in the message header as part of the
WSDL URL. See The SOAP Transport for more information.

Tip

Your application may need to accommodate receiving notification messages of different
versions at the same time if you want to upgrade your notification specifications to a new
version without missing messages. You can avoid having to accommodate multiple API
versions by first disabling the notification specifications that use the old version, upgrading
your application to use the new version, then updating the notification specifications to use the
new version and re-enable notifications.

When a new version of the notification API is made available, all existing notification specifications will
continue to use the API versions they were using previously. You must update your notification
specifications to use a new version of the API.

Events

A notification message describes one or more events that happened in regards to a HIT type. Each event
includes:

• the event type (EventType), a value corresponding to the EventType value in the notification
specification data structure

• the time of the event (EventTime), as a dateTime in the Coordinated Universal Time time zone, such
as 2005-01-31T23:59:59Z

• the HIT type ID for the event (HITTypeId)

• the HIT ID for the event (HITId)

• the assignment ID for the event, if applicable (AssignmentId)

Multiple events may be batched into a single notification message.

Mechanical Turk may send a "Ping" event to your notification receptor at any time. "Ping" events are for
diagnostic purposes, and do not correspond to HIT activity.

The REST Transport

The REST notification transport makes an HTTP connection to your notification receptor, and sends the
notification message using the HTTP GET method, as a set of key-value pairs.

The Destination that you specify in your notification specification is the URL Mechanical Turk will
use for the HTTP request.

The HTTP request will include key-value pairs for the values described in Elements of a Notification
Message, such as Signature, Timestamp, and Version.

Each event is represented in the REST request by a set of keys for the event properties. Each property
name is prefixed with Event, a period, a number, and another period, where the number is a counter
incremented for each event in the notification message. For example, the key Event.1.EventTime
will have the EventTime value for the first event described by the message.

Sample Message

The following is an example notification message using the REST transport, as an HTTP GET message
(including headers). In this example, the destination is
http://example.com:8080/mt/notifications.cgi. The "GET" path containing all of the
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notification parameters (from "GET" to "HTTP/1.1") would normally appear all on one line; the line
below has been split to make it easy to read.

GET /mt/notifications.cgi?method=Notify
&Signature=vH6ZbE0NhkF/hfNyxz2OgmzXYKs=
&Timestamp=2006-05-23T23:22:30Z
&Version=2006-06-20
&Event.1.EventType=AssignmentAccepted
&Event.1.EventTime=2006-04-21T18:55:23Z
&Event.1.HITTypeId=KDSFO4455LKDAF3
&Event.1.HITId=KDSFO4455LKDAF3
&Event.1.AssignmentId=KDSFO4455LKDAF3KDSFO4455LKDAF3
&Event.2.EventType=AssignmentReturned
&Event.2.EventTime=2006-04-21T18:55:23Z
&Event.2.HITTypeId=KDSFO4455LKDAF3
&Event.2.HITId=KDSFO4455LKDAF3KDSFO4455LKDAF3
&Event.2.AssignmentId=KDSFO4455LKDAF3KDSFO4455LKDAF3 HTTP/1.1

Content-Type: text/xml
Accept: application/soap+xml, application/dime, multipart/related, text/*
SOAPAction: http://soap.amazon.com
User-Agent: Jakarta Commons-HttpClient/2.0final
Host: example.com:8080

This is similar to a request that would be caused by putting a URL in a web browser that began with
http://example.com:8080/mt/notifications.cgi?method=Notify&... and included all of
the notification message parameters above.

The SOAP Transport

The SOAP notification transport makes an HTTP connection to your notification receptor, and sends the
notification message according to the SOAP web services standard.

The Destination that you specify in your notification specification is the "end point" (URL)
Mechanical Turk will use for the SOAP request. In other words, this is the URL of your web service.

The SOAP API Mechanical Turk expects to use for notification messages is described by the
notification WSDL. The location of the WSDL corresponds to the version of the API. For example, the
WSDL for the 2006-06-20 version of the notification API is here:

http://mechanicalturk.amazonaws.com/AWSMechanicalTurk/2006-06-20/AWSMechanicalTurkRequesterNotification.wsdl

Mechanical Turk calls the Notify operation of this WSDL, using the end point you specified in the
notification specification.

Parameters to the Notify operation call correspond to the parameters described in Elements of a
Notification Message, such as Signature, Timestamp, and Version. Each event is represented in the
SOAP request by a Event element, with sub-elements for each property of an event (such as
EventTime).

Sample Message

The following is an example notification message using the SOAP transport, including the SOAP
wrapper.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<soapenv:Envelope
xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<soapenv:Body>

<Notify xmlns="http://requester.mturk.amazonaws.com/doc/2006-06-20">
<Signature>[signature generated from your secret key]</Signature>
<Timestamp
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xsi:type="xsd:dateTime">2006-05-23T23:22:30Z</Timestamp>
<Version>2006-06-20</Version>
<Event>

<EventType>AssignmentAccepted</EventType>
<EventTime>2006-04-21T18:55:23Z</EventTime>
<HITTypeId>KDSFO4455LKDAF3</HITTypeId>
<HITId>KDSFO4455LKDAF3</HITId>
<AssignmentId>KDSFO4455LKDAF3KDSFO4455LKDAF3</AssignmentId>

</Event>
<Event>

<EventType>AssignmentReturned</EventType>
<EventTime>2006-04-21T18:55:23Z</EventTime>
<HITTypeId>KDSFO4455LKDAF3</HITTypeId>
<HITId>KDSFO4455LKDAF3KDSFO4455LKDAF3</HITId>
<AssignmentId>KDSFO4455LKDAF3KDSFO4455LKDAF3</AssignmentId>

</Event>
</Notify>

</soapenv:Body>
</soapenv:Envelope>
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